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Against All Odds  New Tendencies
in Egyptian Feminism (20112013)
Abstract
Without doubt women played a vital role during the Arab Spring. Despite their subsequent
marginalization, the experience of agency and empowerment that many of them had had
for the first time in 2011 resulted in a new consciousness and an intent to continue their
fight against discriminatory practices. This has become evident, for instance, in the massive
protests against gender-based violence in Egypt. This contribution sheds light on what
seem to be new signs in secular Egyptian feminism, taking as examples the re-established
Egyptian Feminist Union, the movement of Baheya Ya Masr and the organization
Nazra for Feminist Studies.

Introduction  Marginalized but not silenced
It is widely acknowledged that women from different walks of life and age groups
played a crucial role in the peaceful protests during the so-called Arab Spring.
Their commitment and courage during the 2011 uprising have often been praised
and some activists have been awarded international prizes.
Following the toppling of the former potentates however, they have been
marginalized and excluded from the major decision-making positions. This experience
is of course, nothing new: it resembles the outcomes of previous nationwide popular
protests in colonial and post-colonial times.
Yet, despite post-revolutionary conservative backlash in the form of harsh verbal
and physical attacks, the womens rights activists, some of them only recently
mobilized, have not given up their fight against discriminatory practices but instead
have continued to assert their claims. As a result, this transitory phase has witnessed
an unprecedented emergence of numerous grassroots initiatives and new civil
organizations advocating gender equality.
How to assess and to classify the mushrooming of womens rights defenders
groups remains a distinctly controversial subject.1 Optimists argue that the change
Professor, University of Freiburg, Department of Islamic Studies, Germany, e-mail: roswitha.
badry@orient.uni-freiburg.de.
1
For the following remarks see, for instance: Women and the Arab Spring: an Ongoing Struggle
for Equal Rights, Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, http://www.ohchr.org/EN/
NewsEvents/Pages/WomenandtheArabspringanongoingstruggleforequalrights.aspx (accessed
9 November 2013); N. Abé, Frauenbewegung in Ägypten: «Es wird eine zweite Revolution geben»
*
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that has started since the 2011 mass protests cannot be reversed; the great majority
of those who felt empowerment and agency during the uprisings will not be silenced
anymore. Pessimists underline the hijacking of the revolution by better organized
parties as well as by long established associations and speak of women as the great
losers of the revolutionary events. Other analysts who regard the mass protests as a
social movement point out that in the long run the surfacing of a broadly based civil
society is a positive sign; and in the short run, it is noticeable that a huge number of
outspoken womens rights activists, female and male alike, continue their struggle
for gender equality despite (current) setbacks and disappointments.
This contribution will focus on Egypt because it has one of the longest and most
varied feminist traditions in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region.2 Though
Egyptian womens status has improved through decades of struggle and toil, it is no
secret that the patriarchal structure of the Egyptian state, law and culture has been
left mainly intact.3 The January 25th (2011) revolution generated immense hopes
[Womens Movement in Egypt: There Will Be a Second Revolution], Spiegel Online, http://
www.spiegel.de/politik/ausland/aegypten-frauenbewegung-geraet-durch-macht-der-islamisten-in
-defensive-a-874145.html (accessed 7 November 2013); R. Mohamed, Women and the Arab Spring:
Tough Choices to Make, Open Democracy, http://www.opendemocracy.net/arab-awakening/reem
-mohamed/women-and-arab-spring-tough-choices-to-make (accessed 9 November 2013);
J. Montasir, VOICES: Womens Rights in Egypt  Re-examining a Revolution, Middle East Voices,
http://middleeastvoices.voanews.com/2013/06/voices-womens-rights-in-egypt-re-examining-a
-revolution-99467/#ixzz2kyVYMhO (accessed 9 November 2013); J. Gray, Egypts Women Keep
Showing Power in Protest, Womens News, http://womensenews.org/story/equalitywomen%
E2%80%99s-rights/120510/egypts-women-keep-showing-power-in-protest (accessed 9 October
2013). N. Al-Ali, Gendering the Arab Spring, Middle East Journal of Culture and Communication,
Vol. 5, No. 1, 2012, pp. 2631; Roswitha Badry, Ermächtigung von Frauen im Jemen? Zur potentiellen
Dynamik sozialer Bewegungen [Empowerment of Women in Yemen? On the potential dynamic of
social movements], in Geschlechtergerechtigkeit durch Demokratisierung? Transformationen und
Restaurationen von Genderverhältnissen in der islamischen Welt [Gender Equality through
Democratization? Transformations and Restorations of Gender Relations in the Islamic World],
Susanne Schröter (ed.), Bielefeld, 2013, pp. 6769, 8789.
2
As one of the earliest in MENA, the Egyptian example is also one of the most researched
feminist movements in the region. To mention just a few famous research studies: Margot Badran
(Feminists, Islam, and Nation. Gender and the Making of Modern Egypt, Princeton, New Jersey:
Princeton University Press, 1995) chronicles the formation of womens activism, in particular Hudâ
Sharâwîs EFU; Nadje Al-Ali (Secularism, Gender, and the State in the Middle East: The Egyptian
Womens Movement, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000) deals with often neglected
secular movements; Saba Mahmood (Politics of Piety: The Islamic Revival and the Feminist Subject,
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005) describes the womens mosque movement of Islamist
groups and combines it with an interesting but debatable theory of female agency. A general overview
is given by Azza M. Karam, Political-social Movements: Feminist: Arab States, in Encyclopedia of
Women & Islamic Cultures, Vol. II: Family, Law and Politics, Suad Joseph (ed.), Leiden and Boston:
Brill, 2005, pp. 582586.
3
Nikki R. Keddie, Women in the Middle East: Past and Present, Princeton: Princeton University
Press, NJ, 2007, pp. 122127 (summary of the main developments of the post-1945 Egyptian
womens movement).
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for a better future with greater gender equality but it soon became obvious that even
the achievements of past years were under threat. The quota system, adopted in
2010, which gave women 12% of the seats in the Peoples assembly for the first
time, was removed by the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces (SCAF) directly
after the revolution; in the last parliamentary elections parties had to include at
least one woman in their lists but their names were often put at the end, so that only
2% of the female candidates won a seat in the later dissolved parliament with its
sweeping majority of Islamists. The 2012 constitution further curtailed womens
rights and emphasized the traditional gender role pattern. At the same time sexual
harassment against women protesters in public areas increased dramatically. After
the overthrow of President Mohamed Morsi on 3 July 2013, women activists
channeled their efforts into influencing the process of amending the 2012 constitution.
These three topics  the discussion on womens quotas, the new constitution, and
on sexual harassment  also dominated the reports of the media outlets on the activities
of womens rights supporters.
Below, I shall focus on three secular feminist organizations and try to answer the
following question: If the high visibility of women in the 2011 mass protests did in
fact indicate the rise of a new feminism, what are its most significant signs?
It goes without saying that my observations are of a preliminary character as they
are based on Internet resources and not as yet on thorough empirical research.
Moreover, the material consulted leaves many issues open: on more than one occasion
the information deemed accessible has proven contradictory, insufficient and/or tainted
with (nationalist) ideology. Nevertheless it allows us a first impression on the current
crystallization of new trends.
The selected examples to be examined include:
a) the (new) Egyptian Feminist Union (al-IttiÉâd al-nawî li-nisâ Mi^r),
b) the Baheya Ya Masr Movement (°arakat Bahiyya yâ Mi^r),
c) Nazra for Feminist Studies (Na²ra li-l-dirâsât al-niswiyya).
This may be a small sample but as the organizations mentioned are cooperating
with other groups of similar positions they can be seen as representative of the
secular stream, heterogeneous though it is.
(New) Egyptian Feminist Union (al-IttiÉâd al-nawî li-nisâ Mi^r)
The IttiÉâd al-nawî li-nisâ Mi^r, sometimes translated as the Qualitative (also:
Specific) Union for Egypts Women, but commonly referred to as the Feminist
Union, is often presented as a revitalized version of the first independent womens
organization in the Arab World, i.e., the Egyptian Feminist Union, established by
Hudâ Sharâwî (18791947) in 1923 (IttiÉâd al-nisâî al-mi^rî).4 The new EFU
functions as an umbrella to a network of non-governmental organizations (NGOs).
Badran, Feminists, Islam , p. 249: After Nasser had consolidated his power, independent
feminist activism came to an end. The EFU was forced to cease as a feminist organization. It
changed its name to the Huda Sharawi Association and devoted itself to social welfare activities.
4
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The president of the new EFU is the well-known sociologist Dr. Hudâ Badrân, the
Chairwoman of the Alliance for Arab Women (Râbiat al-mara al-arabiyya,
hereafter AAW)5 who had represented Egypt on official international boards such as
the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child or as head of the organizing committee
for the International Womens Forum in Beijing during Mubaraks rule. As chairwoman
of the AAW she is well connected across the MENA region. Following the ousting of
Mubarak, Badrân realized, as she remarked in an interview, that women need to
close ranks to be able to put pressure on the new political authorities. Women have
to mutually support each other and demand their rights; otherwise, she anticipated
a bleak future for the Egyptian womens movement. 6
The idea of re-establishing an umbrella organization in order to overcome
fragmentation through NGO-ization 7 and of building up a powerful pressure group
seems to have come from the prominent activist and author Nawâl al-Sadâwî8  a
suggestion that is confirmed by a male member of the new EFU who refers to
5
The AAW consists of a network of 350 NGOs. It was registered as an NGO in 1987 and has
had a consultative status with the UN (Economic and Social Council, ECOSOC) since 1996. For
more information on the Alliance see the official website: http://www.theallianceforarabwomen.org/
AboutUsPg.aspx (accessed 14 November 2013); cf. Al-Ali, Secularism, Gender , pp. 9, 153f.,
158; Rabia el Morabet Belhaj and Anje Wiersinga, M.D., Wishes, Demands and Priorities of National
and Regional Womens Organisations in the MENA Region, International Alliance of Women, Final
Arab Spring Report, Council of Europe, pp. 2425: https://www.coe.int/t/ngo/Source/IAW
_arab_spring_report.pdf (accessed 2 November 2013).
6
C. Mende (English transl. N. Coon), Egyptian Womens Rights Activist Hoda Badran: Women
as Losers of the Revolution?, Qantara, http://en.qantara.de/content/egyptian-womens-rights-activist
-hoda-badran-women-as-losers-of-the-revolution (accessed 10 November 2013).
7
With respect to the Arab womens movement the term was used for the first time by Islah Jad
(Assistant Professor of Gender and Development at Birzeit University, Palestine). NGO-ization
refers to the flourishing of womens NGOs with very specific objectives since the 1990s. The fact
that most of the NGOs are dependent on external funding (so-called DONGOS, i.e. donor NGOs)
has had a great impact on their (inner) structure, projects and interactions with both local populations
and donor organizations. NGO-ization is not only seen as a radical shift for womens activism
worldwide, but also as a result of the neoliberal globalization, a neocolonialist strategy of the Global
North towards the Global South with the aim of de-politicizing social movements and diminishing
the mobilization capacity of grassroots activism and an attempt to consolidate relations of inequity.
Cf. I. Jad, The NGO-isation of Arab Womens Movements, Institute of Development Studies (IDS)
Bulletin, Vol. 35, Oct. 2004, pp. 3442. For further information on the debatable foreign funding as
a result of recent globalization see Roswitha Badry, Globalization and Womens (Political) Rights:
Changing Paradigms in the Recent Arab Discourse?, in Islam and Globalisation: Historical and
Contemporary Perspectives. Proceedings of the 25th Congress of LUnion Européenne des Arabisants
et Islamisants, Agostino Cilardo (ed.), LeuvenParisWalpole, MA: Peeters, 2013, pp. 6470;
Nicola Pratt, Human Rights NGOs and the «Foreign Funding Debate» in Egypt, in Human Rights
in the Arab World: Independent Voices, Anthony Chase and Amr Hamzawy (eds), Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006, pp. 114126.
8
For information on her activities as well as the views of younger women activists on her lifelong struggle for womens rights (admired, but not accepted without criticism) cf., for instance,
Al-Ali, Secularism, Gender , pp. 7679 and passim.
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Sadâwî as the spiritual godmother of the union.9 On her homepage dated on 1 March
2011 she published a statement of the Egyptians Women Union (EWU) which was
signed by her as a temporary coordinator.10 With the aim of uniting women and men
from all sectors of life who believe in womens rights as human rights, the
announcement highlighted the following as immediate goals: achieving a better political
and social representation of women (at least 25% for the temporary period),
establishing a secular constitution and family law without regard to religion, gender,
class, or other discrimination, and raising awareness in the population that a real
liberation of Egypt and genuine democracy require womens participation and complete
gender equality in politics.
In June 2011, 500 NGOs gathered in Cairo at a conference organized by the AAW
and other associations concerned with womens rights. On 4 June the assembled
NGOs released the Egyptian Womens Charter that lists the social and political
demands of Egyptian women, perceived as necessary steps in constructing a
democratic society.11 According to the document, half a million Egyptians both men
and women, had endorsed the charter so far  thanks to a signature campaign started
in advance. Similarly but in a more elaborate form than the EWUs statement, the
document includes calls for a fairer representation of women in political, social, and
economic areas, equal opportunities to acquire judicial posts, the revision of
discriminatory legislation on the basis of equality and justice, commitment to
international human rights conventions (including CEDAW, the womens
convention), the establishment of social and economic rights (with respect to human
safety, education, health care, etc.) and the introduction of various mechanisms to
ensure the mainstreaming of a gender perspective in all policies. As the Charters
recommendations were largely ignored by the governing SCAF, a number of
organizations agreed to be founders of the new Feminist Union which was formed in
October during a meeting of 31 NGOs.12 The AAW was assigned the task of taking
the necessary measures to register and establish the Union.13 The new EFU finally
received official registration as a non-profit-organization and was established at the
Al-Saadawis brainchild fights for womens equality in dark times, Daily News Egypt,
6 November 2012.
10
Statement of the Egyptian Womens Union (EWU) Cairo 1 st March 2011/Bayân ittiÉâd
al-mara 2011, http://www.nawalsaadawi.net/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id
=127:egyptunion&catid=55:newsgeneral&Itemid=65 (accessed 7 November 2013).
11
Egypt: Womens Charter Calls for a Democratic Transition, UN Women, http://www.unwomen
.org/en/news/stories/2011/6/egypt-women-s-charter-calls-for-a-democratic-transition (accessed 14
November 2013)  with links to the Charter in English and Arabic.
12
Al-Ahram announced the foundation of the new EFU already two days before: Raîs râbiat
al-mara al-arabiyya: al-ilân bad ghad an tasîs IttiÉâd Nisâ Mi^r [The Head of the AAW:
Announcement of EFUs Foundation after Tomorrow], al-Ahrâm Portal/Bawwâbat al-Ahrâm, http://
gate.ahram.org.eg/NewsContentPrint/13/55/126137.aspx (accessed 17 June 2013).
13
Râbiat al-mara al-arabiyya tuqaddimu awrâq tasîs IttiÉâd Nisâ Mi^r [AAW Submits the
Foundation Papers of EFU], al-Ma^rî al-yawm, http://www.almasryalyoum.com/node/505689
(accessed 12 April 2013).
9
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end of December 2011. The committee of EFU founders consisting of 15 NGOs
from different governorates and now functioning as an administrative council, selected
the executive committees, including the head, deputy head, treasurer and general
secretary.14
The logo of the new EFU shows a stylized floral wreath with the symbols of a half
moon and star at the top, the organizations name in Arabic letters at the bottom and
the initials EFU mirror-inverted in the center. The colors are yellow, green and red.
As a collection of NGOs tackling womens issues in different governorates, the
re-established Union assumes the role of speaker and observer of womens rights
on behalf of its members and intends in the long run to combine and coordinate the
efforts of those interested in womens issues to create a society that believes in
equality, citizenship, social justice, human dignity, and respects womens rights and
family. In order to reach this goal the EFUs website describes as its special tasks
(ikhti^â^ât): producing a database on all associations and organizations that work in
the non-governmental volunteering field and are interested in womens rights and
affairs; conducting research and studies about womens issues; providing technical
support and strengthening and developing the capacities of the (affiliated) womens
groups and searching for various funding sources. The realization of these aims
seem to have been postponed as the (new) website15 indicates; this delay was probably
due to the turbulences in the post-Mubarak era and/or shortages in staffing and
financing. Instead the union has given priority to the political empowerment of women.
Tamkîn al-mara (womans empowerment) and her effective participation in political
and legislative decision-making is also currently mentioned (December 2013) on the
new website as the mission (risâla) of the union. The federation started with a
campaign to motivate 5 million women to vote in Egypts first post-Mubarak
parliamentary polls.16 And also their post-election activities concentrated on promoting
the political participation of women through offering training and technical assistance
for candidates of political positions and election campaigners.17 Like other womens
See http://efuegypt.org/About.aspx (accessed 13 December 2013). See also for the following
information on the program, vision and mission of the organization. (In English: http://efuegypt/EN/
Media.aspx).
15
The aforementioned website is still in progress, details on member NGOs, on leading figures
(apart from Hudâ Badrân) and concrete projects are missing, some links are not working. Before,
official information on the EFU was provided on the website of the AAW.
16
Huda Shaarawy & the new Egyptian Feminist Union, AAW, Website: http://www.thealliancefor
arabwoman.org/NewsDetailsPG.aspx?NewsID=139 (accessed 14 November 2013). M. Eriksen,
Womens Groups Relaunch Egyptian Feminist Union, Egypt Independent, 18 October 2011;
J. Gray, Egypts Feminist Union Undergoing Reincarnation, Womens eNews, http://womensenews
.org/story/equalitywomen%E2%80%99s-rights/120129/egypts-feminist-union-undergoingreincarnation (accessed 9 October 2013).
17
The third training session for candidates and campaigners took place in August 2013, cf.
A. Qâûd, al-Nawî li-nisâ Mi^r yunhî tadrîbahu al-thâlith li-l-murashshaÉât [EFU Terminates Its
Third Training Session for Female Candidates], al-Jumhûriyya Online, http://www.gomhuriaonline
.com/main.asp?v_article_id=107529 (accessed 17 October 2013); F. Khalîl, Nawî li-nisâ Mi^r
14
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rights defenders, the EFU participated in discussions on the draft constitution 
before and after the fall of Morsi. The union issued (joint) statements18, launched
conferences19, and reached out for dialogue with governmental institutions in order
to present their views and object to political decisions.
After the removal of Morsi through the militarys intervention, the EFU was quick
to side with the new authorities. On 2 July 2013, the federation published a statement
which says that it is in full support and cooperation with Tamar[r]ud, the brilliant
popular social movement initiated by the youth of Egypt  and that it salutes the
Armed Forces that proved to be with the people.20 This declaration contradicts
former statements by Badrân where she warned of the scenario of a military regime
because of the inextricable link between militarism and patriarchy. She also
highlighted the fact that both the Islamists and the military have a stranglehold on
the work of womens activists.21 The federation even went a step further when it
backed the anti-terror discourse of the military authorities.22 At the end of September
yaqidu tadrîbahu al-thâlith li-l-murashshaÉât [EFU Convenes Its Third Training Session for Female
Candidates], al-Yawm al-sâbi, http://www.youm7.com/NewsPrint.asp?NewsID=1222266 (accessed
17 October 2013). The training in how to plan election campaigns, how to address the media, etc. is
presented as part of the support to womens empowerment and as a measure for the stabilization of
our beloved Egypt.
18
Egyptian Women Condemn the Representation of the Parliament Members by 50%, http://
wa7damasrya.blogspot.de/2012/03/egptian-women-condemn-representation.html (accessed
2 September 2013), a joint statement of the Alliance of Womens Organizations, among them EFU
and Baheya, that objects to the formation of the (first) Constituent Assembly to prepare a
constitution, to the exclusion of women and to the discriminatory practices against women by
political Islam.
19
For instance, a National Conference entitled Towards a plan for advancing the conditions of
the Egyptian woman was held in the International Congress Hall in Na^r City in November 2012
and organized in cooperation with the Ministry for national planning, see the report of M. Al-Araj,
Mutamar li-l-IttiÉâd al-nawî li-nisâ Mi^r li-baÉth al-nuhûÂ bi-aÉwâl al-mara [EFU Conference
for Studying the Advancement of Womens Situation], Ma^r 11: http://www.masr11.com/
index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=11660&Itemid=622#.ULWnFNimVE (accessed 17
October 2013).
20
A Statement by The Egyptian Feminist Union (EFU): Egyptian Women Are Making History:
http://www.equalitynow.org/a_statement_by_the_egyptian_feminist_union (accessed 14 November
2013). The same statement says that the Egyptian Womens Charter which the Feminist Union
issued [!] after the 2011 revolution and which was signed by millions [!] of women and men was and
still is the guide of many women and civil society organizations in securing an equal role of women
in public life.
21
H. Badran, Will the Arab Spring Alter the Status of Women? (Not dated, but must have been
after the first post-Mubarak parliamentary elections in November/December 2011, i.e. probably at
the beginning of 2012), http://www.theallianceforarabwomen.org/NewsDetailsPg.aspx?NewsID=160
(accessed 9 December 2013).
22
See, for instance, Al-IttiÉâd al-nawî li-nisâ Mi^r yuwajjihu dawa bi-4 lughât li-duwal
al-âlam li-iÉtirâm irâdat al-shab [EFU Addresses a Call in 4 Languages to the Countries of the
World to Respect the Peoples Will], al-Yawm al-sâbi?, http://www.youm7.com/NewsPrint
.asp?NewsID=1190429 (accessed 17 October 2013). The message in Arabic, English, French, and
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2013 Hudâ Badrân participated in a hearing held between representatives of the
50-member Constitutional Committee and (both female and male) representatives of
womens organizations to discuss womens demands.23 Although she agreed with
other feminist groups in demanding quotas for women in parliament, the final draft
of the constitution submitted in December 2013 only mentions in Article 11 that,
The state shall endeavor to take measures ensuring the adequate (munâsib)
representation of women in parliament ( ). 24 In contrast, other recommendations
of womens organizations were partially integrated into the final draft that is planned
to be submitted to a national referendum in January 2014.
To date, the difference between the AAW and the re-established EFU is not
absolutely clear, at least as far as the functions, objectives, projects, and missions of
both organizations are concerned. The activities are still planned and coordinated
from the AAW office in downtown Cairo. Maybe the prestigious name of the old
EFU was just used for public effect? Be that as it may, it is striking that public
statements made by members of the new EFU and media reports on the union
emphasize the historical roots of the organization.
Moreover, there seem to be connections and cooperation with the widely discredited
but still influential National Council of Women (NCW, established in 2000 by
German also called the international community to support the fight against terror (irhâb) in all its
forms which is conducted against the Egyptian people and its army. Bi-l-fîdiyû.. al-nawî li-nisâ
Mi^r: Karmân muniÉat Nûbil li-ma^âliÉ duwaliyya .. wa-yajibu saÉbuhâ minhâ li-damihâ li-irhâb
fî Mi^r [Per video EFU: Karmân Was Granted the Nobel Prize out of International Interests
and the Prize Should be withdrawn from Her because She Supports Terror in Egypt], ~adâ l-balad,
http://www.al-balad.com/577722 (accessed 17 October 2013); H. Badrân in an interview to the
Countrys Echo. On Tawakkul Karman cf. Badry, Ermächtigung , pp. 8487.
23
The hearing sessions were aired by al-Barlamân and are available on YouTube (all accessed
11 December 2013): al-Jalsa al-^abâÉiyya. Istimâ li-mumaththilî al-majlis al-qawmî li-l-mara
[Morning Session. Hearing of NCW Representatives], www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkeuGHwop7g;
al-Jalsa al-masâiyya  [Evening Session], www.youtube.com/watch?v=6EunhptRKJU (see also
shorter clips with statements of single representatives such as Badrân who objected to Article 10
that has been revised substantially in the final draft  cf. now Article 11); cf. Womens Groups Meet
to Discuss Constitution, Daily News Egypt, 23 September 2013.
24
For the translation of Article 11 (and other amendments) see: M. Rizk and O. El Sharmoubi,
Egypts Constitution 2013 vs. 2012: A Comparison, Ahram Online, http://english.ahram.org.eg/
News/88644.aspx (accessed 13 December 2013). For comments of the EFU on the constitution cf.,
for instance, IttiÉâd nisâ Mi^r yarfaÂu tabdîl kalimat al-tamaththul al-âdil bi-l-tamthîl al-munâsib
li-l-mara [EFU Refutes the Replacement of Just Representation with Adequate Representation
of Women], and Hudâ Badrân turaÉÉibu bi-nisbat 25 bi-l-mia li-l-mara fî al-majâlis al-maÉalliyya
[H.B. Appreciates the 25% Womens Quota for the Local Councils], http://efuegypt.org/Documents
.aspx (accessed 13 December 2013). In September 2013 Badrân had spoken of a constitutionally
guaranteed quota of not less than 30 to 35 percent as the best scenario: R. El Tahawy, Egypt Rights
Groups Demand Quotas for Women in Parliament, Al Arabiya (English), http://english.alarabiya.net/
en/perspective/features/2013/09/29/Calls-rise-for-quota-of-Egyptian-women-parliament.html
(accessed 14 November 2013), and the June 2011 Womens Charter (see reference above) demanded
at least 40 percent of the ministerial positions and proportional electoral lists which have at least
30% women.
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presidential decree25) which, as Badrân claimed (in early 2012) had been restructured,
whereas other observers neglected to mention (in mid-2013) that this had happened26;
and some persons are simultaneously members of the NCW and AAW (e.g., Dr.
Fâima Khafâjî/Fatma Khafagy).
In summarizing, it is fair to say that the EFU represents the long established
feminist groups rather than the young revolutionaries, although it has also adopted
some of the major slogans of the 2011 revolution. Their members are often drawn
(like the NCWs) from the middle or upper classes and are generally middle-aged or
even old womens rights activists (Badrân is in her seventies, Khafagy in her sixties).27
The opposite profiles could be attributed to the next two groups I wish to take a
brief look at.
The Baheya Ya Masr Movement (°arakat Bahiyya yâ Mi^r)
The Baheya Ya Masr Movement (henceforth BYM) is one of the numerous
groups that sprang up fairly spontaneously in the aftermath of the 25th of January
revolution. It was founded by Inas Mekkawy 28 (Înâs Makkâwî), Sally Zohney
See the information given on the NCWs official website: www.ncwegypt.com (accessed
14 November 2013). The president of the NCW is the former minister and Ambassador Mervat
El-Talawy who had also been one of the five female representatives appointed to the 50-member
Constitutional Committee. For a list of all members see: Whos Who: Members of Egypts
50-member Constitution Committee, Ahram Online: http://english.ahram.org.eg/News/80519.aspx
(accessed 13 December 2013). Cf. the comments of a female blogger Zeinobia, http://
egyptianchronicles.blogspot.de/2013/09/the-50-members-committee-who-is-who.html (accessed
13 December 2013).
26
See, e.g., the article Salafi MP Calls for the Dissolution of Egypts National Council for
Women, Ahram Online, http://english.ahram.org.eg/News/72765.aspx (accessed 14 November 2013,
including a statement by the head of the Cairo-based Citizenship Human Rights Organization who
spoke of a possible restructuring of the NCW) and cf. Badran, Will the Arab Spring  and the joint
statement of the Coalition of Womens NGOs in Egypt, issued in 2011 and signed by AAW (as
well as Nazra for Feminist Studies), which declared the refutation of the illegitimate NCW and
called for its rapid dissolution (as quoted in Belhaj and Wiersinga, Wishes, Demands , p. 25).
27
H. Badrâns birth date is not available but she must be in her seventies because she received a
B.Sc. in Social Sciences in 1957 (AUC, Cairo), a Master in Social Administration in 1959 (University
of Louisville, Kentucky) and a Ph.D. in Social Welfare in 1967 (Cleveland, Ohio). This information
is included in profiles on members of the Committee on the Rights of the Child by: http://
www.unhcr.ch/tbs.doc.nsf/0/19b044b8b22a84968025680b004ef541?0pendocument (accessed 8
January 2014). The remark of Mende (Egyptian Womens Rights ) that she is 58 years old (in
2012) cannot be correct. On Khafagy (b. 1949) see the short profile provided for by: http://
whoisshe.wmf.org.eg/expert-profile/fatemeh-khafagy (accessed 27 December 2013). The same website
has no information on Badran, Mekkawy, or Elmohandes.
28
She is the daughter of the late composer and singer Sayed Mekkawy (Sayyid Makkâwî, 1926
1997). On her life and educational background no information was available to me till now. In one
interview she is addressed as duktûra, in another as ustâdha which does not mean automatically that
she in fact is a doctor or professor; especially the latter title is often used either in a honorific or
humorous sense. In Nov. 2013 she participated in the third session of the Arab/Africa Economic
Forum in Kuwait as Manager at the Civil Society Secretariat of the Arab League: Arab/Africa
25
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(Sâlî Dhuhnî)29 and 13 other women in mid-March 2012.30 Ines Mekkawy recounts
the background story of the groups formation as follows: The women activists had
organized a protest march to the parliament building to demonstrate against political
exclusion from decision-making positions in the post-Mubarak era. They were asked
to hand in their demands but had no written statement or agenda to offer and so they
concluded that for future activities concrete strategic plans were needed rather than
emotional protests. As a result, the core group of 15 young women activists created
the movement of BYM to function as a pressure group fighting for womens rights.
Along with other groups that emerged during the same time such as The Voice of
Egyptian Women, they were able, as they say, to attract women of different social
and ideological backgrounds to their gatherings and marches in the street. 31 The
groups name is reminiscent of the famous song Mi^r yâmâ yâ Bahiyya (Oh My
Beautiful Mother Egypt) by the Negm-Imam Duo, i.e., the vernacular poet Ahmed
Fouad Negm (AÉmad Fuâd Najm, 19293.12.2013) and the composer and singer
Shaykh Imam Mohammed Ahmed Eissa (Îsâ, 19181995), as well as of slogans
heard during the 2011 protests which contrasted the splendid Egypt of the future
with the existing corrupt regime (Mi^r fâsida).32
Economic Forum probes NGOs role in sustainable development, Kuwait News Agency (KUNA):
http://www.kuna.net.kw/ArticleDetails.aspx?id=2343847&language=en (accessed 7 January 2014).
On less trustworthy websites she is referred to as Minister plenipotentiary at League of Arab
States. On the official Website of the Arab League (www.lasportal.org) no information on her
function can be found, maybe because the portals links are not yet working.
29
Sally Zohney has a BA in Political Science from Cairo University and a Master in International
Relations from Saint Joseph University (Beirut). She works full-time at UN Women and is involved
in several activities since the 2011 protest movement. With other activists in the Arab world she
started the Facebook page Uprising of Women in the Arab World in October 2011, in reaction to the
fear that the aims of the revolution (with regard to womens rights) would be aborted. The online
campaigning intended to raise awareness and gather support for women in the Arab world. Cf. The
Uprising of Women in the Arab World: Sally Zohney on Sexual Harassment in the Middle East,
Cairo 360, http://www.cairo360.com/article/citylife/5935/the-uprising-of-women-in-the-arab-worldsally-zohney-on-sexual-harassment-in-the-middle-east (accessed 14 November 2013); E. Herman,
A Conversation with Two Egyptian Feminists: Sally Zohney and Mona Eltahawy Sit Down for a
Wide-Ranging Talk about Womens Rights in Egypt, Global Post: http://www.globalpost.com/
dispatch/news/regions/middle-east/egypt/120731/conversation-two-egyptian-feminists (accessed 14
November 2013).
30
This date which is given in most reports (except evetalk and interactions, cf. next note, where
February 2012 is mentioned as a date of foundation or establishment) seems to be the correct one
because the movements first anniversary was celebrated in mid-March (cf. references noted below).
31
A. Kazandijan, The Baheyas of Egypt: Interview with Inas Mekkawy Founder of Baheya Ya
Masr, evetalk online, http://evetalkonline.com/the-baheyas-of-egypt/ (accessed 14 November 2013).
See also short profile of BHY mentioned in Interactions: Empowerment of Women and Girls: http://
interactions.eldis.org/content/baheya-ya-misr/ (accessed 11 December 2013).
32
Cf. talk between two female German MPs (of the fraction DIE LINKE) and three members of
BYM on September 17, 2012  C. Buchholz and A. Groth, Bericht von unserer Reise nach Ägypten
und Tunesien, 15.22. September 2012 [Report of Our Travels to Egypt and Tunisia], http://
christinebuchholz.de/2012/12/20/reisebericht-agypten-und-tunesien/ (accessed 17 October 2013).
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BYMs logo shows a young woman in a stylized manner, with untied, uncovered
long hair and outstretched arms seemingly taking flight; in the background rays of
light surround her. In the subtitle both the name and slogan of the movement (my
liberty, dignity and right)33 are shown. The whole emblem is in pink, white, black
and grey colors and obviously symbolizes hope. As Ines Mekkawy explained in her
TV-interviews on private channels, Egypt, presented as a female figure, illustrates
the idea that a better future for Egypt will only be realized with the equal participation
of women.34
The abovementioned motto of the Baheyas (Éurriyyatî, karâmatî, Éaqqî) reflects
the basic demands of the 2011 mass protests and demonstrates that equal womens
rights are perceived as a major part of general civil rights. Likewise the maxim
alludes to the overall goal of the Baheyas, i.e., to defend political and social justice
issues, in particular womens citizen rights, lobbying against discriminating articles
in the (draft) constitution, and raising awareness within the wider population.
On its Facebook page which contains inter alia reports, comments, pictures,
cartoons, joint statements, announcements, and further links35, BYM describes itself
as a popular (shabiyya) Egyptian movement, open to all spectrums (ayâf) of
Egyptian society without regard to different cultural, social, economic, intellectual
background and political affiliation.36 The openness of the Baheyas had been
demonstrated, for instance, in October 2012 when they invited an Azhari scholar to
give a talk about the stance of religious law (sharîa) on womens rights,37 and on
This seems to have been the initial slogan. In fact, the subtitled motto varies according to the
context (cf. photos of BYMs emblem with alternating slogans on their Facebook page mentioned
below): Womens voice is revolution, Silence of men is shame, Right of women to 50% in
Constitutional Committee, etc.
34
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jR0nFtVMp8 (°arakat Bahiyya Yâ Mi^r  Dr. Înâs
Makkâwî, Interview with Ashraf RiyâÂ, Barnâmaj Nahâruka saîd [Your Happy Day] (accessed
9 December 2013); or: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYeygYv6zk0 (OnTV, ~abâÉ ON
/Morning program, Al-Târîkh al-siyâsî li-l-mara al-mi^riyya [The Political History of Egyptian
Women], Înâs Makkâwî, Interview (accessed 9 December 2013).
35
https://www.facebook.com/BaheyaYaMasr/ (accessed 15 December 2013), see also for following
information as long as no other source is mentioned.
36
https://www.facebook.com/BaheyaYaMasr/info (accessed 10 November 2013).
37
On this event see the report by (another womens rights activist) D. Wahba, Baheya: New
Movement, New Alliances? Revolutionizing the Womens Movement, A^wât Mi^riyya (English):
http://en.aswatmasriya.com/analysis/view.aspx?id=86123bfd-dc5c-4a8d-8d9e-7dc02578ecf(accessed 2 September 2013). According to Wahba, the lecture of the Azhari resulted in an audience
debate as to whether activists should or should not apply religious arguments to favor womens
rights. In contrast to other members of BYM, their coordinator (munassiqa) Mekkawy sometimes
refers to Islamic history or to the example of the Prophet MuÉammad to give further evidence to her
views. Perhaps this is due to her family background (specifically the religious songs of her father
who was educated at al-Azhar) and her age (more than 40 years, the exact birth date is not available).
Cf., for instance, the interview mentioned above (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYeygYv6zk0)
where she mentioned the first wife of the Prophet, Khadîja bt. Khuwaylid, as a successful business
woman, and both Sayyida Nafîsa (d. 828 in Egypt, she takes a very prominent place among the
33
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the occasion of the first anniversary of the organization, when their Tahrir Lounge
was host to women and men of diverse strata and positions.38
As its vision the Facebook site of the Baheyas declares its desire to spread the
human values (qiyam insâniyya) that protect womens dignity and rights because
they guarantee everybody the right to live, to believe, to express themselves, to have
citizenship and to receive the same chances.
The movements aims are given as follows: monitoring the government, following
its policies and decisions with respect to womens rights in particular; monitoring
the legislative assemblies, and observing the discussion on the state budget, as to
whether it is gender-balanced or not; putting pressure on the decision-makers to
realize the goals of the revolution and to empower women; spreading awareness of
the importance of womens rights and the crucial role of women in completing the
awakening (nahÂa).
The activities of the young movement remained concentrated on Cairo in the
years 20122013. Apart from joint statements, media interviews, press conferences
and attempts to raise awareness among women in low income settlements as well as
among the better off (albeit from the more apolitical circles of Cairo society), other
activities included the launching of demonstrations and campaigns (in cooperation
with other groups concerned with womens rights), for example against the 2012
constitution39 and the 2013 final draft of the 50-member Constitutional Committee,
and of protests against organized sexual violence. Like other young movements,
BYM makes extensive use of the new social media (Facebook, Twitter, etc.) and of
various artistic means alike, to convey their messages. Whether it is by the use of
political graffiti (on violence against women, developed and produced by male
female saints in Cairo, is known as a descendant of the Prophet through his grandson °asan and
honored for her learning and piety) and Sayyida Âisha (bt. Abî Bakr) in the political realm. (On
Sitt Nafîsa see Rudolf Strothmann, Nafîsa, al-Sayyida, in The Encyclopaedia of Islam, second
edition, Vol. VII, Leiden: Brill, 1993, p. 879. On Khadîja and Âisha: Barbara Freyer Stowasser,
Wives of the Prophet, in Encyclopaedia of the Qurân, J. Dammen McAuliffe (ed.), Vol. V, Leiden
and Boston: Brill, 2006, pp. 507, 508, 510501, 516, 517.) According to Mekkawys (rather
apologetic) understanding, Islam calls for development and progress as long as this does not cause
Gods anger; and the Prophet did recommend good behavior towards women. See also the short
report of S. Azzâm, Munassiqat Éarakat Bahiyya yâ Mi^r: al-mara tataarraÂu li-iq^â yatanâfâ
maa l-islâm [The Coordinator of the BYM Movement: The Woman Objects to Exclusion which Is
Incompatible with Islam], Ma^rawî Online: http://www.masrawy.com/news/egypt/politics/2013/
january/14/5490074.aspx (accessed 10 November 2013).
38
On the festivity, cf. the report by S. Hegab, Baheya Ya Masr Celebrates Their Anniversary,
Daily News Egypt, March 16, 2013; and the video clip, again of the morning program of OnTV,
Al-iÉtifâl bi-murûr âm alâ Éarakat Bâhiyya yâ Mi^r [Celebration of the First Anniversary of
BYM]: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sbcig5shii4 (accessed 10 November 2013). For instance,
the controversial American-Egyptian journalist Mona Eltahawy, and Bâsim Kâmil, a member of the
NCW, attended the festivity.
39
Dozens of Women Protest against Constitution in Giza, Ahram Online, http://english
.ahram.org.eg/News/60907.aspx (accessed 2 September 2013). The attached photo shows women
protesters holding signs saying void (bâil).
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supporters)40, songs, documentary films, or photo galleries  they all serve as a way
of communicating to the citizenry. The celebration of the movements first anniversary
and also their campaign Sett (= Sitt, Lady, i.e., the Egyptian woman) gives a
good impression of the combination of folkloristic, humorous and performance
elements on the one hand and revolutionary, nationalist and feminist41 contents on
the other. The festivity on March 16, 2013 witnessed the honoring of women activists
and revolutionaries for their contribution to the 2011 events and the awarding of
prizes to three womens rights initiatives; in addition, documentaries produced by
the movement and slide-shows were screened, the Baheya band went on stage,
and a photo gallery titled Egyptian Women was exhibited. In the campaign Sett,
huge flags with images of iconic Egyptian women (from Nefertiti to Hudâ Sharâwî,
the famous singer Umm Kulthûm, the feminist Doria/Durriyya Shafîq42) were carried
to demonstrate Egyptian womens power in the past and present.
In contrast to their former anti-NGO-ization position43, I. Mekkawy admitted in
her interview to evetalk that they plan to be registered officially as an NGO in order to
start multi-disciplinary projects that have political, social, and developmental dimensions.
The coordinator explained, We need to raise the living standards of the underprivileged
Egyptians because if we fail to improve social services these people will remain easy
prey for anyone who offers them rations of oil and rice.44 And one can add that for
the realization of such social projects, they of course need financial resources which
can only be received by various donor organizations if they have gained NGO status.
So far, BYM has mainly tried to act as a pressure group in the political realm,
sometimes with provocative (and utopian) demands such as a 50% womens quota
in the political realm or by posting a list of 100 potential female candidates, all of
them competent and ready to participate in the 2013 constitutional committee.45
40
Several examples for pro-women and anti-harassment graffiti messages and further links to
other examples of feminist street art are presented in: Feminist Street Art in the Egyptian Uprising,
WomanStatsBlog, http://womanstats.wordpress.com/2013/06/10/feminist-street-art-in-the-egyptian
-uprising/ (accessed 5 December 2013). See also C. Allan, Nefertiti in a Gas Mask, Huffington Post,
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/charlotte-allan/egypt-protests_b_3688761.html (accessed
9 November 2013).
41
Some of their members refuse to call themselves feminists (as mentioned in Buchholz and
Groth, Bericht )  probably because of the negative connotation of the term which is associated by
a lot of Egyptians with the colonial era and foreign influence. Their statements, however, demonstrate
that they are feminists  at least insofar as the term is understood in its wide sense as somebody who
has a consciousness of ongoing discrimination against women and attempts to change this reality by
different means (cf. Karam, Political-Social Movements , pp. 583584).
42
On Doria (19081975, founder of the Daughters of the Nile Union in 1948): Cynthia Nelson,
Doria Shafik, Egyptian Feminist: A Woman Apart, Gainesville and Tallahassee and Tampa, etc.:
Univ. Press of Florida, 1996.
43
As mentioned by Wahba, Baheya .
44
Kazandijan, The Baheyas .
45
A. al-°ibâl, Bahiyya yâ Mi^r taqtariÉu 100 shakh^iyya nisâiyya li-^iyâghat al-dustûr
[BYM Proposes 100 Female Personalities for Drafting the Constitution], Al-Wafd, 4 March 2012;
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On the whole, the movement seems to wish to preserve the original spirit of the
revolution. They are active and most convincing in giving a, so to speak,
revolutionary performance, and though they are a relatively small group of some
1000 active members (number given in November 2013 by eve talk), they have
managed to secure a fairly large amount of media coverage  apparently due to both
their supporters and sympathizers in some new media outlets and their clever press
and publicity work.
The last group to be introduced is, without doubt, more sophisticated in its concepts
and projects than BYM. This comes as no surprise as it is a research team established
several years ago.
Nazra for Feminist Studies (Na²ra li-l-dirâsât al-niswiyya)
According to information sourced via email (dated 10 November 2013) by the head of
the Womens Human Rights Defenders Program, Amal Elmohandes, the organization
was formed by a group of activists who believe in feminism and a mainstreaming of
gender sensitive issues in 2005 and officially registered in December 2007. Nazra for
Feminist Studies expanded and intensified their efforts greatly after the January 25
revolution. Since April 2013, Amal Elmohandes (Amal al-Muhandis) has been the
successor to Yara Sallam (Yârâ Sallâm) in the aforementioned position.46 The latter is a
young Egyptian professional legal assistant, specializing in human rights with a focus on
womens rights, who had worked in The Gambia before she moved to Nazra for Feminist
Studies (hereafter Nazra or NFS).47 Nazras team48 includes both women and men,
consultants, researchers, coordinators focusing on the legal, psychological and political
aspects of ensuring a citizens personal freedom as well as on societal violence.
and http://elgornal.net/news/news.aspx?id=511901 (accessed 8 January 2014). Cf. Nazra for Feminist
Studies: Profile: 16 Female Candidates for the Peoples Assembly Elections 2011/2012. Report,
http://nazra.org/en/node/144 (accessed 7 January 2014).
46
Cf. Yara Sallam, Leaving Nazra  and Introducing Amal Elmohandes, https://email.rutgers.edu
/pipermail/16days_discussion/2013-March/002168.html (accessed 11 November 2013).
47
On Sallams profile (family and educational background) see the following articles (both accessed
14 November 2013): D. Sayed, Human Rights Defender Profile: Yara Sallam from Egypt, Human
Rights First, 24 September 2012; H. Abbas, Feminists We Love: Yara Sallam, The Feminist Wire,
1 March 2013. On Elmohandes much less personal information is available until now. Originally
from al-Man^ûra she moved to Cairo in early childhood where she studied. Afterwards she seems to
have been involved as a social researcher in a project in Jordan. A. al-Muhandis, Man^ûrât yâ nisâ
al-Man^ûra [Oh Women of al-Man^ûra], Na²ra li-l-dirâsât al-niswiyya, http://nazra.org/node/213
(accessed 9 December 2013); Its not only about Changing the Government (phone interview with
Amal Elmohandes, Director of the Nazra Institute for Feminist Studies), The Jordan Note, Stories
from Jordan and the Middle East, http://intojordan.wordpress.com/tag/nazra-for-feminist-studies/
(accessed 11 November 2013). The photos of the two activists show women who are about 30 years
old. In this context it is interesting to note that the Website of NFS states that they are specifically
supporting youth groups who strive to achieve gender related causes.
48
For a list of the 21-member team and their responsibilities (in English), see: http://nazra.org/en/
team (accessed 11 November 2013; in Arabic cf. http://nazra.org/[al-farîq]). The logo of the
organizations only consists of the word na²ra (view) in calligraphic style.
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Its visions, aims, activities and strategies are described on the professional website
of NFS  in both Arabic and English.49 Nazra defines itself as a group whose aim is to
build an Egyptian feminist movement as it believes that feminism and gender equality
are political and social issues affecting freedom and development in all societies. The
organization wants to popularize these values in both public and private spheres. For
this purpose they have launched various programs, initiatives and activities, such as:
knowledge production based on research, documentation, monitoring and analysis of
methodologies. This work includes position papers on recent political events and
decisions, joint declarations with other grassroots groups and associations they are
cooperating with, and submitting reports and articles including empirical data on
discriminatory practices in Egypt and other countries of the MENA region. Moreover,
they assist women in the political arena. Giving support to Womens Human Rights
Defenders through legal, moral, and medical interventions is one of the key fields of
their activities. They have, for instance, published a Manual on Women Human Rights
Defenders (WHDR) that, as the authors stress, is not only an Arabic translation of
guidebooks that had been produced earlier, but is modified to fit Egyptian contexts.
The handbook offers a history of violations against WHDRs committed by the Egyptian
state, and in doing so, it highlights the fact that such violations are not a novel
invention of the rule by the SCAF.50 And since sexual harassment in the public domain
has become almost epidemic in the post-Mubarak era, NFS has continuously
documented the violations and recommended appropriate counter-measures. Due to
its gender approach Nazra seeks to provide an in-depth view of the nature of such
violations, as opposed to just over-quick, reductionist explanations of the dilemma.
For the members of the organization, the problem of sexual harassment and assault
which has been evident for a very long time is a socially and culturally embedded
problem that has only become clearer because of the unstable situation since 2011. As
a result, the discussion on violence against women over the past few months cannot
be limited to the present general lack of security in public spaces and to certain actors
attempts to terrorize women protagonists.
Nazra works not only in this context, but it also cooperates with other grassroots
organizations  such as Tahrir Bodyguard, Operation Anti-Sexual Harassment
(abbreviated as OpAntiSH)51, El Nadim Center for the Rehabilitation of Victims of
http://nazra.org/ (latest access on 7 January 2014). See, in particular, http://nazra.org/en/about-us
on self-description, programs, initiatives and activities. Cf. NFS, March Newsletter, Issue 1:
http://nazra.org/sites/nazra/files/attachment/nazra_newsletter_issue1_march_2012_en.pdf (accessed
7 January 2014). The Newsletter offers detailed information on the organization, programs (not limited
to Cairo), research, and initiatives, e.g. the Women Political Participation Academy.
50
Manual on Women Human Rights Defenders: http://nazra.org/en/node/140 (accessed 17
October 2013).
51
Both organizations send teams of volunteers to protest demonstrations in order to intervene in
mob assaults. For the profile of both groups see their Facebook sites: https://www.facebook.com
/opantish (accessed 27 December 2013) and https://www.facebook.com/Tahrir.Bodyguards (accessed
11 November 2013).
49
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Violence and Torture52, New Woman Foundation53, the Egyptian Initiative for
Personal Rights54, and the Women and Memory Forum55. On 3 July 2013, these
groups published a joint declaration entitled Brutal sexual attacks around Tahrir and
the unprecedented decadence (inÉiâ ghayr masbûq) in the reaction of Egyptian
authorities , with a report on the increased assaults in the week surrounding the
ousting of President Morsi.56 The signatories vehemently criticize the fact that sexual
harassment is not criminalized, and rape by objects or hands is only classified as
assault; that the issue is not addressed in schools either, where the curriculum
reinforces traditional gender roles; and that there is a culture of impunity at state
level with assailants rarely facing any consequences. Moreover, the security forces
compound the problem as both the police and military have been involved in sexual
violence against women (i.e., harassment, rape, virginity tests). That is why the
activists have not waited until the government tackles the problem  they have organized
themselves, and send volunteers to rescue women from sexual assault, run hotlines
and provide help to victims of the criminal acts.
In an earlier position paper that also dealt with increasing sexual violence in the
public sphere, the signatories emphasized their position towards established women
organizations affiliated, in some way, with the government (or the state). The passage
reads as follows, We reject claims that womens issues are only a concern of a
well-off segment of middle-class women. We also reject the rhetoric that womens
rights are the monopoly of a specific set of women, whether those working in institutional
frameworks (e.g., NCW) or in rights groups that are active only in some spheres. We
also reject claims that womens issues can be reduced to womens representation in
parties or political life.57 The position papers accentuate, as Amal Elmohandes has
https://alnadeem.org/en/node/23 (accessed 27 December 2013). The center was established
as an independent NGO in mid-1993. On the Center see also Al-Ali, Secularism, Gender , pp.
169171.
53
The organization began its activities in 1984; it was registered first as a civil company in 1991,
then as a special institution in 2002; Belhaj and Wiersinga, Wishes, Demands , p. 2223. See also
the official Website: http://nwrcegypt.org/?page_id=10 (accessed 11 November 2013).
54
Independent rights organization, established in 2002. For more information see their website:
http://eipr.org/en/page/who-we-are (accessed 11 November 2013).
55
http://www.wmf.org.eg (accessed 27 December 2013). The Forum was founded in 1995 and is
composed of a group of women academics, researchers and activists. Dr. Hoda Eldsadda, co-founder
of the forum, professor of English and comparative literature at the Cairo University, was one of the
5 selected female public representatives in the 50-member constitutional committee.
56
Itidâât jinsiyya waÉshiyya fî niâq al-TaÉrîr wa-inÉiâ ghayr masbûq fî radd fil al-suluât
al-mi^riyya irtifâ Éa^îlat al-itidâât al-jinsiyya ilâ 101 Éâlat fî aÉdâth 30 Yûniyû. Bayân mushtarak
[Brutal Sexual Attacks around Tahrir and Unprecedented Decadence in the Reaction of Egyptian
Authorities
Increase of Sexual Assaults Reaches 101 Cases During the 30 of June Incidents],
http://nazra.org/node/243 (accessed 11 November 2013).
57
Position Paper on Sexual Violence Against Women and the Increasing Frequency of Gang Rape
in Tahrir Square and its Environs, Research paper, http://nazra.org/en/node/200 (accessed 2 September
2013).
52
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done in various interviews and articles58, that the problem of sexual assaults can only
be solved when it is rightly termed as a crime of violence and discussed as part of a
larger public debate over its interrelation with the societal view of women and their
bodies being inferior to men. In brief, cultural norms have to undergo long-term change
through awareness campaigns all over the country. Changing the government is not
enough, the feminist activist emphasized after Morsis removal.
In a similar vein, the research paper on the social and political discourse of womens
demands with regard to the new Egyptian constitution and the proposed amendments59,
posted by Nazra and again signed by nine other organizations and initiatives (some of
whom are mentioned above)60, presents a detailed analysis of those articles that are
deemed inadequate and points to the reductionist mainstream discussion. Instead of
just focusing on the quota debate and utopian demands (as is done by the mainstream
media), the paper also refers to those aspects which are considered as more necessary
(inter alia: the recognition of plurality in society, the adoption of an electoral system
that ensures effective participation and representation of women, a more wide-reaching
concept of what constitutes violence against women, the integration of gender issues
and a gender perspective with respect to all rights). As mentioned above, some of the
recommendations have been taken up by the drafting committee, without however
finding the full approval of organizations such as BYM and Nazra.61
A. Elmohandes, A Revolution, a Fetish and a Box (where Amal criticized that the media
discussion focused merely on the question of whether Morsis removal was a coup or not, whereas
the fact that 186 women were sexually assaulted in Tahrir Square and its vicinity between June 28
and July 7, 2013 was ignored or, when mentioned, reduced to the sexual aspect of the assaults, not
tackled as criminal acts of violence): http://blogs.civicus.org/civicus/2013/07/24/a-revolution-a-fetishand-a-box/#more-1666 (accessed 11 November 2013); P. Müller, Amal Elmohandes, Engy Ghozlan
und Rebecca Chiao im Gespräch über Gewalt gegen Frauen in Ägypten: «Es reicht nicht, Mursis
Regierung zu stürzen» [Interview with A.E., E. G. and R.C. on Violence against Women: Its not
enough to Overthrow Morsis Government], Jungle World (Die linke Wochenzeitung [The Left
Weekly]), No. 27, http://jungle-world.com/artikel/2013/27/48017.html (accessed 11 November 2013).
59
In Arabic: TaÉlîl al-khiâb al-siyâsî wa-l-mujtamaî Éawl al-maâlib al-niswiyya bi-dustûr Mi^r
al-jadîd wa-l-tadîlât al-muqtaraÉa (Waraqa baÉthiyya), http://nazra.org/node/262 (accessed 11
November 2013).
60
All are members of the Coalition of Women with the Revolution, cf. below (www.fidh.org/
12992).
61
Alâ lajnat al-khamsîn adam tajâhul al-Éadd al-adnâ li-l-musâwât wa-Éuqûq al-mara fî al-dustûr.
Bayân mushtarak [The 50-Member Committee Should not Ignore the Minimum of Womens Equality
and Rights in the Constitution, Joint Declaration], http://nazra.org/node/270 (accessed 8 January
2014). The signatories, among them NFS and BYM, declare their refusal and discontent of the final
draft. They demand a clear commitment to equality and fair chances, the integration of gender in all
developmental rights and a change of the electoral system. Cf. Amal Elmohandes: «Eine soziale
Epidemie» (Interview) [A Social Epidemic], Heinrich Böll Stiftung, http://www.boell.de/de/2013/
12/20/amal-elmohandes-eine-soziale-epidemie (accessed 8 January 2014). When asked on the new
draft constitution, Elmohandes answered that, although some more rights for women are granted, the
main problem is the militarization as militarism is the arch enemy of feminists. Moreover, she
pointed to an increased oppression of the opposition, incl. women activists.
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In contrast to the reaction of other groups, Nazra and 12 other national and
international human rights organizations, among them the prominent Cairo Institute
of Human Rights Studies (CIHRS), launched a call to the new Egyptian authorities
on 10 December 2013, i.e., the International Human Rights Day, to acknowledge,
and seriously and thoroughly investigate the killing of up to 1,000 people by security
forces dispersing Muslim Brothers sit-ins on August 14, 2013.62 The signatory
organizations condemn the excessive, disproportionate use of lethal force by security
forces deemed unlawful by international standards. Moreover, the various associations
submitted detailed reports to document the human rights offenses. In doing so, they
held firm to their conviction of individual human rights as inalienable.
All in all, the NFS is exceptional63 in offering a holistic cultural approach to womens
inequality in Egyptian society. Its overall purpose is to initiate a new gender discourse
and spread alternative, unconventional knowledge. The team does not relate to religious
arguments to support their views on gender equality  in contrast to other secular
speakers who have tried to emphasize the egalitarian principles of Islam. They envisage
a cultural, normative as well as structural change, not only a change of government.
Concluding remarks
It goes without saying that the 2011 revolution has given a significant impetus to
the womens movement in Egypt. There are now more groups, NGOs, and political
Egypt: No Acknowledgment or Justice for Mass Protester Killings Set Up a Fact-Finding
Committee as a First Step, CIHRS, http://www.cihrs.org/?p=7670&lang=en (accessed 10 December
2013). The post is also available in Arabic. See also: Nazra for Feminist Studies: The Interior
Ministry Did Not Adhere by International Human Rights Standards During the Dispersal of the
Rabaa Al-Adaweya and Al-Nahda sit-ins and the Ministry of Health failed to Deal with the Crisis
Security Forces Implicated in Sexual Violence against Women. Report, http://nazra.org/en/node/257
(accessed 7 January 2014). And on another attack: Joint Solidarity Release: The Egyptian Center
for Economic and Social Rights raided and staff arrested The Beginning of a New Wave of
Oppression. Joint Statement, http://nazra.org/en/node/279 (accessed 7 January 2013). The statement
is signed, among others, by CIHRS, El Nadeem Center, Nazra, and the New Woman Foundation.
Egyptian Human Rights Organizations Oppressed A Return to what is Worse than the PreJanuary 25th-Era. Joint Statement, http://nazra.org/en/node/281 (accessed 7 January 2013). Among
the signatories are CIHRS, EIPR, the New Woman Foundation, and Nazra. According to the statement,
the police raid is to be considered as part of the continuous escalation of the systematic campaign
committed by the current authority against the different human rights and civil society organizations.
( .) The Egyptian government continues to commit violence and terrorism against the society
under the cover of its war against terrorism. This highlights the continuous attempts to reconstruct
the police state as it was during the reign of Mubarak.
63
Exceptional is to be understood in a relative sense because it only refers to the three
organizations dealt with here. Several organizations, such as the New Women Foundation, Women
and Memory Forum, and Bint al-ArÂ/Daughter of the Land (on the early years of this independent
leftist feminist organization, formed 1982 in al-Mansura, cf. H. Hammad, The Other Extremists:
Marxist Feminism in Egypt, 19802000, Journal of International Womens Studies, Vol. 12, No. 3,
March 2011, pp. 217233, in particular p. 224 and p. 230), follow the same holistic approach based
on gender studies theories.
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parties devoted to womens issues in Egypt than ever before. However, to what
extent can we speak of new tendencies in Egyptian feminism of a liberal, secular
stream?
Just after the ousting of Mubarak, Margot Badran, a US-American journalist and
scholar, well known for her publications on Egyptian and Islamic feminism,
commented enthusiastically: The youth-driven Revolution of 2011, with the call for
freedom and justice, is inscribing a new feminism, with a fresh lexicon and syntax.
The new feminism  which does not go by the name feminism, but by its spirit 
redefines the words freedom, liberation, justice, dignity, democracy, equality, and
rights. [ ] The new feminism might be called, simply, freedom, equality and justice
for all. It asserts itself in actions, straight-forwardness, and courage.64 Badran
highlighted that it is a feminism embedded in revolution, i.e., a feminism nobody
might be able to vilify as an imported, foreign invention.
About two years later, Khaled Diab (Khâlid Diyâb), a freelance journalist of
Egyptian origin, remarked that there is a growing strength in Egypts feminist
counter-culture and grassroots activities. At the same time Diab suggested that,
the post-revolutionary conservative backlash is less a function of the patriarchy
flexing its muscles [ ] [It] is more a sign of a weakened traditional male order
desperately trying to reassert a shaken and failing authority.65 As many Egyptians
are questioning their former faith in Islamism, the young journalist predicted a
golden opportunity to advocate more powerfully for womens rights. And those
who support the post-Morsi interim government may see the amendments to the
2012 constitution as a first step in the right direction whereas others, as noticed
above, are concerned about the ongoing human rights violations after the military
returned to the helm.66 Without doubt, the November 2013-protest law and the
M. Badran, Egypts revolution and the new feminism, The Immanent Frame, http://
blogs.ssrc.org/tif/2011/03/03/egypts-revolution-and-the-new-feminism/?disp=print (accessed
11 November 2013).
65
K. Diab, Egypts Underground Sisterhood, Daily News Egypt, September 7, 2013. Diab is
based in Belgium and contributes regularly to the British daily The Guardian and has a blog The
Chronikler.
66
The final draft of the 50 member panel  full text in Arabic is available on: http://sharek.dostour.eg/
(accessed 5 December 2013)  enshrines personal and political rights in a stronger language than
past constitutions. It removed parts that gave a more precise definition for the principles of
Sharîa and deleted a reference to the role of al-Azhar in overseeing the compatibility of legislation
with Islamic law. However it retains Article 2 that had been part of all constitutions since the 1970s.
And it gives more privileges to the military and preserves the authority with regard to the trial of
civilians before military courts. The draft reproduces passages from the 1972 and 2012 constitution
but is nearer to the 1971 document. For a summary and comment on the final draft of the
Constitutional Committee see, e.g., New Egypt Draft Charter Sets Power for Military, Boston
Herald, 2 December 2013; N. Bernard-Maugiron, La constitution égyptienne est-elle
révolutionnaire? Un nouveau texte, sans grand changements [The Egyptian Constitution, Is It
Revolutionary? A New Text, without Great Changes], Orient XXI, http://orientxxi.info/magazine/la
-constitution-egyptienne-est,0444 (accessed 5 December 2013).
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anti-terrorism-discourse have already shown their negative consequences for a
vibrant civil society of a heterogeneous nature.67
This contribution has looked at three secular feminist groups with quite similar
objectives (with respect to the overall goal of improving womens position) but
different foci, strategies, approaches and membership profiles. The fact that the
groups are mutually influencing each other in their main agenda, activities and
demands, manifests itself in several ways: firstly, in the outspoken rhetoric which is
a result of developments since the mid-1990s (the spreading of human rights and
gender discourses among secular groups) and since 2011 (central slogans of the
revolution); secondly, in the will to overcome fragmentation through the creation
of new coalitions to gain more attention  a cooperation that seemingly worked, as
long as the Islamists were identified as the greatest danger68; thirdly, in the presentation
of the organizational structure as non-hierarchical and team-oriented  even the EFU
with its rather conventional organizational structure tries to convey this impression69,
others prefer the expression coordinator instead of chairwoman, president, head
or similar titles; fourthly, in stressing that both females and males are involved in the
particular groups activity and share common ideals; fifthly, the use of the Internet
as a tool to transmit messages is now accepted as standard, though with respect to
social media and various artistic means the generation gap is very clear.
The past years have witnessed a re-politicization and re-mobilization of groups
concerned with womens issues. Yet, in the end this has not solved the main structural
problems connected with the phenomenon of NGO-ization; at least, the competition70
about profiling, positioning, and (as a result) receiving funds is still noticeable. And
after the removal of Morsi, old rifts have appeared again causing revolutionary
coalitions to drift apart.
Although it is risky to make quick generalizations about an emerging movement
that is struggling for legitimacy, feminism as a discourse of gender equality seems to
have entered the social imagery of a new generation of activists who were not
See, for instance, Interim President Adly Mansour Signs Controversial Protests Law, Egypt
Independent, 24 November 2013; 6 April Movement Founder Says New Protest Law «unfair»,
Egypt Independent, 25 November 2013; Six April Movement Members Detained for Calling for
Demos without Permission, Egypt Independent, December 11, 2013.
68
The last joint statement of the Coalition of Women with the Revolution, among them the
three organizations dealt with in this paper, was issued on the occasion of the International Womens
Day 2013. The signatories assert that, our revolution continues as long as the policies of
oppression, injustice and aggression are ongoing. The statement is entitled, The Voice of Women
Is Revolution (~awt al-mara thawra) which is an allusion to a maxim often quoted by extremely
conservative religious scholars and neo-Salafist groups that says the voice of women is deficiency
(shame) (~awt al-mara awra), cf. slogans of BYM mentioned above. See: Egypt: The Voice of
Women is Revolution, http://www.fidh.org/12992 (in both English and Arabic; the full list of
signatories is only available in the Arabic version; accessed 27 December 2013).
69
Cf. the diagram of its organizational structure posted on their new website (only) in Arabic.
70
See the remark made by D. Abouelsoud (competing interests, p. 2 of the report): Women of
Egypt: Dina Abouelsoud, Egypt Independent, 14 March 2012.
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necessarily active in womens organizations before, and these new images and notions
have informed their practices. There are promising signs of a new feminist subjectivity
but also disappointing ones of egocentrism and opportunism.71 For the time being,
the older, established groups have come to the fore again. Hopefully the members of
the progressive element of Egyptian youth will hold to their principles and visions
and not fall prey to the divide-and-rule policies of the old/new authorities.

71
For harsh criticism of those members of the liberal and secular elite who backed the new
authorities without compromise (and were therefore co-opted to high positions), among them
representatives of the National Salvation Front and Tamarrud, see: K. Al-Anani, El-Sisi and
Egypts Bankrupt Civil Elite, Ahram Online, http://English.ahram.org.eg/News/84231.aspx (accessed
21 October 2013); Ahmed Maher, April 6 Youth Movement leader who withdrew from the
Constituent Assembly re-drafting the 2012 Constitution in protest against the approval of military
trials for civilians and bolstered presidential powers, is quoted as follows: Everyone is directed
towards the idea of the war on terror, and if there are violations, they are being ignored. See:
Leading activist says Egypt revolution back at square one, Egypt Independent, 24 August 2013;
K. Diab, Egypts popular peace front, The Chronikler, http://chronikler.com/middle-east/egypt
/peace-front/ (accessed 10 December 2013). He writes: People whom I had admired for their belief
in freedom ( ) terrify me with their newfound admiration for Egyptian tormentors for the past 60
years ( ). The word terrorists is rolling far too easily off too many lips. ( ) The vast majority of
the [pro-Morsi] demonstrators were peaceful ( ) [W]e need to form a united front against violence,
whether committed by Islamists or the state. See also his personal account of the so-called terrorist
den around the protest camp of pro-Morsi demonstrators at Râbia al-Adawiyya Square:
Remembering the real Rabaa, The Chronikler, http://chronikler.com/middle-east/egypt/real-rabaa/
(accessed 10 December 2013).
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Abstract
This paper presents the events of the Overthrow the Sectarian System (OSS) campaign
in Lebanon in 2011. These protests revealed new forces in Lebanese politics worth examining.
To capture the phenomenon thoroughly, references to civil society sectors in Lebanon are
made. The first part deals with the problem of sectarianism: its mechanisms and social
repercussions, with an emphasis on secularism and the way its perceived by civil society
activists. The second part describes the history of civil movement in Lebanon as the
context of the campaigns conception and development. Finally, the events of the OSS
campaign are analysed.

In 2011 Lebanon stood out as a seemingly calm island against the tumultuous
protests that had shaken many Arab countries. However, echoes of the Arab revolution
in Tunisia and Egypt resonated within Lebanese society quite deeply. The purpose of
presenting the movements structure, objectives and ideology is to revise the common
view that the Lebanese did not feel the spirit of the Arab revolutions. It also hopes to
show grassroot forces stepping out and aiming at participating in the Middle Eastern
political reality, as an important consequence of Arab mass protests and their
achievements. The main point is that the Arab protests brought the chance to express
issues that were ignored or treated as marginal, sometimes even by the protesters
own agenda. Whether these voices will create new and effective political forces still
remains an open question. There is a general view that the wave of violent protests
that stirred Arab countries in 2011 has left Lebanon relatively calm and indifferent.
However, the Lebanese seized their moment and picked up their own fight against
sectarian systems, revealing a plethora of nuclei of social resistance. The main
objective of the article is to present the antisectarian campaign and organizations
participating in it, its context and evolution and forms in which it is continued up to
this day.
These new groups did not come out of nowhere, they have a longer political
history and quite a precise social context, worth a closer insight. In the Lebanese
case they came out representing a reformulated vision of the Lebanese state and
Ph.D. candidate in the Institute of Middle and Far East, Jagiellonian University, e-mail:
nbahlawan@yahoo.com.
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culture and a concept of remodeled national identity, in which sectarianism is being
replaced with civic ideals. It is not a completely new idea for the Lebanese, but as
the paper will show, it carries some new features. An underlying presumption of the
paper is that sectarianism is a socially and historically determined construct. Following
this presumption, the paper will attempt to consider whether sectarianism is being
reformulated and used for political purposes by secular activists to achieve certain
political goals. In consequence, the case of the actual place of sectarianism in Lebanese
national culture will be raised.
The antisectarian campaign, officially called Overthrow the Sectarian System (OSS,
sometimes antisectarian movement, in Arabic: Isqat an-Nizam at-Taifiya) was launched
as a unified campaign in February 2011. However, it is not a new trend. The necessity
of abolishing sectarian systems in Lebanon is one of the most important issues since
the end of the civil war. The tremendous effect such reform would have on the
Lebanese state, political elites and society in general, however, does not contribute
to it being viewed as of particularly high priority, and as a result it may only become
a subject of political rhetoric. Many enstranged Lebanese young people reorganize
around antisectarian ideas as tools of mobilisation and channeling frustrations, viewing
the abolishment of sectarian systems as a remedy for all Lebanese problems. The
problem of sectarianism is of great importance in the Middle Eastern region nowadays.
Both, sectarian and antisectarian discourses can become objects of political
manipulation and social reformulation used for the political objectives of certain
disadvantaged groups.
Sectarianism as a discourse
Sectarianism is above all treated as a symptom of backwardness, a sign of a
Middle Eastern failure to modernize. It is presented as a religious setback, opposing
tolerant and secular modernity, a manifestation of local politics contradicting wider
national boundaries. Sectarianism is characterised by three dimensions on which it
manifests: political, institutional and affective.1 The two former seem closely linked,
the institutional aspect though precisely means that it is a set of institutional
arrangements determining familial, regional, local kinds of loyalty and affiliations. It
becomes political in an instance when a political system is structured by a logic and
the practice of proportional confessional representation. However, sectarianism is
not only an institutional practice and it should not be limited to such a perspective. In
order to properly understand the phenomenon it should be seen as going beyond that
and developing in a specific interaction between institutions, groups, with their socioeconomic backgrounds, and external ideologies.
Sectarianism is a rather complex phenomenon that is interpreted as a social problem
as well as a political remedy. The very grounds of the Lebanese sectarian system
reflect a situation of permanent conflict and result from collective agreement. These
Max Weiss, In the Shadow of Sectarianism. Law, Shiism and the Making of Modern Lebanon,
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2010, p. 3.
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points have implications for one another, evolving around a question as to which of
the two categories should be prioritized: sect or sectarianism? Following the words
of Musa Al-Sadr, legendary leader of the Lebanese Shiites, positive sectarianism
should be differentiated from negative sectarianism. Thus, manifestations of
sectarianism can be subjected to moral judgement. The former encourages the
community to fight for their rights, improve their socio-economic conditions, and
thus contribute to their empowerment.2 The latter manifests itself when a community
isolates itself from other sects and limits its activity to narrow community
interests.3Having said that, sectarianism appears as a rather complex phenomenon
to grasp, operating on various levels and fields of social life. The primary objective
then is to realise that sectarianism is a certain practice, with its premises and
various historical processes of becoming sectarian. Even in its particular
manifestation sectarianism may not be a monolithic phenomenon, as Max Weiss
concludes: Sectarianism is hardly the only meaningful category or theme for
understanding Lebanese history, especially insofar as sectarian identity in Lebanon
has historically proved malleable and fluid enough to function as a subnational,
supranational, or even national signifier.4 This statement implies that sectarian
identity is a dynamic category, it can be reformulated, transformed and reimagined
in the course of history.
Sectarianism in this paper, is comprehended as the modern phenomenon of
sectarianism, situated in the context of social policies and institutional practices
under the Ottomans, thus it is a historically determined construct. Whats more, it
would be wrong to assume it as a monolithic and static phenomenon, because as
some researchers point out, there is not one strictly defined Lebanese sectarianism
for there exists a plurality of sectarianisms, histories and ways of sectarianism
formation. Specific sectarian-ness must be historicized, according to Ussama
Makdissi. It evolves and thus, it must be taken into account how these practices of
becoming sectarian are implemented, or how invidual people, leaderships or sects
become sectarian. The issue of the complex mechanisms of becoming sectarian is
not the subject of this paper, and mentioning this serves to make a point that none of
these notions: sectarianism as well as antisectarian stances, in the context of
secularism, should be taken uncritically and in fact, they stand for and are indicative
of a multifaceted phenomenon.
Makdissi sets the origins of contemporary sectarianism in the collapse of the
secular regime of the Shehab Emirs in Mount Lebanon, an event which paved the
way for new forms of politics and representation and such transformations privileged
An idea particularly meaningful in the case of Lebanese Shiites that consider their community
to be disadvantaged and marginalized in the power share system. Musa al-Sadr started a generational
struggle and the movement of the Shiites to reclaim their position in the system and improve the
socio-economic condition of the community.
3
Quoted by Weiss, In the Shadow of Sectarianism..., p. 3.
4
Ibidem.
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the religious community as a basis for modernization, civilisation and citizenship.5
Sectarianism thus refers to religious heritage as a primary marker of modern political
identity. It is a complex, contingent, social and historical phenomenon, both shaped
by and shaping religious mobilization and violence. According to Makdissi,
sectarianism was a product of many ideologies that flew to the region from European
powers as well as from the Ottomans. He defines sectarianism in the Lebanese case
as a 19th century rooted phenomenon that should be seen as both a practice and a
discourse that emerged within the context of the Ottoman Empire of the time. It
emerged among various competing narratives of modernity: European, Ottoman and
Lebanese.6
The Republic of Lebanon, a state founded after the fall of the Ottoman Empire, on
weak historical premises and particular interests, up to the present day faces serious
problems concerning issues of collective identity and cohesiveness. The Lebanese
power share system distributes the main governmental and administrational posts
strictly according to a religious key that maintains and strenghthens social divisions
across religious lines. The antisectarian talk is nothing new in Lebanon, as some
activists declare that the history of secularism in Lebanon is as old as Lebanon itself.
But the experience of the civil war has brought a new dimension to the wide recognition
of necessity to reform the Lebanese system. Once praised as suitable, democractic
and securing every groups fair representation in decision making, it started to be
viewed as the main source of deviations and malfunctions, threatening the stability
of the country, and perceived as the Lebanese sickness. The main factor contributing
to the growing disenchantment is a rapidly changing demography, which is a more
complex problem. It is not only about the changing proportions between the religious
groups of Lebanon, but it is also about the social changes within these religious
communities, where individuals often face serious obstacles in their pursuits to
improve their socio-economic status. Lebanon is not so much ruled by religious
elites as it is by a secular oligarchy deriving its monopoly in politics and economy
from the religious divisions. Sectarianism thus, refers to practices of empowering
and propelling the monopoly of certain elites. This conjunction of confessional power
systems and the hegemony of the oligarchy within particular communities is perhaps
the most common feature that sectarianism is identified with. How opressive,
ubiquitous and all-encompassing it becomes for the Lebanese, will be illustrated
with examples of activists campaigns. For the strongest contest of sectarianism
comes from a very specific social segment  the environment of nongovernmental
organizations and associations operating in various fields, mostly by well educated
young or middle aged people who feel that their life opportunities are blocked. This
point opens another question, that sectarianism as a notion stands here for a whole
set of pathological practises and social barriers, not just as an institutional, political
Ussama Makdissi, The Culture of Sectarianism. Community, History and Violence in Nineteenth
Century Ottoman Lebanon, London: California University Press, 2000, p. 6.
6
Ibidem.
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solution with its affective dimension. Its meaning is largely widened to encompass
the whole negatively assessed socio-political reality.
Sectarianism is automatically viewed as contradicting secularism, the latter in
itself being a synonym of progress and prosperity for Lebanon. To be more specific,
it is useful to briefly illustrate how secularism seems to be defined and comprehended
by the leading organization in the OSS campaign, the Civil Society Movement
(Tayyar al-Mujtama al-Madaniya): Secularism is the autonomy of the world and
its factors, aspects and values from religious factors, (...) not independence but
positive neutrality which gives the citizen the freedom to choose to be a secular
believer or suspicious of religion and God or an atheist because of his deep free
convictions. Secularism is not atheism (...) but freedom of belief and liberating
religion from the taints of the espousal without conviction because of social
pressure.7 Secularism in this view provides assistance to help free religion from
its misconceptions that were fabricated by religious societies so as to justify the
state and render it free from criticism.
Secularism manifests itself in many fields as a synonym of a proper and desirable
civic stance: Political secularism is an independence from religion and not belonging
to a religious group; in other words to differentiate between religion and politics.
Sovereignty is to practise politics without religious interference (...) the right to
practise their leadership as patriotic and not in accordance to religion.8 Or (...)
employment secularism: as total governmental independence not to associate any job
with the totality of religions and not to discriminate between employees according to
religion but to treat each one fairly.9
It becomes an indispensable factor in creating national unity: Secularism is one of
the basic elements to build a Lebanese society that is surrounded with unity. Secularism
should create equality, justice, freedom, peace and democracy. It is the right road
towards growing a nation that owns a base of one law taken from freedom and the
declaration of human rights.10 Then: In relation to a nation there will be enough
elements to produce the sense of nationalism instead of religious belonging. And the
constitution will relinquish the religious document to make it independent and
nationalistic and not based on religion. Therefore the government will have total authority
if it declines from religion and so there will no longer be states within a state.11
Closely connected with this rule of law is the implication of patriotism: Secularism
is the equality that comes from the law without any civil, religious groups as mediums.
This coincides with the meaning of patriotism that makes each individual a national
person. Therefore, he who has a duty and right which is specified by the civil laws.12
Civil Society Movement Basic Principles, Beirut, 1998.
Ibidem.
9
Ibidem.
10
Ibidem.
11
Ibidem.
12
Ibidem.
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Finally, it guarantees progress in all spheres of public life: If the Tayar accomplishes
these goals, Lebanon will reach an advanced state in regards to the nation, parties,
groups, society, economic, politics and religion. 13 Furthermore : (...) complete
secularism helps in building a fair and active society for everyone; it gives priority to
the areas, societies and lands that are deprived from all the essential things in life,
putting aside any religious favors. (...) to restore a healthier democratic state in
association with a complete political and active responsibility from the people; instead
of depending on their representatives.14
Close links to patriotism and nation-building make the notion almost synonymous
to these issues. Secularism, understood as removing religion from political life, is
viewed as a remedy to all sets of obstacles that the Lebanese state has to face: In
addition it lessens the conflicts among the governmental leaders (...) To free the
country from governmental advantages in favor of those who are of the same religion.
(...) by demolishing these religious advantages by discovering the bonds, economic
and social laws which is our duty to adjust to and adopt so as to serve the society of
those who are less fortunate (...).15
What seems to be a rather restrictive tendency in this discourse is establishing
and maintaining opposition between sectarianism and secularism, sectarianism and
nationalism, stagnation and progress, and communal ghettos and civil society. Some
scholars studying the topic of sectarianism in Lebanese history opt for a more moderate
stance, according to which the sectarian issue, with its importance of religious identity
in the political realm, became in fact a basic factor in composing Lebanese national
culture. It cannot be removed without losing part of the Lebanese culture. Institutional
sectarianism was implemented to contain and resolve conflict, and according to
Samir Khalaf, this has proven to be the case.16 As Sune Naugbolle concludes: The
resilience of Lebanese nationalism ( ) rests on a overlap of multiple identities and
the consciousness of being a complex national structure in which identities are in
play ( ) Insistence on one national unity is a chimera that led to disasters for Lebanon
( ) Lebanese nationalism can be understood as a fragile net of a confessional identity,
national identity and superstrata ideologies and the acceptance of this loosely connected
net.17 This stigma of sectarianism as backward and anti-modern is, in Haugbolles
opinion, an effect of internalizing the Western discourse, in which coexistence and
tolerance was modern, while violence represented the triumph of tradition, as
manifested in sectarianism.18
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The Development of a civil society prior to the OSS campaign
The antisectarian campaign that erupted as a unified initiative has to be understood
in the broader context of the civil movement in Lebanon. The beginnings of the civil
movement can be traced back to the 60s  a decade of important secular reforms
implemented by the government of technocrats under the Foud Chehab rule. It was
the time when the law concerning associations was regulated. As for now, in Lebanon
the following laws regulate the right to associate: article 13th of the Constitution
1926, and Ottoman Law on associations from 1909 with some amendments added
in 2006.
However, it was not before the aftermath of the civil war that the civil movement
experienced a seriously invigorating boost, growing and developing on the ground of
coping with war experiences  solving post-war realities, counteracting religious
divisions, and promoting national reconciliation and dialogue. The experience of civil
war created new circumstances. The weakness or absence of the state in war-time
Lebanon has created a vacuum in many sectors allowing private institutions (frequently
run by political wings of various militias) to replace the state in providing basic
social services like healthcare, education, security. Many of them in post-war times
were incorporated into the system and continued operating. In addition to this, totally
new organizations were founded, advocating peace, human rights and addressing
issues particular to post-war Lebanese society like the problem of displaced or
kidnapped people.
At first, the political environment welcomed such initiatives but with time, the
activities of this growing third sector became troublesome, and perceived as a threat
by both the Lebanese elites, aware of its potential consequences, and of the Syrian
regime tightening its grip on Lebanon. Civil movements were subjugated to greater
control of the state, which manifested in serious difficulties in receiving licenses to
operate by various associations from the Ministry of Interior Affairs. Although
registering an association should be, from legal point of view, merely a formality, it
became de facto a procedure of granting limited licenses, based on the Ministrys
judgement and open to its own interpretation whether the proclaimed activity would
be deemed legal or not, and dangerous to public order and security etc. Consequently,
associations without such licenses were considered illegal and therefore their activities
could be punished; (for example: in 1992, 138 associations and political parties were
dissolved having been decreed as illegal by the Council of Ministries, and since 1996
the Ministry has imposed extra limitations on associations activities and has interfered
in their internal affairs. Another decree in 1997 saw the Ministry of Interior take over
the role of nominating members of the executives of the Lebanese Red Cross).19
Nevertheless, a few associations managed to operate, although not without
difficulties, and launch campaigns addressing urgent Lebanese issues  like the
Karam Karam, Le mouvement civil au Liban. Revendications, protestations et action
associatives dans làpres guerre, Paris: Édition Karthala, 2006, p. 77.
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problem of the thousands of Lebanese that disappeared during the civil war, the
restoration of municipal elections, a campaign for moving the vote age to 18 and a
civil marriage campaign.
Gathering for the municipal elections (1997)
The campaign started successfully in 1997. The reason was that the last municipal
elections were held in 1963 and from that time the mandates of the councillors were
simply prolonged as voted by parliament. In April 1997 the Prime Minister once
again attempted to prolong the mandates, a step that was strongly opposed by the
President. In this context the Lebanese Association for Democratic Elections (LADE)
organized a meeting, inviting people interested in the subject to discuss the possible
solutions. The meeting soon transformed into a national campaign consisting of 150
associations, unions, political parties and private institutions, and comittee in charge
with its participants organizing weekly meetings and travelling all over the country
lobbying for the elections.20 After a few months of intense campaign, the Constitutional
Council declared that prolonging the mandates was against the Constitution and in
December Parliament set the date of the municipal elections for spring 1998. The
gathering continued to operate until the end of the elections, monitoring the events.
According to Karam Karam, who has been studying the formation of Lebanese civil
society, this campaign, for many reasons, became a sort of model and point of
reference for the following civic campaigns. The success of this action has paved
the way for other civic associations to come out with their demands.21
The Campaign for the disappeared (19992000, 2005 )
It is estimated that around 17,000 people are missing in Lebanon. Since 1982, the
Committee of the Families of the Kidnapped and Missing has organized itself to collect
information about people who went missing during the war. In the early 1990s, SOLIDE
came into being, demanding the release of Lebanese citizens detained in Syrian prisons.
Both associations have organized demonstrations, campaigns, lobbying activities, and
have issued reports. The campaign formed an agenda known as the Missing and the
Disappeared in Lebanon, including the creation of an exhaustive list and a national file
of the families of the disappeared (including a DNA database) in order to prepare the
ground for undertaking the identification of exhumed remains. This also includes
conducting serious investigations to gather information about those who are believed
to have been handed over to Syria or Israel, and to take the necessary steps with
regards to securing the release of persons who are alive and ensuring the return of the
remains of the deceased. There have been attempts to locate the sites of mass and
individual graves across the Lebanese territory, ensure their protection until they are
excavated, and to exhume any remains that are found alongside carrying out the
identification of these remains in order to return them to their families for a dignified
20
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and rightful burial. The campaign has lobbied to create a National Institute to manage
and implement this plan and to become a state institution responsible for the cause. In
order to create this National Institute, the family associations and civil society
organizations have developed a draft law for the Missing and Forcibly Disappeared
Persons, with the aim of having it adopted by the Lebanese authorities.22
In 1995, a law was passed enabling families to declare their relatives dead, if they
had been missing for over four years. In 2000, an official commission was formed
that issued a short report stating that all persons missing were dead, that there were
mass graves across the Lebanese territory, and that families could legally declare
them as dead. However a year later, after releasing the Lebanese detained in Syrian
prisons, a new commission had to be formed, which resulted in granting the families
themselves the responsibility and duty of bringing to light any evidence concerning
their relatives. No report was ever issued by the commission, only a statement in
2005 by its president, the former minister Fouad al-Saad, who told LOrient le Jour
that the commission had come under political pressure to stop their work. In his
inaugural speech in 2008, the Lebanese president Michel Sleiman acknowledged this
cause, and the successive cabinets since then have pledged to address this cause but
up to the present day no direct steps have been taken.23
Civil marriage campaign (1998 )
The issue of civil marriage and civil law concerning personal status is still far from
settled and has been raised in parliament every once in a while since 1951 by multiple
parties. In 1998, a draft was proposed by the President Elias Hrawi, but was vetoed by
Prime Minister Rafiq al-Hariri. In effect a campaign was launched, and joined by
various political parties and student organizations. Since that time, many petitions have
been signed, information campaigns, reunions and workshops organized in various
regions of the country, and subsequent demonstrations undertaken by students
organizations. In 2002 activists prepared a project of law that was signed only by a
few deputies and was never discussed during parliament sessions.24 In 2013 a SunniDruze couple signed a civil marriage contract in the presence of a lawyer but it was
later this year dismissed as illegal by respective religious communities.25
The Campaign for lowering the voting age to 18 (1999 )
This initiative was inspired during the campaign for the municipality elections.
Many youth organizations that participated in it, also became activists in the hope of
moving the voting age from 21 to 18. Article 21 of the Lebanese Constitution sets
Lebanon: Boost for the Relatives of the Civil War Missing, http://www.irinnews.org/report/
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the voting age as 21, but according to the Lebanese Code of Obligations and Contracts,
18 is the age of civil majority. Some demands to change the voting age to 18 were
made even before 1975, by the National Movement led by Kamal Joumblat but the
initiative did not turn into an official campaign before 1999. Various groups and
associations have participated in the campaign but the leading organizations are
undoubtedly the LADE, operating since the beginning, and the Civil Campaign for
Electoral Reform (CCER) in operation since 2006. Although promises were made
several times from the sides of President Emile Lahoud and Prime Minister Salim alHoss, the project was not presented in the Parliament, due to the issues political
sensitivity as a matter of potential conflict causing intercommunal discord. 26 Although
in March 2009 the Lebanese Parliament approved a draft-law to lower the voting age
from 21 to 18, in a session attended by more than 100 deputies who showed strong
support for the proposal, in 2010 the draft was rejected. It was commented in the
press that the move to lower the voting age had sparked fears of a shake-up of
Lebanons political structure  a complex power-sharing system between Christians
and Muslims that had helped preserve a fragile peace since the end of the 19751990
civil war. This was a fear that resonated most strongly within Lebanons oncedominant Maronite Christian community, estimated at around 30% of the Lebanese
population.27
Two events undoubtedly had an impact on the OSS campaigns formation. These
were the Independence Intifada in 2005 and the Arab revolutions in 2011. The
demonstrations of 2005, mass protests triggered by the assassination of Prime Minister
Rafiq al-Hariri, and labelled by the media as the Beirut Spring or Independence
Uprising, led to the end of Syrian occupation in Lebanon and thus created more
freedom for the civil movement. A widespread eruption of diverse civil society
associations was also the immediate result of the protesters success, that gave to
the movement new power and enthusiasm. The several week long sit-in protest in
the Beirut city centre became an unprecedented event for the activists, creating a
unique opportunity to exchange ideas over a more widespread range in terms of
forming a major civic platform and organizing a social network for future cooperation.
The spectacular effects of the protests in Tunisia and Egypt encouraged the Lebanese
civil society sector to mobilize again in early 2011. As declared by one of the main
activists of the campaign, Asaad Thebian, their Arab Spring was in fact on a national
and local level, with Lebanon fighting its own cause  not just against one dictator
but a dozen at a time.28
In searching for the beginnings of the contemporary secular movement in Lebanon
an initiative called Laique Pride has to be mentioned as well. Lebanese Laique Pride
Karam, Le mouvement civil au Liban , p. 186.
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is a yearly march organized since 2010, demanding above all the establishment of a
secular state and a denouncing of the countrys confessional sectarian system. The
first march that attracted around 2000 participants, was held on 25 April 2010,
including many nongovernmental organizations and associations: the feminist collective
Nassawiya, KAFA (NGO for womens rights), the AUB Secular Club, Nahwa
al-Muwatiniya (Towards Citizenship) and many more. 29 It was the first social
demonstration since the end of the civil war in 2005, and the protesters included a
wide range of people who were not affiliated with any political party. During the
Arab uprisings in 2011, the Laique Pride march was postponed and protests calling
for the Overthrow of the Sectarian System were organized instead, during which
activists adopted the same slogan from the Arab uprisings as an act of solidarity. The
Laique Pride organizers however, did not want to be politically involved and did not
want to incorporate this new movement with the Laique Pride event. In their opinion,
Laique Pride was only an annual event, a march aiming to raise awareness, and not
functioning as a fully-blown political protest.30
The structure and events of the OSS campaign
An organisation frequently mentioned as forming the nucleus of the protests was
the Civil Society Movement, which in its headquarters in Beirut hosted daily workshops
and discussions that eventually transformed into regular mass demonstrations.
However, the campaign was in fact a mosaic of many various blocks, a wide coalition
of civil society groups, political and youth organizations. Also, many of the participants
came from leftist backgrounds; some were from the Communist Party and others
from the Syrian Social Nationalist Party.
The most important blocks shaping the campaign represented various political
orientations that eventually clashed internally and structurally weakened the movement.
All of them rose up against sectarianism but in more or less a direct and open way.
This paper proposes to divide them into three types of groups which reflect the
perceptions of sectarianism as a multidimensional phenomenon penetrating the whole
of Lebanese social life. The first type of groups would be those explicitly promoting
the abolition of the sectarian state. The Civil Society Movement, is the oldest and the
biggest group active in promoting the idea of a secular, non-sectarian state. The second
type consists of groups addressing particular civic or judicial issues, encouraging
citizenship in order to create grounds for future reforms of the state without declaring
it openly. The examples here would be the LADE and Nahwa al-Muwataniya that
advocate issues related to human rights, fair and democratic elections or the reformation
of civil law. The third group of associations or initiatives, equally strong, challenges
29
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the sectarian system indirectly, by addressing other social issues that are in their view
linked to or implied by sectarianism  women and feminist organizations, groups
advocating the rights of homosexuals, the rights of migrant workers, anti-racism and
ecological concerns etc. These include Nasawiya, KAFA, Laique Pride and Helem.
Contesting sectarianism is therefore manifested in multiple dimensions, specifically:
judicial  with campaigns related to reforming the law to broaden the public sphere;
systemic  advocating explicitly to change the political system towards something
more democratic; social  addressing particular issues within society that are perceived
as secondary implications embedded in the sectarian machinery.
The Civil Society Movement (Tayyar al-Mujtama al-Madaniya, CSM)
The Civil Society Movement (CSM) was initiated in 1998, and in 2001 it was
registered by the Ministry of Interior Affairs, as a Lebanese group interested in
promoting such values as democracy, freedom, secularism, positive neutrality and
the socio-economic development of humanity. The CSMs purpose was to cooperate
with the government and various public sectors in order to implement these values
and improve the management of state affairs. The real and principal objective was to
abolish the sectarian system in Lebanon, considered by many to be the states most
high-profile malaise, blocking achievement, national unity and cohesiveness. Removing
sectarianism from public life was viewed as a factor that help in national reconciliation
and strenghthen state institutions.31
The secular Lebanese formula for the CSM is that Lebanon has to overcome the
current Lebanese status quo, in order for it to become a secular state on political,
educational, and organizational levels and also on an administrative and family law
level. In order to achieve this any clause in the Constitution, the laws and the conventions
that protect one of the following matters should be amended: political confessionalism
(the sect of the President of the Republic, Parliament, deputies and ministers, central
and regional army leadership, the sect registered in the public records); the office
confessionalism (the sect of the office and the proportion of the offices for every
sect); confessional aspect of family law (marriage laws, its conclusion and cancellation,
filiation and inheritance, assumption of civil law pertaining to these issues).32 According
to the CSM, The state of Lebanon should encourage any contribution that makes the
country and the state more secular, and should take the responsibility of the educational
and socialization processes, and should opt to: invest in public schooling and the adoption
of a unification plan for public schools; promoting the unification of the academic
curricula and paying close attention to its implementation, make changes in the military
and civil service; making the membership in syndicates obligatory; backing of the
cooperations and encouraging their establishment; increasing the effectiveness of the
secular associations, clubs, and movements and backing them.33
Civil Society Movement
Ibidem.
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The Lebanese Association for Democratic Elections (LADE)
The LADE was founded in Lebanon by a number of activists in the public sector
on March 13, 1996. The LADE is a civil, independent and non-profit making
organization specializing in monitoring elections and how closely they are linked to
democracy. Researchers, academics, journalists, lawyers, college students, experts
and a number of civil society activists are members of the association. It is concerned
with monitoring the elections in their different forms as well as studying the electoral
systems and laws according to the international democratic electoral standards,
especially standards that guarantee free, fair and transparent elections. The LADE
aims at pushing political parties to introduce the reforms that are in line with the
international standards of electoral laws, especially municipal law, as well as widening
the circle of discussions pertaining to the parliamentary and municipal electoral laws
to reach senior political and social officials as well as different categories of civil
society. The LADE advocates the introduction of the desired reforms to the electoral
law by exerting pressure on the political parties to adopt the standards needed to
ensure democratic elections. The Association educates citizens on the important
electoral issues and introduces them to electoral laws, voters rights and the criteria
of a good candidate. The association also works closely with student groups and
unions. The LADE pays great attention to motivating young people and college
students, especially groups of young people in cities, villages and towns, and
encourages them to actively participate in the public sphere. Since the LADE was
established and started its activities in 1996, it has been working for instilling the
principle of the electoral civil monitoring process, regardless of the elections type
and nature, and an inclusion of this principle in the parliamentary electoral law
(2008/25). It also works to upgrade the performance and the impartiality of observers
to guarantee their objectivity when reporting violations and breaches committed by
both the organizers and the participants.34
Nahwa al-Muwatiniya (Towards Citizenship)
This is a non-profit making organization founded by individuals from a mosaic of
political, cultural, and religious backgrounds. They call themselves members of a
civil society concerned with the state of affairs in Lebanon and beyond, and seek to
effect positive change through informed activism and engagement. They are aiming
to alter the political culture in Lebanon  and the wider Arab world  towards a more
participatory governance system where people exercise their rights and responsibilities,
towards greater citizenship. Nahwa al-Muwatiniya empowers and mobilizes citizens
towards active participation in governance through the following: research issues of
importance to the public and the publishing of study results, improving education
and developing essential individual and group skills, enhancement of awareness while
advocating and lobbying for change, increasing partnerships between individuals,
34
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organizations, and countries, improving governance through institutional, not
individual, channels, respecting and strengthening citizens rights, a rejection of
discrimination in all its forms, an engagement in self-criticism and individual
accountability, taking responsibility for ones actions, promoting partnerships and
participation, shunning individualism and indifference, and seeking creativity and
innovation.35
The Civil Campaign for Electoral Reform (CCER)
The Civil Campaign for Electoral Reform is a broad alliance for civil society
associations. It was founded on the 6th of June 2006. Today it includes more than
65 civil society associations and two coalitions from all over Lebanon. Above all, it
aims and calls for reforming electoral systems in general, focusing mainly on those
of a Municipal and Parliamentary nature. Since 2006, the CCER has been able to
introduce electoral reform concepts into the political life. It was capable of influencing
the general debate on reforming the last municipal and parliamentary election laws.
The Campaign lobbied for the adoption of a large number of reforms within the
parliamentary elections law 2008/25. The CCER was responsible for several
achievements in propagating collaboration between public and civil society
associations, and through its participation in the parliamentary administration and
justice committees sessions to discuss the general parliamentary elections law for
2008. In addition to which, CCER had an office for consultation inside the Interior
Ministry during the 2009 parliamentary elections.
Since its launch, it has been working on pushing for a number of reforms in line
with the international standards for democratic elections, these being: proportional
representation, establishing an independent committee to manage, and organize the
elections, the participation of Lebanese expatriates in the parliamentary elections,
adopting and increasing women quotas by a third in the electoral lists, a lowering of
the voting age from 21 to 18 and the candidacy age from 25 to 22.36
Lebanese Laique Pride
The Laique Pride is an initiative seeking to gather the different shades of the
Lebanese secular fabric. The march is a yearly meeting to express these voices and
to put a face to secular demands. Laique Pride encourages and supports every
movement and organization working towards a more egalitarian society, but, It
does not claim to be a substitute for secular actions taking place throughout the year,
but rather wishes to inspire new citizen initiatives in Lebanon.37 They call for laws
respectful of human rights, private and public liberties as well as gender equality,
Lebanese civil codes for personal status, a modern democratic electoral law on a
non-confessional basis, the abolition of institutional sectarianism, a strengthening of
www.na-am.org (accessed 16 November 2013).
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civic education, and ensuring health insurance and old age pensions as a right to all
citizens. Last year the march was focused on the following issues: enacting a unified
Civil Code for the Personal Status Law, passing the Law of Protection for Women
against family violence  submitted by KAFA to the Lebanese parliament, demanding
the full adoption of the original draft that included criminalizing marital rape, abolishing
article 522 of the penal law which drops charges against a rapist if he marries his
victim, the amendment of the nationality law for the full rights of Lebanese women
to grant their nationality to their children and spouses, passing the Draft Law
Prohibiting the Pre-Censorship on Cinema and Theatre launched by Maharat
Foundation and Marsad al-Raqaba, and withdrawing the draft law Lebanese Internet
Regulation Act (LIRA) proposed by the Lebanese Ministry of Information.38
Nasawiya
This is a feminist collective of Activists (...) individuals actively involved in gender
justice work. Some Nasawiyas work full-time on womens rights; others volunteer
a few hours a month. Some are students and some are professionals in different
fields. All of us are activists in different capacities, whether by leading our own
feminist projects or by discussing gender with our friends and communities. In our
jobs, classes, homes, and daily lives, we advocate equality and social change.39
According to their statement, Sexism, which is a devastating result of the
feudal/patriarchal culture that we live in, is a major social problem that we should
work to eradicate, especially since it is deeply related to other social problems, such
as classism, heterosexism, capitalism, racism, sectarianism, etc. Therefore, we must
fight all forms of violence, discrimination, and exploitation that are based on gender,
sexuality, able-bodiedness, ethnicity, race, religion, class, etc.40 In their view feminism
is a learning process for activists, an essential factor in the political struggle for
holistic social change. Among their aims Nasawiyas includes: fighting rape and sexual
harassment by speaking up, holding perpetrators accountable; promoting disability
rights from a gender lens; supporting domestic migrant workers and speaking out
against racism and xenophobia; fighting sectarianism across all of its roots and
manifestations in Lebanon; encouraging women to vote, run for office, engage in
elections and politics, locally and nationally; reforming political procedures, enforcing
quotas, putting progressive womens issues on political agendas; promoting feminist
leaders and role models; advocating womens full citizenship rights in law and policy,
with full legal accountability and enforcement.41
The anti-sectarian campaign started after a meeting held between activists in Beirut
in February 2011. A protest was called to go along the Green Line  a symbolic
border that during the civil war divided Beirut into Eastern and Western parts, and
Ibidem.
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became a metaphor of the Lebanese fragmentation along the sectarian lines. The
first demonstration took place on 27th of February, then it continued on a regular
basis until May.42 Protests were held approximately every two weeks. In the beginning,
with each demonstration participants were growing in numbers. It is estimated that
the first few protests attracted between 820,000 people but since the middle of
April each demonstration attracted less supporters. At first, enthusiasm for the Arab
revolution inspired the Lebanese to go to the streets to express their own grievances.
Such motivation alone from a longer perspective and in hindsight, proved to be
insufficient. Many factors contributed to the campaigns failure, among which the
organizational or structural aspects appear to have been as the most strategic
disadvantage.
The movement had no clear structure and hierarchy. Participants openly declared
that they purposely avoided forming structures, electing authorities or pointing at
anyone particular to become a leader.43 The lack of a crystalized structure was in
itself a form of resisting the system. They described themselves as a collective,
that included various formal or informal groups, NGOs and individual activists. The
minimal structure the participants agreed on, was for creating committees responsible
for various aspects including the movements operations and preparing movements
programmes: forming objectives and reforms in different fields.
Although participants avoided electing leaders, surely there were leading personalities
in the movement. They were mostly long time activists, known in the field for their
previous engagement in the aforementioned campaigns of the civil movement, and
bloggers or staff members of the most popular Lebanese civil society NGOs.
Thus, the campaigns organizers were in fact a conglomerate of multiple groups
and parties that lacked clear organization and a clearly defined programme. It turned
out, during collective workshops and debates, that various blocks participating in
the movement differed even in the matter of implementing the secular project. Internal
divisions and disagreements soon turned into fights that erupted during the
demonstrations which compromised the campaign in the eyes of the Lebanese.
Political affiliations also interfered, especially the major Lebanese political split that
had been on-going since 2005, dividing the nation into two camps: the pro-Syrian 8th
March Coalition and pro-American 14 th March Coalition. For example, the Syrian
Social Nationalist Party (SSNP) that joined the anti-sectarian movement, opposed
the slogans that were chanted by some of the participants against the Hezbollah or
the Syrian regime.44
There also seemed to be an ideological aspect of the campaigns failure. As some
researchers point out, the OSS movement was only copying the revolutions taking
place in the Arab countries, without taking into account that the sectarian system in
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Lebanon was not forced by the ruling elite on the citizens, as was the case in the
other Arab states.45 In Lebanon, the confessional system was put in place after years
of civil war, to prevent conflict and insure proportional equal representation between
the different sectarian minorities. Also, the campaign was not confronted by police
nor it did not face any repression from the security forces.
It has to be noted that the OSS was also largely ignored or misrepresented by the
mainstream media, mostly considered loyal to confessional political leaders or owned
by them. Protesters were presented as immature young people46, devoid of serious
political convictions, or as weirdy-bearded guys wearing Che Guevara t-shirts. The
TV channel NBC, owned by Nabih Berri, long time Parliament Speaker and the traditional
leader of the Shiites from Amal Party (8th March Coalition), broadcast a documentary
during the OSS protests about the history of the secular struggle in Lebanon and the
necessity to implement the part of Taef Accords referring to the abolishing of
sectarianism.47 Because of this, many Lebanese interpreted the OSS campaign as just
another initiative led by the 8th March camp and more critically as being dangerously
associated with leftist parties. The Anti-sectarian campaign was in effect appropriated
or even hijacked by its enemies, to leave an impression that politically nothing new
could happen in Lebanon with no escape from the 8th March14th March schism.
After the collapse of the campaign, a Laique Pride march was held for the second
time in May, with only around 700 people participating, primarily because it coincided
with the Nakba commemoration day in Lebanon. In 2012, a Laique Pride march was
held on 6th of May, calling for various issues to be addressed and implemented such
as: laws respectful of human rights, gender equality, and private and public liberties;
a Lebanese civil code for personal status; modern democratic electoral laws on a
non-confessional basis; a strong, impartial and independent judiciary; the abolition
of institutional sectarianism; a strengthening of civic education and the assurance of
health insurance and old age pensions as a right to all citizens.48
As for now the OSS does not exist as an active, unified block but the initiative is
continued with the complementary actions of the same groups without being labelled
as one front. There have been other projects as well, undertaken and recognized as
the offspring of the OSS. A platform, the Take Back Parliament, composed of few
associations, aspires to run in the next elections, with its own list of independent
candidates. The TBP organizes meetings and debates as consultations about future
reform programmes.49
As some researches state, the OSS campaign was unable to appeal to many
Lebanese who still opt for the consociational system, for it ensures stability and
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equal representation of sects, protects their rights to be represented and secures the
sects share in the power system, and thus it should be maintained. They also highlight
the fact that the campaign raised Christians fears in relation to demographical issues.
The removal of a sectarian power share system seemed to imply that their dominant
position would be lost. The system gives them 50% seats in the parliament and
guarantees that the president is always elected from the Maronite sect.50
A related factor that contributed to the failure of the anti-sectarian movement is
therefore the issue of collective identity, in other words, a unified movements identity
that would correspond with the rest of the society. Activists of the OSS called
themselves, the 10% of Lebanon51, because they are aware that most Lebanese
still view the project of overthrowing the current system with apprehension. The
need for a solid and clear grounding to such a transformation demands from the
activists a more concrete action in the longer perspective. Nevertheless, along with
the OSS campaign, the activists have begun to recognize themselves within the
Lebanese political spectrum which opens the way for new trends and sets ground
for further change.

Such a division of power was implemented after national census was conducted in 1932
according to which Christians formed a majority and among them Maronites were the largest sect in
Lebanon. Since that time the census was not repeated but it is a commonly known phenomenon that
Christians are no longer in the majority, due to high emigration and lower birth rates than among
Moslems.
51
Interview with Asaad Thebian, one of the leading activists in the OSS campaign, conducted on
24 August 2012.
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Abstract
This article analyses political culture for understanding ideological rivalry in the Middle
East. Therein, it locates constant references to the enduring cultural component in
society. Subsequently, that term explains the essence of political culture, however, that
allusion is misleading, since what it precisely consists of is left undefined. Therefore, this
study defines it as the foundational aspect of Islamic political culture. Yet, its totality
involves three spheres of inquiry: foundational  what endures or should be, contextual
 what is, and individual  the agent for movement. These spheres are engaged in an
ongoing triangular relationship producing three competing political cultures.

Introduction
The Arab Spring thrust the relationship of Islam, civic responsibility and social
activism into the limelight. One after another, hitherto unassailable autocrats hastily
conceded, forcefully relinquished or had power sequestered over their brutalized
corpse. Tunis, Tripoli, Cairo, Sanaa, Damascus, Manama, and lesser, though
nevertheless still pivotal, protests in Amman, Algiers and Rabat shook aging despots
into a stupor. Reputable scholars, both throughout the region and elsewhere, began
to describe the recent events as a paradigm shift, ushering in a new era for the
Middle East.1 To many, the monumental street protests vindicated their belief that
Islam and democracy are, indeed, compatible and that cynicism was nothing more
than disingenuousness.2 It was, after all, a serious rebuke to those orientalists who
insisted Arab populations were fatalistic and resigned to their fate. The colossal
protests carried with it a buoyancy in what it would bring forward and how it would
emancipate a vibrant people whose progenitors withered under the ever-watchful
eye of security agencies. Now, much of that erstwhile enthusiasm has waned and
the Arab Spring more closely resembles a winter. Libya remains ungovernable,
realpolitik has ensured that the Syrian tragedy remains a stalemate, in Yemen clever
policies of distracting angry people and indulgent spending stifled the revolt and in
*
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Egypt if not the revolution, then certainly representative governance has been
hijacked by the deep state.3 More and more, with all the changes, things are beginning
to look as they were before, or worse.
Of course, the Arab awakening, as some prefer to call it, is a socio-political treasure
trove of contentious information that rightfully deserves careful scrutiny. And, among
them, theories on how or what led to this obvious resurgence of street politics and
mass agitation are particularly poignant.4 What led to this breaking point that
catapulted millions onto the streets? What compelling social force was it that attempted
this paradigm shift? What does it, precisely, consist of or do recent setbacks now
signify a reversal of this hitherto unknown social force and its transformative effect?
Strikingly, these queries and satisfactory responses are largely absent when attempting
to unravel the intricacies surrounding the Arab awakening. For that reason, this
article responds to that elusiveness by arguing the most significant challenge facing
Muslim polities nowadays, especially in the core Middle East, is the ongoing ideological
and political rivalry between extreme expressions of reformism and orthodoxy. Each
fanaticism, be it clothed in a liberal or traditional garb, has its diehard supporters and
while locked in battle will agree on securing their own governance  by any means
necessary without recourse to accepting peoples voices.
More interestingly, this ideological contestation is not new; rather it is an enduring
phenomenon in Muslim polities, easily noticeable and certainly not unique to the
Arab Spring. Actually, this ideological rivalry is discernable throughout Islamic history,
especially apparent during the rise and fall of political dispensations from the Rashidun
era, Umayyads to the Ottoman. Today though, these ideological competitors are
loosely and popularly described differently: Either as secularists, or those who
ostensibly claim to inaugurate a new, liberated Middle East or, on the other hand,
Islamists who presumably seek to keep it ideologically tethered to a pure
unadulterated past. Yet, at this juncture, questions swirl around these problematical
labels and definitions. Of course, one will be hard-pressed to find more precise
characterizations of these two major ideological contenders. Be it secularists,
reformists, modernists or progressives versus orthodoxy, traditionalists,
fundamentalists or Islamists; there are a dizzying array of labels used without
clarification on what they imply. That, therefore, results in the terms being largely
insufficient in any meaningful, explanatory way.
Labels are important in as much as they reveal choices about the person using
them and reflect, knowingly or unknowingly, certain ideal types. However, their use
must coincide with a thoughtful explanation of who it is that we are talking about
and why are these designations in use. Responding to that, this article explores and
offers insights into how to characterise these ideological rivals based on the manner
3
E. Margolis, So Much for Mideast Democracy, http://www.lewrockwell.com/2013/07/ericmargolis (accessed 9 August 2012).
4
T. Ramadan, Well, It Might Be Useful to Re-read the Arab Awakening, http://tariqramadan.com/
english/2013/12/04/well-it-might-be-useful-to-reread-the-arab-awakening/ (accessed 11 August 2013).
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they reconcile modernity and tradition. Simply put, that would entail those who
reject tradition, or reject modernity and a balancing between both. In other words,
this article analyses how the ideological rivals in Muslim polities intelligently contend
with permanence  thabit and change  mutaghayir.
In Europe, permanence has been done away with by and large.5 It was Marx,
after all who said that in Europe as a result of bourgeoisie culture transforming the
means and modes of production, all fixed, fast-frozen relations, with their train of
ancient and venerable prejudices and opinions, are swept away, all new-formed ones
become antiquated before they can ossify. All that is solid melts into air, all that is
holy is profaned, and man is at last compelled to face with sober senses his real
conditions of life, and his relations with his kind.6 Yet, in Muslim polities it endures
and, resultantly, compels political actors to initiate a process of reconciliation between
that permanent force and contextual realities. Its mishandling, though, is what fuels
ideological and political volatility. Accordingly, with reconciliation not forthcoming,
political institutions, or politics per se, fail to capture the imagination of the masses,
or worse, infuriates them into mass agitation. That, then, was the raison dêtre of
this article  an exploration into the dynamics of political instability, or mismanagement
of permanence and change, in Muslim polities, the resolution of which is the single
greatest challenge in the post-Arab Awakening Middle East.
Political Culture
To begin, and to provide a context from which this analysis will proceed, this
article analyses political culture. Why? Since it is here that an inherent tension, everpresent in Muslim polities, is discovered. What is revealing is that the term political
culture is defined in numerous ways dependant on its usage.7 Furthermore, the
concept, itself, was originally intended to promote the modernization theory of
development and notions of cultural lag.8 In other words, there was a strong Eurocentricity inherent in its norm, which impeded its effectiveness in becoming an
explanatory variable. This insight, however, does not assist us in decoding a
methodology in which to study, or even grasp, political culture in Muslim polities. It
only reveals to us the dearth of relevant literature and the necessity of exploring
different processes to do political culture research.
Looking closely, Letwin examines the etymological definition of the word culture
and reveals its literal meaning: handing down.9 In her view, culture constitutes a
conception of how things should be done, a manner of understanding and dealing with
phenomenon. The term culture is, then, understood as a process of socialization
Charles Taylor, The Malaise of Modernity, Ontario: House of Anansi Press, 1991, p. 7.
Karl Marx, Communist Manifesto, http://marxists.anu.edu.au/archive/marx/works/1848/
communist-manifesto/ch01.htm#025 (accessed 9 August 2012).
7
Stephen Welch, The Concept of Political Culture, New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 1993, p. 4.
8
William F. Ogburn, On Culture and Social Change, Chicago: Phoenix Books, 1964, p. 19.
9
Shirley Robin Letwin, Culture, Individuality and Deference, in Culture and Politics, Maurice
Cranston and Lea Boralevi (eds), Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1988, p. 2.
5
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that is learned and shared; though, its precise notions  how it is learned and the
extent to which it is shared  remain matters of contention.10 Nowadays, proponents
of an emerging world culture argue that growing cultural similarities are more
important than cultural relativity.11 Of course, globalization is diminishing distances
between peoples. Yet, cultural differences, particularly in regard to orientations to
political objects in a society, remain important and, often distinct. And, cultural
analyses are effective for understanding those distinctions, inexplicable in scientific
or positivist terms. Welch concurs by suggesting that political culture is, at its
core, really dealing with values that are operationalized through norms regulating
the explicit elements of culture. 12 It includes beliefs, ideas, images, knowledge of
what is considered to be true, and basic propositions regarding what ideals should
be aspired for in political life.
Clearly speaking, the building blocks of culture are values, which are normalized
into traditions  a practice perpetrated without formal acknowledgement of anyones
authority to set and maintain those standards. This is why the personal association
of parent-child, teacher-pupil, has been considered essential to the transmission of
a tradition. 13 In other words, since values and traditions, as constituents of culture,
are handed down by teaching and learning, apprenticeship is its essence. This
insight holds significant ramifications for understanding political culture since
political orientations are also handed down by a process of enculturation and
socialization. However, what specifically, are those political orientations that will
be handed down and how is apprenticeship actualized? To answer that, one needs
to closely investigate a culture along with the currents and crosscurrents that
animate its history. It is, precisely, for this reason, by determining what is important
to hand down, that reinforces the importance of political culture. In essence, it
ultimately deals with values, which shape the direction of political life. Examining
it, however, raises the following critical questions: How do we decipher what
those values are in a given polity? Indeed, even if we can convincingly reveal those
values, what is the process by which they are passed down generation to
generation? Or, by what standard does reinvention occur without becoming
illegitimate?
First, in regards to our exploration on what a polity considers important to
hand-down, Inglehart refers to it as the enduring cultural component that makes
political life distinct for polities.14 To be clear, the literature on political culture is
rife with constant references to the core in a given society. To further explain, a
human being comes into a world of existing meanings, types, roles, formulae,
Ibidem.
Richard Robertson, Globalization and Sociological Theory, in Knowledge and Passion: Essays
in Honour of John Rex, Herminio Martins (ed.), New York: Tauris, 1993, p. 8.
12
Welch, The Concept of , p. 40.
13
Letwin, Culture, Individuality , p. 3.
14
Ronald Inglehart, The Silent Revolution: Changing Values and Political Styles among Western
Publics, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1977, p. 246.
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stock of knowledge, and significant symbols.15 That, then, shapes political life
and makes it distinct. Yet, those terms, failed to tackle how is it that one would go
about and understand what they consist of in a given polity? Even worse, those
seemingly descriptive terms are used to explain the essence of political culture,
alluding to its political values. However, that allusion is misleading, since what the
core precisely consists of, amounts to or how it may alter, is left largely undefined.
Therefore, any real exploration of political culture in Muslim polities must proceed
to define that core. This is what is required and in hopes of doing so, lets label it
as the foundational aspect of Islamic political culture. More clearly, the foundational
represents those aspects of permanence in Islamic political culture and consists of
deeply cherished political ideals.
Defining the Foundational  Ideal Types
The core or foundational political values in Muslim polities amount to those
patterns of behaviour, norms, and cultural assumptions that together represent an
aspect of permanence. It is here, as well, that the core ideological and political
platform of Islam is elucidated. Clearly, these enduring foundational values present
a vision of where its society is meant to progress towards. In other words, without
knowing who I am, one is incapable of understanding the entirety of political
culture and concretizing it into political institutions  where I should go. And, here,
finding out who I am involves rationalizing where those values are to be found.
That inquiry then took us to examine the sources of legitimacy in Muslim polities,
including, of course, the texts or cultural mainstays that shape peoples thoughts,
beliefs and values. There, it became readily evident that no serious study hoping to
unearth the foundational political values could do so without reference to the Quran
and the Prophetic sayings. Precisely, since, they represent local epistemic truths  in
their own right. Next, the Khulafa-Rashidun era was incorporated since it represented
the practical application of those enduring values in society, especially for Sunni
orthodoxy. This, though, would be incomplete without a rendering of how a particular
society, itself, interacts with these sources of legitimacy and that is discovered by
analysis of its epistemic tradition.
Henceforth, to get a better understanding of the foundational it is critical to
discuss epistemology. A comprehension of epistemology  or, the theory of knowledge,
is essential for understanding how a particular civilization inculcates learning,
establishes a premise that governs the justification of belief and, thereby, makes
valid knowledge claims.16 Relatedly, it enables us to grasp the unique processes of
Alfred Schutz, Phenomenology of the Social World, Boston: Northwestern University Press,
1967, p. 3; Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann, The Social Construction of Knowledge: A Treatise
on the Sociology of Knowledge, New York: Anchor Press, 1967, pp. 6775; Clifford Geertz, The
Impact of the Concept of Culture on the Concept of Man, in Interpretation of Cultures, New York:
Basic Books Press, 1977, p. 45.
16
Robert Audi, Belief, Justification and Knowledge: An Introduction to Epistemology, California:
Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1988, p. 8.
15
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thought development therein, for undoubtedly the assembly of thought patterns is
not fortuitous. Actually, to put it plainly, the manner in which we think is a byproduct of our socialization and leads to the formation of beliefs that empower us to
distinguish between claims of truth and falsehood. That social construction,
consequently, mandates what constitutes knowledge, and truth, for those making
assertions. This, in effect, is what epistemology provides: the foundation for a specific
worldview  a general vision that defines how a people understand their own self,
law, theology, philosophy, art, political culture, or, even, the entire universe.17
Grasping, then, what the foundational amounts to in Islamic political culture
involves extracting political values from the Quran, the Hadith and thirdly, the
Rashidun Era  the first three decades of Muslim governorship and understanding it
from a perspective shaped by its epistemic tradition. Collectively, what is ascertained
embodies an ideal that is communicated to the reader, guiding an adherents whole
life by providing a yardstick to measure the desirability or undesirability of actions.18
Of course, scholars have assembled those components in a multiplicity of ways,
even added other sources, to put forward their postulates on directives. Nevertheless,
the orthodox Sunni majority subscribes to these components, which provide
broad-based values that infer a political philosophy. Variation, in other words, falls
within an expansive spectrum of agreeability. This, then, is what this study insists is
critical to do  extract political values and reassemble them to put forth a coherent
political philosophy that represents the high classicalism to which every successive
era may be judged. Of course, that task is daunting and requires much more scrutiny
than an article could provide. Still, rationalizing and explaining its necessity is an
important first step.
Together, the constituents that elucidate the enduring political values in Muslim
society are embedded in the minds of people by a process of socialization. They are
not, merely, an appropriation of the past in terms of a romanticised notion of a
largely mythical age.19 Nor, are values and maxims implied in these components
representative of a primitivist utopia, both in the sense that presented earliest of
times as the best and in the sense that it deemed a simple society to be the most
virtuous.20 Rather, those political values elucidate a high classicism to which society
is meant to work towards. That includes the Prophetic maxim that the leader of a
people is their servant and the model of Medina when, during Umars time, a Bedouin
refused to obey him and he did not seek to intimidate such a recalcitrant person.
Rather, he tried to justify himself on a piece of cloth he had to take from his sons
Omar Hassan Kasule, Islamization of Knowledge, Intellectual Discourse Conference XVI,
Palua Pagkor, Malaysia, 1 May 2000, p. 1.
18
Seyyid Hossein Nasr, Ideals and Realities of Islam, Michigan: Allen and Unwin Press, 1975,
p. 27.
19
Muhammad Ayoob, The Many Faces of Political Islam: Religion and Politics in the Muslim
World, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2008, p. 2.
20
Patricia Crone, Gods Rule: Government and Islam, New York: Columbia University Press,
2004, p. 318.
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share and add it to his own tunic because he was a tall man.21 It is, precisely, to this
high classicism that Muslim polities compare their current political structures so as
to measure discrepancies with regard to it. And, in this discrepancy resides the
inherent tension that endures in Muslim polities. By examining this, it provides the
normative framework and theoretical basis within which the parameters for
understanding political culture in Muslim polities are made clear.
Certainly, political culture throughout Muslim polities is not monolithic. It may,
and often does differ. Yet, no matter how varied its manifestation, they all may be
characterized Islamic so long as the foundational resonates throughout their
socialization. Therein lay the element of permanence, which are those underlying
and enduring political values. To grasp these is to better appreciate the rationale
behind the idealistic insurrectionary tendency in Muslim polities that struggles to
actualize those ideals in reality.22 This article, then, argues for further in-depth analysis
and exploration to more completely understand what amounts to the foundational
in Muslim polities and how it interacts with the human agency in their respective
contexts to comprehend the totality of Islamic political culture in a given polity.
Not to be left undone, a precursory rendering of what those political values and
ideal types include, are standards such as placing sovereignty in God, but also in
people as His representatives on earth23; individuals are born of good and sound
nature24; all individuals are born equal25; decision-making is by consultation that
includes consensus and inclusion as necessary for stability26; people must choose
their representatives and give them an oath of allegiance27; leaders are accountable to
the people and no one is above the law  testifying against themselves if need be28;
leaders are the servants of the people they represent29; and those who want leadership
should not have it.30 Certainly, that is not all  much more is required to more clearly
discuss the parameters of the core or foundational political values in Muslim
21
Malik Bennabi, The Question of Ideas in the Muslim World, trans. Mohamed Tahir El Mesawi,
re-abridged by Meinhaj Hussain, http://www.grandestrategy.com/2011/04/chapter-fourteen-ideas
-and-politics.html (accessed 5 August 2012).
22
Eqbal Ahmad, Islam and Politics, in Islam, Politics and the State, Asghar Khan (ed.), London:
Zed Books, 1985, p. 17.
23
Interpretation of the Meaning of the Noble Quran, translated by Muhammad Muhsin Khan
and Muhammad Taqi-ud-Din Hilali, Riyadh, KSA: Darussalam Publishers, 1999, Chapter Al-Imran
(3): 26.
24
Ibid., Chapter Al Araf (7): 189190.
25
Eltigani Abdelgadir Hamid, The Quran and Politics, London: International Institute of Islamic
Thought, 2004, p. 38.
26
Interpretation of the Meaning of the Noble Quran, Chapter Ash-Shura (42): 38.
27
Muhammad Muhsin (ed.), The Translation of the Meanings of Sahih Al-Bukhari, Saudi Arabia:
Riyadh Press, 2009, Vol. 9, No. 7213.
28
Interpretation of the Meaning of the Noble Quran, Chapter An-Nisa (4): 135.
29
Hamid, The Quran and , p. 47. As quoted in this text, but referring to Ibn Majahs Sunan
(Hadeeth Compilation).
30
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polities and how they permeate society. Still, what we have collected from the
foundational values represent important facets of the political high classicalism to
which scholars from the Muslim tradition such as Al-Farabi, Ibn Khaldun, Malik
Bennabi and Muhammad Iqbal, and a host of others, allude. It is, precisely, to this
high classicism that Muslim polities ought to compare their current political structures
so as to measure discrepancies with regard to it. And, in this discrepancy resides the
inherent tension that endures in the varied contexts of Muslim polities.
Certainly, there will be naysayers who insist that this elucidation is tenuous. They
will argue that this theorizing amounts to reductio ad absurdum. Responding to that,
Wael Hallaq eloquently emphasizes, as a world civilization, Islam developed a historically
grounded paradigmatic moral-legal ethic that defined its identity. Obviously, there can
be no Islam, nor any specifically Islamic moral-legal culture outside of history, for it is
history and its forces and circumstances that gave rise to this legal-moral identity. To
be a Muslim individual today is to be, in fundamental ways, connected with that Shariadefined ethic, for it is this ethic that shaped what Islam is and has been There is no
Muslim identity without this ethic.31 Thus, in other words, to suggest that contemporary
Muslim identity can rid itself of this ethic, that permeated it to the core, amounts to
claiming that citizens of Euro-America could still be who they are but without their
historical roots, without their socioeconomic history, without their legal history, without
their political history, and without the Enlightenment and its values.32 That, for all
intents and purposes, is absurd.
Thus, inasmuch as the modern Western state and its citizen are the product of a
historically determined phenomenon, the Muslim identity of today is inextricably
connected with a particular moral-legal ethic that was historically determined by the
supremely central values of the Sharia.33 Those central values are what are enduring,
at least until now  even with state-led enculturation to the contrary, and persist to
affect the political environment. Those who neglect it do so at their own peril. For
that reason, this article contends that in Muslim political life there exists a lurking
and compelling cultural force that cannot be disregarded, and that needs to be
thoroughly understood, appreciated and included in any political dispensation.
However, even with recognizing that cultural force and adequately describing it, that
only amounts to grasping the first sphere of inquiry essential to understand the
complexity of Islamic political culture in Muslim polities.
Context, Human Agency and Ideological Rivals
Articulating the foundational political values only amounts to the first sphere of
inquiry, essential to understand the complexity of Islamic political culture in Muslim
polities. Specifically, understanding it involves three spheres of inquiry: 1) the
foundational  what endures or those political values that are understood as permanent,
Wael Hallaq, The Impossible State, New York: Columbia University Press, 2012, p. 70.
Ibidem.
33
Ibid., p. 71.
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2) contextual  what is, and 3) individual  the agent for movement or the role of
human agency. And, these three spheres of inquiry are engaged in an ongoing triangular
relationship. In other words, this interplay involves the foundational political values 
or, the ideals; the contextual in which those political values find depth, meaning and
expression, as in Egypt, Tunisia, Turkey or Pakistan  the real; and, the individual
 or, the manner that human agency chooses to interact with both other variables.
Actually, to be more succinct, the modus operandi that human agency employs to
engage with the foundational in their contexts produces three competing political
archetypes: traditionalist, secularist and revivalist.
Yet, before going any further to elaborate on the substance of the competing
political archetypes, it is required to appreciate the manner in which this trilateral
relationship produces them. To do that, requires an in-depth analysis of a particular
contexts political history, culture, economy, or its educational systems  both
institutional and societal. This would give the researcher a better grasp of the context
in which to examine the foundational political values. But, that is not all. Reasonably,
other facets of private or public life could be examined including military culture,
constitutional development or the judiciary since they all should manifest the tensions
between ideological forces. By doing so, one could decipher the extent to which
foundational values are present, overlooked or scorned. Nonetheless, whatever
specificity one wishes to survey, we have found previously in our examination of
the Pakistan movement, three competing forces come to the forefront, namely, the
traditionalist, secularist and revivalist.34 And, this inherent tension and rivalry persists
today in Egypt, Tunisia and Turkey.35 And, it is for this precise reason that we say
this contestation is not new, but rather an ongoing struggle in Muslim polities.
Coming back to the differing political culture archetypes, our analysis describes
them based on the method they choose to interact with both tradition and modernity.
The question, then, is how do they do so? Firstly, the traditionalists are those who
appreciate the foundational values but refuse to contextualise. Or, they can be described
as seeking a restoration and imitation of the past, in its most idealised form, while
ignoring the contextual imperative that necessitates thoughtful deliberation. Without
exception, wherever they have surfaced, they have failed to attract the majority of
workers, peasants, and intelligentsia and, in the case of the movement for independence
amongst Muslims in the British Raj were vehemently anti-Pakistan.36 Why? They could
not, dare not, reconcile a new concept such as a state with the parameters of
transnational Islam. In response, then, they would prefer to be under the power and
privilege of others  this, of course, by default, since they deemed it unnecessary to
F. M. Chak, Islam, Religion and Society: The Movement for Pakistan, The International
Journal of Religion and Spirituality in Society, Volume 2, Issue 1, p. 66.
35
See: R. Pankhurst, Egypt: Liberal Hypocrisy No Laughing Matter, http://www.middleeast
monitor.com/articles/africa/6526-egypt-liberal-hypocrisy-no-laughing-matter (accessed 13 August
2013); L. Sadiki, Revolution by the People, For the People, http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/
opinion/2013/12/people-people-people-20131223112837196380.html (accessed 14 August 2013).
36
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advocate self-determination. Add to this, they also have had difficulty in tolerating
differences of opinion, compromising with other competitors or achieving consensus
as is evident in Syria, Tunisia and Egypt. By considering society as comprising of less
than perfect believers they shun moral assistance and feelings of responsibility. For
this reason, their camaraderie is fragile and their impact on social reality minimal.
Secondly, the secularists are those that consider ethics as cumbersome and unrelated
to public life. They are rooted in either the parasitic feudal or economically advantageous
class and, therefore, not secular in the manner in which that term is descriptive in a
liberal, democratic European or North American ethos.37 Secularists are disconnected
to the values of institutionalism and individualism. In that way, whether this is occurring
in Egypt, Turkey, Tunisia or Pakistan they display a remarkable arrogance and disdain
for their own people. In some ways, this is similar to the traditionalists but for different
reasons  one despises for a lack of faith and the other for having any whatsoever.
Thirdly, the revivalists are those who appreciate the foundational values and struggle
to re-assert it into their contexts. For them, tradition is not through changelessness but
continuity, which is perpetuated by teaching the skills of the master, but does not
require imitations of his performance. Therefore, every generation can, indeed must,
make something new of what is learnt. Tradition lives through a stream of individual
interpretations and re-invention of what has gone before, what is needed now and a
vision for the future. This is the process of continuity that permits it to be passed
down and effectively re-invented generation to generation. If societies are expected to
mature, live and change in line with cherished principles, the individuals who comprise
that society must permit new applications to the foundational values, consider
contextual nuances, and liberate themselves to introduce new interpretations. If this
process of re-invention and re-implementation of timeless and enduring values is
acceptable to the populace at large, then, the result will be political stability.
Certainly, and it goes without saying, that much more needs to be analysed, studied
and examined about the political culture archetypes. This is just a rudimentary and
precursory exposition of characteristics that they may have, which contributes
towards ideological rivalry. A more detailed investigation is necessary, specific to the
context under analysis, to demarcate the boundaries between these forces. What is
evident, though, is among these rival political cultural variants, competing for the
hearts and minds of people, both extreme secularists  ignoring ideal types, and
traditionalists  ignoring change, even with their economic and religious authority
remaining out of touch with their social reality. Both traditionalists and secularists
misunderstand, albeit in different ways, that pervasive cultural force. Either by
romanticizing imitation or ignoring it altogether and, by doing so, failing to grasp the
dynamics of stability.
37
See: Geoff Eley, Forging Democracy: The History of the Left in Europe, 1850-2000, New York:
Oxford University Press, 2002, pp. 2129; Samuel LaSelva, Understanding Canada: Federalism,
Multiculturalism and the Will to Live Together, in Canadian Politics, James Bickerton and Alain
G. Gagnon (eds.), Toronto: Broadview Press, 2004, p. 13.
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Hence, amongst these variant political culture types, both the traditionalist and
secularist method of interaction are unable to achieve equilibrium. As a result, they
both contribute towards ideological and political instability. On the other hand, the
revivalist method of interaction  or the third way, produces a balance with the
belief that the principle endures but the manner of its application is dependent on
space-time. Of course, the complexity of managing that requires an enlightened
asabiyya or, as Toynbee later coined acknowledging Ibn Khalduns inspiration  a
creative minority, capable of steering society in that direction. A vanguard of sorts,
ideologically bound, that is forwarding its agenda on the rest of society.
Conclusion
This article defined a profound internal ideological and, consequently, political
challenge confronting Muslim polities. That is the management of permanence and
change, expressed by the interplay between the foundational, contextual and
individual thereby producing three variant political culture types: traditionalist,
secularist and revivalist. Actually, the manner in which this occurs goes to the heart
of political instability in Muslim polities as each variant typology confronts the others.
Yet, even while recognizing these variant political culture typologies, it is appropriate
to appreciate that these ideal types are not necessarily found, in entirety, in reality.
Nevertheless, important distinctions among them warrant careful scrutiny and analysis
in the separate geographical contexts from which one wishes to study. Certainly,
legitimate questions may be raised in regards to the difficulty in labeling any segment
of society as completely traditional, revivalist or secular. Still, there is sufficient
variation in their political discourse, even while acknowledging the dependency of
the specific elements considered permanent or contextualized or still subject to
individual freedom in a given area of investigation, that justifies this demarcation.
Moreover, the characterization of these ideal types is not specific to any single
country, but rather the entire Muslim heartland, particularly relevant for the Middle
East. As a matter of fact, in Muslim majority countries, through the process of
several centuries of socialization, the foundational values permeate society. Volatility
appears when new forms of learning, or counter-epistemologies, are introduced into
their contextual realities that starkly contrast with the conventional enduring cultural
component. This volatility is further intensified when elites, or individuals,
controlling the state enforce their myopic secularist or traditionalist vision upon
the rest of society  both of which betray the foundational force. With that egregious
imposition, the attitudinal condition of rebellion is brought forth and, if the states
repressive response is indiscriminate, brings about massive violence. In other words,
the findings of this book support Hafezs analysis outlining the causes of Why
Muslims rebel? when unpopular governments, brutally and indiscriminately, stifle
opposition.38 He eloquently argues that Muslims rebel because they encounter an illMohammed Hafez, Why Muslims Rebel: Repression and Resistance in the Islamic World,
London: Lynne Rienner, 2004, pp. 199200.
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fated combination of political and institutional exclusion, on the one hand, and reactive
and indiscriminate repression on the other.39 While that assertion is valid, the lurking
ideological incoherence and consequent polarization it causes drives institutional
exclusion, secular state repression and reactive traditionalist counter-violence.
Interestingly, over the last decade, the theoretical assertions of this book have
been proven true. The sweeping away of despotic political orders by the AKP in
Turkey, the lawyers movement in Pakistan, and the Arab awakening in Libya, Egypt,
Tunisia and Syria, all reveal the prevalence of Islamic-orientated or revivalist political
forces. Yet, those political forces are still engaged in an ongoing combative contest
for power with their adversaries. And, this rivalry is intensifying. On the one hand,
this revivalist political force has introduced a democratic ethos in the region. On
the other, they are cautioned to be wary of the necessity to learn effective methods
to manage this ideological competitiveness. Sadiki, comparing Tunisia and Egypt,
argues that Islamist political forces swept to power following the Arab Spring, and
that this trend will continue elsewhere. Skilfully, he outlines four factors that these
new political forces need to come to terms with, namely, constituency, political
recruitment, change and maneuvering. 40 More clearly, the persuasiveness of civic
Islamism, to borrow Sadikis term, requires these political forces to secure their
constituency discipline, seek out more recruits through plurality and inclusion, adapt
to their changing circumstances and negotiate with ideological counter-parts.41 In
addition to that compelling insight, this study adds that their success and longevity
largely depends on how much they seriously consider the aspirations of their own
people with compassion, penetrate and impede the effectiveness of the entrenched
deep state with ruse, maintain their own camaraderie in the face of setbacks and are
willing give up power to prevent violence. Besides, their responsibility is larger than
securing power in the state, since they must set down the rules of the game and
rigidly adhere to it, even if that requires a loss of power.
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Abstract
This essay examines the function of the concept of the nation-state in the Arab world.
The essay comparatively assesses the meaning of the nation-state and how it has been
received in the Arab World, relying on the results of a study conducted amongst Arab
thinkers, politicians and statesmen since the end of World War I. The first section outlines
the pertinence of the earlier debate with regards to both the concept and the context of
framing nations within a post-Ottoman political environment. In the following sections,
the article discusses the emergence of the nation-state and its characteristics in general and
then examines the Arab nation-state specifically, from its sense of belonging and positive
ideology to the inevitable clash of identities. Finally, it critically analyses the failure of
integration within nation-states in the Arab World and their struggle for legitimacy based
on new modern constitutions.

Concept and context
Mustafa Kemal Ataturks abolition of the Caliphate (192224) caused such a huge
outcry that not a single Arab or Muslim in the public eye failed to voice an opinion.
However, not even those who objected had a clear idea of what was actually
happening, nor indeed did they understand precisely what they were objecting to.
From the late 19th century many had more or less given up on the Caliphate in the
sense that it was traditionally understood. Some wanted it to take on a different
form, while others sought to see it transformed into something like a consultative
constitutional system, a constitutional monarchy or a federal or confederal Islamic
institution. With the exception of a small minority of hard-line conservatives, those
closest to the Turks in the Caliphs or Sultans circles fell into one of two groups:
the reformist constitutional group or the Turkish or Turanian nationalist group.1
As we know from our study of history, the reformists succeeded in introducing
the 1876 Constitution, which was later annulled by Sultan Abdul Hamid II in 1878
and its leading supporters were crushed. The Turkish Islamic reformists had been
amenable to the idea of a constitutional Sultanate and a broad, loose Caliphate, and it
Editor-in-Chief of al-Tafahom Journal, Sultanate of Oman, e-mail: aalsalimi@yahoo.com.
Serif Mardin, The Genesis of Young Ottoman Thought: A Study in the Modernization of Turkish
Political Ideas, New York: Syracuse University Press (originally published by Princeton University
Press, 1968), 2000, pp. 108125.
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would probably be true to say that it was this early failure on their part which led to
the emergence of a Turkish nationalism influenced by the European nationalist model
 a model which aimed to separate religion (i.e. the Caliphate) from the state (i.e. the
Sultanate). Hence the secularist Young Turks and the Union and Progress group
were the first to see the Caliphate and Islam as being synonymous in this sense.2
Here we need to differentiate between the Turkish and Turanian nationalists  at
least in the initial stages. Turanianism was a movement that sought to unite the
Turkic peoples, most of whom lived outside Turkey and its possessions and were
part of the Russian Empire. Its adversaries were the Russian Slavs and other Balkan
peoples who were Orthodox Christians. While the Turanians (or Turks of the
Russian Empire) tended to regard Islam as their national religion, this was not the
case with the Turks inside Turkey itself, who modelled themselves on the European
(i.e. French) concept of the nation-state.3
Following the wars with the Russians and the Austrians, the peoples of the Ottoman
States European and Asian possessions took Greeces independence in the 1820s as
their model and, with the support of the Russians, Austrians or Serbs, their leading
citizens backed the idea of the nation-state. At the same time, the Muslims among
their number, who were a small minority, favoured retaining some kind of links with
the Ottomans, though their leaders supported independence in order to deprive the
other (i.e. non-Muslim) groups of any possible justification for seeking to become
part of Russia, Serbia or some other state.4
Meanwhile, the religious diversity of the Balkans had the effect of driving ethnic
nationalism to the surface at the expense of religion, the aim being to preserve
micro-national unity after the chances of maintaining the unity of the Ummah
(Greater Nation) as a whole under the Ottoman Sultanate had dwindled. We can see
from this that the numerous challenges facing the Ottoman State at home and abroad
demanded a wide range of responses, depending on the specific situation of each
region, people or ethnic group. Not surprisingly, the responses were influenced by
nationalism or national allegiance, which was the major factor at that time, as well as
by the Sultanates successive defeats in Central Asia, the Caucasus and the Balkans,
until it finally departed from those regions after the Second Balkan War (1912).5
The Ottoman authority and Muslims in general, found themselves facing two
challenges which were virtually inseparable from each other  the challenges of
national affiliation, or identity, and internal administration. These originally surfaced
in the mid-19th century and continued up to the First World War (191418), following
Robert Devereux, The First Ottoman Constitutional Period, Baltimore: John Hopkins University
Press, 1963, pp. 91120.
3
Murat Necip Arman, The Sources of Banality In Transforming Turkish Nationalism, CEU
Political Science Journal, 02/2007, pp. 133151.
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Albert Hourani, A History of the Arab Peoples, London: Faber and Faber, 1991, pp. 268271,
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London: Macmillan, 1976, pp. 189220.
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which the first signs of a nation-state began to emerge. At first, neither the rulers not
the general Muslim public recognized the first of these two challenges, which had its
origins in Europe and had created problems with the peoples and minorities living
within the state. However, after the wars, setbacks and sectarian and ethnic uprisings
and a series of foreign interventions, the rulers took steps to deal with the situation.
In doing so, they adopted two approaches:
1. The first of these concerned the concept of citizenship and equality between
citizens, regardless of their religion, race or geographical region in 1857.
This involved the creation of district and municipal councils with the aim of
expanding popular participation in the running of public affairs in the different
regions and promoting a degree of decentralisation.
2. In response to the second challenge (that pertaining to the internal
administration), in the name of democracy or consultation, and in order to
counter the states haphazard over-centralisation, the reformists came up
with the idea of a constitution. This was designed to limit the power of the
ruler, transfer the exercise of authority to state institutions headed by
accountable government, and set up councils and other public bodies
through a process of representative elections in 1876.6
Significant though they were, these steps however generally failed to produce the
desired effect. One reason for this was that the laws governing the district councils
were not applied as they should have been. Moreover, the constitution was annulled
two years later, while some of the ethnic, national and religious groups were not
interested in equality and integration, but sought to break away from the state altogether
and set up their own independent national entities.7
Shortly before the end of the 19th century the idea of nationalism and the creation
of states independent of the Ottoman, Austrian and Russian empires began to attract
majority support among those empires populations. As the Ottoman Sultanate was
the weakest of the three in both military terms and in terms of the allegiance felt by
its subjects, the dismemberment of the Sick Man of Europe  both within its borders
and beyond them  became the most striking feature of the increasingly critical
Eastern Question. With its numerous ethnicities and religions, the Balkan region 
the 300-year-old battleground of the Austrian, Ottoman and Russian empires  became
a byword for fragmentation and disintegration.8
Nevertheless, if we examine the matter more closely, we will find that the
problems encountered by Arabs and Muslims within the Ottoman State and beyond
its borders were actually even more complex than that  in reality as well as in the
way they were perceived. The idea of a nation-state based on nationality and religion
was explicitly recognized and embraced in the Balkans, Central Asia and the
Hourani, A History of the Arab Peoples, pp. 306309.
Robert Devereux, The First Ottoman Constitutional Period, pp. 131140.
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Caucasus, though as far as the Arabs were concerned the issue was far less
clear-cut. It was also a bone of contention with Muslims living beyond the
boundaries of the Ottoman State.9
The Ottoman State was regarded with strong loyalty and affection by Muslims 
not only by its own Muslim subjects but also by the Muslims of India, Central Asia,
Java and Sumatra (later Indonesia) and Egypt. Movements arose to support or revive
the Caliphate, while the Muslims of India found themselves unable to accept the idea
of an independent, post-British-colonial, Indian nation-state. Accordingly, in 1947
they established Pakistan, a state in which Islam was the national religion and in
which scant attention was paid to the ethnic and national diversity of its Muslim
citizens. As later developments proved, that experiment failed.10
At the outbreak of the First World War, what is known today as the Arab world
was divided (in perception as well as reality) into three regions. Greater Syria (Bilâd
al Shâm) and Iraq were part of the Ottoman State. The Arab Maghreb was in thrall
to French (and Spanish and Italian) imperialism, and Egypt and Sudan were under
the British. The consequence of this was that, while the Egyptians and the people of
the Maghreb struggled to liberate themselves from imperialism and set up their own
independent governments, the peoples of Syria and Iraq were still trying to establish
a new formal relationship with the Sultanate, which had regained its constitutional
legitimacy with the coup against Sultan Abdul Hamid II (190809).11
At the Arab Conference in Paris in 1913 the majority view appeared to be inclined
towards decentralisation rather than the total independence and a nation-state favoured
by a significant number of non-Muslims. In Egypt and the Maghreb the term
nation-state meant independence from imperialism based on historical territories,
rather than an all-embracing concept of Arabness. On the other hand, to the Arabs
of Greater Syria and Iraq after the British-backed Arab Revolt of 1916, nation-state
meant the establishment of an Arab state or sovereign entity in the regions which
were seeking to free themselves from Turkish domination.12
After Turkeys defeat in the First World War (1918) measures were put in place
to create a series of national entities in the Levant which guaranteed the rights of
ethnic and religious minorities such as the Kurds, Armenians, Jews and Christians.
These measures enjoyed the support of the imperial mandate powers, reinforced by
US President Woodrow Wilsons declarations on self-determination and the Paris
Conference of 1920. Consequently the Arabs were only able to have their own
exclusive territories in Syria, Iraq, Jordan and the Arabian Peninsula. Meanwhile
France, as the mandate power in historic Syria, not only set about creating a Greater
Gibb, Modern Trends in Islam, pp. 5659.
Ian Talbot, Pakistan: A Modern History, London: MacMillan, 2005, pp. 2527.
11
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Lebanon, but also tried to partition Syria into four separate territories on the basis of
the ethnicity or religion of their populations.13
The emergence of the nation-state. Characteristics and context
In 1920 Egypt was the only country qualified to call itself a state or a nation. At
that time even in Turkey Mustafa Kemal had a painful battle on his hands with two
well-entrenched legacies  the Islamic and the Turanian  while in the case of Egypt
the only existential issue that preoccupied its leaders was its status within its historical
boundaries; this meant that as far as they were concerned nation and Ummah were
identical, in reality as well as in the way they were perceived.
This left the Egyptians free to concentrate on ridding their country of British
imperialism and establishing an independent, constitutional nation-state. Even the
separation of Sudan from Egypt, which was backed by the British, did not cause the
Egyptians any painful sense of loss, despite the fact that they would have preferred
to have kept it as part of their state. That kind of situation did not exist in any other
Arab state in either the east of the west of the Arab world (with the possible exceptions
of Morocco and Tunisia at a later date). On the other hand, the situations in Greater
Syria and Iraq were much more serious, as were the frontier issues in the Arabian
Peninsula and Yemen.
It is clear from the above, then, that there was no such thing as a strong
general Arab awakening between and after the world wars, although it is true
that Syria enjoyed a level of national consciousness which enabled it to reunite
the territories that France had sought to partition. Despite this, however, it still
suffered the loss of Lebanon and the district of Iskanderun, which was annexed
by Turkey in 1937. 14
The main convulsion occurred following the establishment of the Zionist state in
Palestine in 1948. That traumatic event was to set the course followed by the Arab
region from then on and right up to the present day. During the struggle against
imperialism and the establishment of the basic institutions of a modern state, one
significant development was the rise in Arab national consciousness throughout the
region, particularly in the Levant, and its influence on broad sections of the
population.15 It was this Arab consciousness that led to the unification of Egypt and
Syria in 1958 and the unity between North and South Yemen in 1990. Prior to those
events, the Arab League had been set up in Egypt in 1945 and the border questions
between the Arab Gulf states had been resolved.
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Despite all this, the Arabs awakening of their common destiny was fraught with
pitfalls and disappointments as a result of the constant tensions between regionalism
and pan-Arabism, as well as the policies of the Arab leaders, exacerbated by
sectarianism and local interests, all of which made full integration impossible.
Furthermore, after the creation of Israel, the Cold War endowed these newly emerging
but fragile countries with a client status that prevented them from merging into a
strong, united nation or establishing a powerful pan-national army. Other negative
factors included low levels of development, defeats in the confrontations with Israel,
and despotic regimes that created divisions and undermined the sense of a common
identity. That was even the case in Egypt.
In many instances the nation-state in the Arab world emerged somewhat
prematurely over a period of two and a half decades during the struggle against
imperialism. When it came into being it was not based on a sense of history; rather,
its creation was motivated by an anti-imperialist defensiveness.16 This does not
mean that it suddenly appeared out of the blue without rhyme or reason, though it
does mean that, with the exceptions of Egypt and the Maghreb, it was not built on
solid foundations but on the legacy of the Ottoman vilayet system. On top of this,
the old Ottoman vilayets themselves had been reshaped, merged or partitioned by
the French and the British, sometimes in a completely haphazard fashion.17
In addition to the fact that it lacked practical experience on the ground, this was
true of both the eastern and western parts of the Arab world, the Arab nation-state
was given little or no chance of success. The year 1949 saw the start of a series of
military coups and the installation of military regimes in the main Arab states  that
is, in nearly all the states set up after the First World War.18 One obvious sign of the
general disappointment felt towards the emerging nation-states was the fact that
large sections of the public responded to the coups with a sense of relief, since they
felt that the new regimes were better placed to respond to four challenges: the creation
of Israel and the failure of the national governments to confront it effectively; the
danger of national disintegration, signs of which were already beginning to appear;
the achievement of national unity in a broad, Arab sense; and success in achieving
development on an independent basis.
Although the new military regimes took some steps to tackle all these challenges,
their defeat in the 1967 War after less than two decades showed that they were not
up to the job and they lost their legitimacy. They failed miserably in their
confrontations with Israel, suffering repeated defeats, followed by truces and onesided peace agreements in which their countries  and the Palestinian cause  came
off worst. They failed to achieve development (whether independent or otherwise),
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even though the benefits of their countries resources may have reached a broader
segment of their populations.19
Although this does not apply in the case of Egypt, the worst failure of all  the
sowing of disunity among the people  appears to have been intentional. There was
a deliberate policy of supporting one group at the expense of another and organizing
security on the basis of sectarian and factional interests. Political life was abolished,
repression became the norm and opponents of the regime (imagined as well as real)
were rounded up and imprisoned.20
This situation continued for several decades. Meanwhile, the nation-state, which
had been subjected to military rule for over sixty years, lost its popular appeal,
both as a concept and in practice. Equally disastrous was the fact that it also lost
its actual population because of the schisms and divisions deliberately created by
the regimes, sometimes by force, and the consequent hemorrhaging of blood,
honor and property. National interests were betrayed at both state and pan-Arab
level and corruption became so widespread that even the army (not just the
security forces) broke down into a collection of sectarian, factional and local
militias.21
The Arab nation-state: from sense of belonging and positive approach to
clash of identities
In their 1922 constitution the Egyptians referred to the Egyptian Ummah or
Nation, while the Lebanese referred to the Lebanese Ummah in their constitution
of 1926. Of course, there was a vast difference between the two cases. The conditions
of Ummah-hood existed in Egypt and the term actually had a significant meaning
for the Egyptian public and their leaders, but in the case of Lebanon it had merely
been lifted from the French constitution and most Lebanese did not regard themselves
as members or citizens of their supposed Ummah.
Even so, both cases represented a significant transformation, or updating, of the
term. Ummah in its original sense has an Islamic religious connotation and in modern
times the Iranians and Turks have preferred to translate the word nation as Millat.
In opting for the term Ummah the Arabs transferred the concept of nationhood from
the religious sphere to the civil. When the Egyptians and Lebanese adopted the term
Ummah/State or State/Ummah, the expression Arab Ummah was already in
common use and generally recognized. From the 19th century similar treatment had
also been accorded to other terms such as shaab (people), watan (fatherland),
Rashid Khalidi, The 1976 War the Demise of Arab Nationalism: Chronicle of a Death, in The
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dawla (state), qawmiyyah (nationalism), wataniyyah (patriotism), shura
(consultation) and dastour (constitution).22
Of course, the general publics understanding of those concepts differed from
that of the elites, who had studied in Europe or were familiar with the European
model of a state. As far as the man in the street was concerned, Ummah continued
to mean the Arabs and Muslims  that is to say, Arab Ummah was understood to also
include the connotation of Islamic Ummah. With the exception of some extremists,
who embraced the French concept of laïcité, in which state and religion are separate,
the national leaders who sought to appeal to the public mood regarded this ambiguity
as an advantage rather than a defect. Several of them  including Saad Zaghloul,
Faisal I, Faisal bin Abdul Aziz, Jamal Abdel Nasser, Shukri al Quwwatli and Michel
Aflaq  are on record as endorsing this view.
With regard to the term qawmiyyah or nationalism, an article by Rashid Ridha
which appeared in Al Manar magazine in 1927 pointed out that the nationalism
upon which the European states were founded was a form of racial tribalism, and
hence rejected by Islam because it usurped the role of the Faith as a basis for uniting
the people or citizens of the state. He did not object to Arabiyyah (Arabic) and
Urooba (Arabness), since they were concerned with the language and culture and
provided a common denominator between Muslim and non-Muslim Arabs.23
However, after the 1930s or 1940s the secular nationalists regarded Urooba as an
ethnic label like Frenchness. Their position was influenced by the Fascist and Nazi
ideologies which espoused the principles of racial discrimination and superiority.
Despite this, the positive ambiguity between Arabness and Islam continued to
dominate the attitudes of the general public in the Arab countries, including the major
historic regions such as the Maghreb, Egypt and Saudi Arabia.24
This somewhat fluid situation was discussed at length  sometimes using an
ambiguous approach, at other times candidly  in Egypt and other parts of the Arab
and Islamic worlds when Mustafa Kemal separated the Sultanate from the Caliphate
in 1922 (he finally abolished the Caliphate in 1924). At around this time Turkeys
Grand National Assembly issued a document entitled The Caliphate and the Nations
Government in which it sought to justify the 1922 separation of the two institutions.
It pointed out that the Caliphate was originally a political position and that the person
appointed to fill it was chosen by the Muslims from among their number to exercise
power as the ruling authority; however, when the Sultanate appeared on the scene, it
(i.e. the Sultanate) became responsible for exercising that political role, while the
Caliphate remained merely as a religious symbol. Today, the document continued,
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power had reverted to the nation. The Caliphate, as an unelected institution, was
incapable of exercising a political role, nor did it have the right to do so. Moreover,
there was no such thing as a religious authority in Islam.25
Historically, the logic of this document made sense. However, if the motivations
and context are taken into account, it will be seen that the separation of religion from
state, or the removal of a political role from the Caliphate, was not a feasible proposition
at that time. As far as motivation was concerned, the Turkish leadership wanted to
set up a nation-state on the European (or, to be more precise, French) model.
The context was not favorable either because emotions were still running high.
The World War I had ended in defeat for the Ottoman State, while the allied armies
had entered Istanbul and the Caliph left with them when they departed. Furthermore,
the rest of the Arab region and its Muslim population were now under foreign imperialist
rule with the exception of the Hejaz and Nejd. And in 1919 Woodrow Wilson had
issued a declaration on self-determination for the colonized peoples and those who
had been governed by the Ottomans.
Consequently, people of every class came to understand that the aim behind all the
new measures was the destruction and disintegration of the Islamic state and its
subjects  a view which they saw confirmed by Mustafa Kemals attitude, despite
the fact that they had initially been well disposed towards him when he had fought
valiantly to expel the Greeks, French and British from Turkish soil.26
Some Muslims, including the poet Ahmad Shawqi, felt that there was a Britishinspired conspiracy against Islam and they believed it was the British who opposed
the continued survival of the Caliphate.27 Despite the fact that it had been an enfeebled
institution for many years and a mere shadow of its former self, they (i.e. the British)
wanted to get rid of it because it symbolised Muslim unity and represented an obstacle
to the creation of separate political entities under British and French domination. In
the view of the Orientalist David Margoliouth, Muslims would continue to cherish
the glorious memory of the Caliphate and would refuse to acquiesce in the creation
of secular states despite the weakness of the latest Caliphates religious credentials.28
As we have already pointed out, defeat in the War and the subsequent trials and
tribulations of imperialist rule drove Muslim emotions to fever pitch and a general
mood of rage and depression prevailed. Many people began to think along different
lines from those followed by the reformists since the 19th century; the reformists
had believed that the appropriate way to respond to the huge changes taking place
across the land was to adopt similar measures  that is, to create a modern, national
army and the kind of institutions of a modern state that had enabled the Europeans to
25
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colonize the world. Numerous Islamic rulers, including the Ottomans and Mohammed
Ali and his successors in Egypt, had opted for this approach for nearly a century.
Yet despite this, Sheikh Muhammad al KhuÂr °usayn said at the time in his
reply to «Abd al-Raziq, we have suffered defeat in the War and now our lands are
under occupation. Worse than that, even our religion is now under threat.29
The main concern then was, How can we achieve progress in the way the
Europeans have, while at the same time preserving our religious (and political)
identity?. As part of his contribution to the debate, Rashid Ridha asked Abdel Ghani
Sunni Beg  a Turkish intellectual living in Egypt  to translate the Turkish Grand
Assemblys document into Arabic. He then published it in Al Manar magazine and
proceeded to rebut it in a series of articles which he wrote between 1922 and 1923.
Then when Mustafa Kemal abolished the Caliphate and exiled the Caliph in 1924,
Ridha published his collected articles in a book entitled The Caliphate or the Greater
Imamate.30
Rashid Ridhas position was somewhat confused and far from categorical. Like
his Master, Muhammad Abduh, he still felt that the proper form of government in
Islam was civil and that it was up to the nation to exercise authority and administer
public affairs. At the same time, however, there were two major and incontestable
facts. Firstly, the Caliphate was an institution dating back from the time of the
Rightly-Guided Caliphs, while Muhammad was both a prophet and a ruler. Secondly,
as well as being a symbol of Islam and the Muslim state, the Caliphate also performed
certain religious functions.
It was because of these two factors that the Caliphate had played a major role in
preserving the Faith, in addition to enjoying the status of a higher authority, even in
the political sphere. Accordingly, since the Turks had abandoned it, it would now
have to revert to its origin and become an Arab institution again with symbolic
powers. As such, it could be based in Egypt or the Hejaz  the Land of the Two Holy
Shrines. Interestingly, Abd al-Razzâq al-Sanhûarî the celebrated Egyptian civil lawyer
wrote a thesis to introduce a new political system which simplified the Caliphate as
a co-federal Islamic state similar to the United State of America, though based on a
theory of a modern constitution.31
Many people were unconvinced by this solution, particularly those who were
impressed with what Mustafa Kemal was doing, and they placed their hopes in the
constitutional monarchy in Egypt, which had been in existence since 1919. Symbolised
by Saad Zaghloul, this system enjoyed the support of the vast majority of Egyptians.
°usayn Muhammad al-KhuÂr, NaqÂ Kitâb al-Islâm wa U^ûl al-°ukm [The Critic of the Book
of Islam and Principles of Government], Cairo, printed several times and first published in 1926.
30
Muhammad Rashîd RiÂa, Al-Khilafa aw al-Imama al-Uzma [The Caliphate or the Great Imamate],
Cairo: Matbaat al-Manar bi-Misr, 1932, pp. 5765.
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In 1925 Alî Abd al-Razzâq published his celebrated work Islam and the Principles
of Governance. A radical, like the supporters of Mustafa Kemal, he maintained that
the Prophets mission was a purely religious one and that it was the Companions
who had labelled their political authority a Caliphate  an institution which had no
religious foundation. Indeed, there were suspicions that the Caliphs had exploited
religion in order to shore up their authority, this being a view that several of the
Sultans religious scholars had subscribed to over the centuries.
According to this radical view, there was little to admire about the Caliphate as an
instrument of political power and much to criticise. Moreover, whatever the actual
facts of the case, the Caliphate no longer existed as an institution. Therefore, as long
as Muslims held the reins of power, they had every right to establish a new political
system that was compatible with their interests and aspirations.
Large numbers of people rejected Abd al-Razzâqs position when he first
propounded it and they continue to do so today. However, at the time nobody
suspected that there would be consequences, because  despite its difficulties 
the emerging nation-state enjoyed massive, popular support across much of the
Arab world, particularly in Egypt.
Many failed to notice the appearance of hundreds of charitable and educational
societies during the 1920s and 1930s with names like Muslim Youth, Muslim
Brotherhood, Shariah Society, Defence of the Book and the Sunnah, Islamic
Youth in Greater Syria etc. The declared aim of those organizations was to preserve
the nations identity and educate the youth, and also to protect the coming generations
from Westernization and teach them the fundamentals of their Faith and how to deal
with new developments. All these societies also recognized  though without saying
so openly  that Westernization, imperialism and the nation-state (imperialisms
foster-child) deprived Islam of its legitimate role in the state; in this respect they
were in fact almost identical to the organizations that had appeared in India and other
Islamic countries from the early 19th century; those bodies claimed that the Islamic
lands were no longer Dar al Islam (the House of Islam) and that the only way to
counter the situation was through jihad or emigration.32
Certain religiously-minded men in Egypt and elsewhere in the 1920s and 1930s
considered their position the only legitimate one and claimed that al Azhar and the
other religious institutions had sold out to the new regimes. Subsequently many of
the younger generation grew up with the idea that a strange, narrow-minded
interpretation of the Shariah represented the only True Faith. They took little interest
in politics, though they held a strong belief that the restoration of the Caliphate was
a must. However, when the radical and nationalist parties began to grow in strength
as a result of the Second World War, these Islamist groups also gained in popularity;
indeed, some of them joined the radical forces in the national struggle against
Gibb, Modern Trends in Islam, pp. 89105.
Richard P. Mitchell, The Society of Muslim Brotherhood, New York: Oxford University Press,
1993, pp. 3556.
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imperialism and its local supporters. As part of the struggle, the Brotherhoods Special
Apparatus began assassinating those it accused of working for the British, including
the Prime Minister.33
In 1947, with British support, large areas of India with Muslim majority populations
broke away and set up the new state of Pakistan, claiming that Muslims were unable
to live in non-Islamic states. This event made a deep impression on the Muslim
Brotherhoods psyche in Egypt and other parts of the Arab world. The Brotherhood,
who had cells in the Egyptian army, maintained close contacts with the Free Officers
and supported the 1952 Revolution. In doing so they hoped  as civilians  to control
the government by operating through the Officers, who lacked experience in the
running of public affairs. However, in 1954 the Officers clashed with them when
they tried to assassinate Gamal Abdel Nasser, and from that time on they became
bitter enemies of the nation-state.34
Subsequently, the Brotherhood set out four fundamental principles: Islam was
both religion and state; any system of government not based on Islam was illegitimate;
it was the duty of Muslims to restore legitimacy to the state and society by taking
over the reins of power; and there must be Shariah Law  i.e. an Islamic state must
be established.35
From the 1970s, left-wing, Islamist and popular movements opposed to the nationstate appeared in the Arab world and other Islamic countries, particularly in those
states that had been ruled by military and repressive regimes. In Iran the religious
establishment was able to take over the broad popular movement opposed to the Shah
and set up the velayat-e faqih state which continues to exist to this day. The Egyptian
Islamists tried to follow their example by assassinating President Sadat. However, they
failed to take power and there was an explosion of jihadist movements  reverberations
from which can still be felt  which turned Islam into a global problem.
Meanwhile, the activists continued to work, both in secret and openly, exploiting
the failures of the nation-state until they succeeded in taking power in the wake of
the Arab revolutions of 2011. Throughout this period they never abandoned the
principle that legitimacy must be dependent upon the Shariah and that they, specifically,
were the Shariahs legitimate representatives.
Conclusion: The failure of integration and the struggle for legitimacy
There is no need for us to go into detail here, since our focus is primarily on the
foundation phase of the Arab nation-state  that is to say, the period between the
1930s and 1960s  and the influence of new developments and social factors on the
basic principles of integration.
Although the birth of the Arab nation-state took place in difficult circumstances,
in its early stages it enjoyed enormous popularity and showed every sign of being
Ibid., pp. 151153; Walter Z. Laqueur, Communism and Nationalism in the Middle East, New
York: Kessinger Publishing, 2007, pp. 180192.
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able to thrive throughout the Arab world  until, that is, certain adverse events occurred
such as the creation of a Zionist state in Palestine and the officers military coups
which toppled the political systems in the 1950s and 1960s.
By the mid-1970s the Arab nation-state had run out of steam. In fact, I could
almost say that it had lost its final opportunity of success, even if it was still destined
to survive for several more decades. By this time it had become a collection of
oligarchic military and security regimes whose only purpose (even in their own
view) was to stay in power.
To maintain its internal structure the state now depended upon an alliance of
minorities (with the ethnic, sectarian or regional make-up of that alliance varying
from one country to another), which relied on repression and communal strife to
persecute and undermine its religious or national majorities.
With the exception of Egypt, the ruling authorities of these states, who were
originally from rural backgrounds, espoused nationalist or leftist ideologies and were
always in conflict with the majority of their populations, whom they regarded as
reactionary or hand in glove with imperialism. Where their foreign policy was
concerned, they played the big powers off against each other to protect and balance
their own interests. Later, they aligned themselves with the United States when it
looked as if the Americans were likely to end up as the winners in the Cold War.
When America came to dominate the world after the collapse of the Soviet Union,
every one of those regimes was given a specific function to perform. This meant
that any prospect of unity was now off the agenda, within the individual Arab countries
as well as in the Arab nation as a whole. Dissension and mutual antipathy prevailed at
every level and the member states of the Arab League formed divisive alliances before
they all finally found themselves in thrall to American hegemony.
The regimes loss of popular and political legitimacy could have provided an
opportunity for the leaders of the leftist, nationalist and patriotic groups to come
forward with an alternative (or alternatives). However, most of them chose to work
with the regimes, while those that did not found themselves faced with the prospect
of exile or arrest. This left the field open for the Islamists.
Of the numerous types of Islamists that were around at that time, some sought to
impose religious legitimacy by force and chose the path of violence in their wars
against the regimes and the outside world. Others  or more specifically the religious
groups (some secret, some open) known collectively as political Islam - sought
support within the religiously-minded communities, including the urban middle classes
and the young rural poor. They adopted the slogan Islam is the solution and were
viciously critical of the nationalist slogans which the regimes continued to parrot
(albeit without the least trace of sincerity).
These groups preferred line of discourse was Islam versus Uroobah, Shariah
versus Uroobah and the Faith versus both despotism and democracy (democracy
being a Western, secular practice).
The result of this conflict was that two false sets of doctrines  the so-called
patriotism of the regimes and the so-called Islam of the Islamists  found themselves
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squaring off against each other. This has be shown clearly during the last five decades
in that the history of the Arab Nationalist States was full of contradictions and
problems both internally and externally. The Arabs movements of change which
took place from 2010 to 2011 emerged to bring about a new phase in both the Arab
and Middle Eastern history. On the one hand continuing the despotic systems of
government from the past is impossible, on the other hand the Islamist Jihad and
movements of the political Islam do not present a promising future for the Arabs, the
development of civil society or democracy. In view of that, the Arab world needs, in
the first place, to establish systems of good governance that overcome despotism,
chaos, maintain national unity and prevent foreign interference. Parallel to this, we
need to combat the militant Islamist Jihadi movements and political fundamentalisms
by an intellectual and cultural advancement whose aim should be to achieve the
religious reform in a way that enables our societies to evolve beyond power conflicts.
The achievements of both a political and a religious reform are extremely difficult,
yet they are both inevitable if we intend to work towards the construction of a new
political order and rescue religion from the hands of fundamentalist groups.
To sum up if we compare the Arab nation-state to a human being, we will find that
the hereditary republican systems have destroyed its body, while the political Islamists
have destroyed its mind and soul.
The first venture at establishing an Arab nation-state failed because the military
and nationalist leaders betrayed its endeavors to establish unity and democracy.
Meanwhile, the Islamists seized possession of the Ummahs soul and intellect. One
can only hope (though at present this is only a faint glimmer of hope) that the leaders
of the younger generation  that is, the third and fourth generations  will set the
nation on the right path again. To do so they will need to start with the political
sphere before moving on to religious and cultural reform.
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The Recurring Dilemmas for Christians in Syria
Abstract
Struggling to survive and experiencing a financial catastrophe, the Christian population
in Syria has had to handle carefully its relations both with the regime and the rebel forces,
as the longstanding ties of several churches and leaders with the regime have put the
communities in a situation where they cannot stand idle and wait. As Syria is a battle ground,
both literally and figuratively, for the eventual outcome of the Arab Uprising, this paper
examines the position that Christians hold in the country, in the light of the dilemmas they
face in times of crisis.

Syrian Christians in historical perspective
Religious minorities have been shaping society and politics in the Middle East for
a long time, either as being part of the state structures or by becoming a target for
regimes and political forces. The history of Christians in Syria provides a prime
example of the significance of minorities for the states of the region, affecting and at
the same time being influenced by the developments in the country.
While a Christian presence was one of the strongest in the region since the Early
Ages, the Arab uprisings have brought unexpected consequences for it. Bearing in
mind of the special role of Syria in times of crisis in the Arab world, this paper will
examine the impact of the Arab uprisings on the Christian populations. Therefore
there will be a short review of how Christians were incorporated into the domestic
political structure of modern Syria, before focusing on the impact of the Arab Uprisings
on the Christian communities.
Starting from the late Ottoman era, the participation of Christian populations in
the political processes in the country depended on their integration into the new
regional structures that were emerging. Although they had inhabited the region for
centuries, Christian populations only assumed center stage as recently as the 19th
century, as the lands of Syria were incorporated into the global political and financial
system. Excluded from the state offices of the predominantly Muslim Ottoman
Empire, due to their religion, Christians excelled in banking and trade or even
opened their own stores from scratch, making considerable fortunes in the process
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and achieving a position of influence in the local markets.1 Along with an increase
in significance and importance, numbers of Christian inhabitants rose in size and
came to consist of almost twenty percent of the population of Syria and Iraq.2
Christians along with Jews, have been at the forefront of the incorporation of
Syria in the world market, acting as intermediaries between the international system
and regional powers, facilitating European commercial and entrepreneurial endeavors
in Syria. Armenian merchants and moneylenders and Greek Orthodox traders
cooperated primarily and closely with European trading houses. As the Lebanese
American historian Phillip Khoury argues, the religious protection that Christians
sought and received from the European powers and the education afforded them
by missionaries, specially prepared them to serve as agents of European commercial
and political interests. 3 Christians organized local trade networks, not only
facilitating the import of European products into Syria, but also the purchase of
raw materials for the operation of Western companies in the country. It was only
natural that this infuriated local merchants and other professionals, who saw their
way of life altered and their already low income further reduced. These developments
made locals turn against Christians and view Christian connections to Europe as
the main cause of their misery. Resorting to the protection offered by the European
powers seemed like a one-way street for Christians, as they faced attacks by
angry mobs, persecution from local political enemies and increasingly heavy levels
of income taxation. 4
The rising European influence on the collapsing Ottoman Empire helped Christians
enjoy several advantages, as the Ottoman authorities accorded a protection status
to Christians, albeit whilst treating them as second class subjects (dhimmitude).
Pressures from the European powers, especially after the massacres of 1860, led
the Porte to defend Christian populations more vigorously from sectarian attacks.
Christians could pursue their activities easily, benefiting from declining tax rates
on their income and provisions which enabled them to choose between the European
and the Islamic legal system in their commercial relations.5 Christians were able to
dominate the Syrian financial system, with successful enterprises in sectors
including banking, money-lending and insurance.
D. M. Reid, Syrian Christians, the Rags-to-Riches Story, and Free Enterprise, International
Journal of Middle East Studies, Vol. 1, No 4, pp. 358367.
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H. Khashan, Arab Christians as Symbol. Disappearing Christians of the Middle East, Middle
East Quarterly, Vol. 8, No. 1, Winter 2001, pp. 512.
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When the Ottoman Empire dissolved and France occupied Syria imposing the
Mandate regime, 6 Christians came to depend even further on European and
subsequently French protection, enabling them to start new enterprises and pursue
trading without inhibition.7 Even if Christians could continue importing products in
Syria through informal and illegal networks without European protection, their
money-lending and banking activities could not continue without French help and
patronage.8 During the initial period of the Mandate regime, the material interests of
the Christians coincided with their religious affiliation, solidifying the alliance between
the Christians and the French Empire.
In tandem, the French considered Christian populations to be their natural allies,
with Patriarchs being crucial interlocutors among the local communities, especially
as only a small number of educated people meddled in Syrian politics.9 Additionally,
France used its influence on the international stage for handling the domestic affairs
of its colonies and states under its Mandate. The strategy of the Great European
powers to introduce the term minority into international relations in the first decades
of the 20th century, referring to groups sharing common characteristics inside a
state, was engineered to achieve multiple goals, one of which was to protect its
clients with legal means in areas they could not occupy in perpetuity. The recognition
of minority status for a community in these lands was of particular importance in
that it stood for the defense of its members, as well as for internationally agreed
community rights by the Great Powers. In the case of Syria, the legal term was
actually applied only to Christian minorities. While Syria was under occupation after
the World War I, French authorities were reluctant to officially acknowledge
ethnolinguistic minorities within the religious majority, apart from the Christians.
The protection afforded by European powers in their commercial relations alone
could not have helped Christians gain an important place in the political system of
the country after the interwar period and World War II. Christians understood that
their position would be untenable in the long run, if they chose to rely solely on
European assistance. Incidents against Christians usually took place in undeveloped
areas, especially when local revolts failed to materialize, as Christians could easily be
attacked, and local groups identified them with their co-religionists, the French
occupiers.10 Christian populations, dispersed all over the country, were unable to
defend themselves as effectively as other ethnic groups such as Druzes and Alawites
for example, who were concentrated in areas that could be fortified if needed.
6
About Christians in Syria see Noriko Sato, Memory and Social Identity among Syrian Orthodox
Christians, Durham theses, Durham University, 2001, http://etheses.dur.ac.uk (accessed 16 November
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In addition, the narrow-minded occupation policies of the French occupation
forces, aiming to stir up sectarian sentiment amongst the populations, gave power to
those inhabitants inside the Christian communities that were in favor of the nationalist
forces. The Greek Orthodox Christians were a typical example of this trend. The
communitys material interests lay with the wider region and not with the French
occupation forces; in contrast to the Armenian Christians for example, and as such
the financial links of many Greek Orthodox Christians with the Europeans had grown
extremely weak. Greek Orthodox leaders thought that constant European intervention,
and French occupation in particular, was inimical to their interests and therefore
became major players in movements inside the Christian communities that favored
support toward the nationalist forces.11
As the activities of pan-Arab nationalists could put the financial interests of many
Christians at peril, joining the nationalist alliance was not an easy choice for them.
The pro-nationalist bloc in the Christian communities faced the wrath of many
Christian clergymen, who favored the maintenance of a religious political order in
Syria reinforced by the French occupation forces, as they assumed that this was the
only viable course for the clergy so as not to fail their flock.12 Instead of participating
in the embryonic political institutions of the opposition nationalist forces, radical
community members argued that Christians should enhance their activities in the
Arab streets, where armed groups were organized by extremist Christians to defend
attacks against their villages and communities. Christians eventually grew dissatisfied
with the French, when apart from being disappointed by the futility of the incoherent
French occupation policy, many of them saw their income lowered as the lucrative
trade route with Turkey was threatened.13
Instead of clinging to the French Mandate regime, Christians took a strong stand in
favor of Syrian nationalists advocating a secular state, without any discrimination
against different religious doctrines.14 Christians saw several advantages in a secular
Arab state of Syria desired by the nationalists as they could overcome the inferior
status accorded to them by the Ottoman Empire. By abolishing in practice the millet
system, which had meant that Christians were excluded from the Ottoman body politic
and not considered as equal citizens,15 Christians chose the path of cooperation with
the nationalists, joining nationwide strikes and movements, gaining representation in
the local councils in the process, and following the nationalist lead in the establishment
of the countrys nascent political bodies. They found several allies in nationalist circles,
wishing to take advantage of the Christians hold on the entrepreneurial class.
Ibid., pp. 424425.
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Under the shadow of pan-Arabism
Throughout the independent state formation period, Christians managed to portray
themselves as an indispensable part of the country, by integrating their own narrative
into the pan-Arabism ideological structure. Christians participated in the articulation
of the secular ideology of the Syrian Socialist Nationalist Party (SSNP) and the
Baath party, which dominated the Syrian political scene from the 1950s onwards.
The influence of Christian members inside the parties contributed heavily to the
efforts of downgrading the importance of Islam for the Baath party. Antoun Saada
and Michel Aflaq, who were among the founders of SSNP and Baath respectively,
embody this trend of Christians, who were attracted by the ideas of secular PanSyrianism and tried to spread them in the Arab world.
Christians coalesced with other ethnic groups under the banner of secular
nationalism to achieve some of the ideals that radical nationalists propagated in Syria.
The secular ideology of the Syrian nationalists concentrated on the common history
and language of the people living in the same country since time immemorial, regardless
whether they were from Syria, Palestine, or any other place in the Arab world,
leaving religion in the background.
Their alliance with the nationalists gave Christians a leading position in Syrian
politics. In times of constant change in the region, Christians achieved a place of
equality in the political system of the country with all the other communities, in spite
of living in a place where most of the inhabitants were Muslims, and everyday behavior
was affected by religious influences. Christians assumed numerous positions in
Ministries during this period, including those of Finance, Agriculture and Education,
while they also climbed into the armys higher echelons.16
As the Baath party assumed control of the country in the following decades,
Christians managed to maintain their strong economic position mostly due to their
successful trade practices and links with the Western capitals. Access to the
government facilitated the expansion of their activities, whilst many Christians took
an active part in Syrian politics, casting their lot in with the Baathist regime.
Starting from the 1960s however, the number of Christians in the country declined,
whilst in direct contrast, the population birth rate of Muslims grew exceedingly
high. In addition, Islamic symbols became more central to political discourse and
political Islam reappeared on the central scene. The strong central government control
that the Baath party imposed on the country, combined with the aid of the state-of
emergency laws legal structures, also had several repercussions for the Christians.
The Baathist regime might have given Christians political and economic benefits,
but it also turned against them when the threat of a loss of power became apparent,
for example, following the generalized revolts in Syria in the late 1970s and early
1980s, which lead some Christians to emigrate to Lebanon or even Europe, whilst at
the same time inflicting severe economic damage to others. The ruthless suppression
16
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of voices of dissent by many regimes in the region, including that by the Syrian
Baath and demonstrated by the destruction of a whole city in Hama in 1982, stands
out as the most characteristic example of the use of severe force, something which
acted as a pre-cursor to the rising influence of extremist political Islam in the whole
of the Middle East. The combination of these trends transformed the situation for
the Christians.
The impact of the Arab Uprisings on Christians in Syria
When the Arab Spring knocked on the door of Syria, the impact of these changes
was clearly discernible. As Christian churches and political leaders of the communities
were integrated into the Baathist regime, they were unprepared for the coming
storm. While minorities historically see their role in the region notably magnified
with the development of a major crises, a different pattern of relations arose. Despite
their strong and continuous presence in the country, Christians had to encounter
severe difficulties due to the spiraling effect of the conflict.
In contrast to the bewilderment of the Christians in the face of the Arab uprising,
the Syrian regime had a clear view of how to respond to the evolving crisis. Damascus
did not feel paralyzed by recent events, but rather the opposite. When the Arab
uprising spread from Tunis to Cairo and Libya, and the Arabian Peninsula, Damascus
prepared for the eventuality of turmoil in its interior. Syria viewed with alarm the
European haste to support the insurgency in Libya that could serve as an indicator of
the resolve of elements in the West who were committed to bringing regime change
in the Middle East. When the issue of calling the UN to impose a no-fly zone over
Libya was discussed in the Arab League, something which marked the beginning of
the end of the Gaddafi regime, Syria was reportedly one of the countries who fiercely
disagreed with such an action, although ultimately Damascus could not prevent it in
the end. The Baathi regime might have sensed that it could be next.
From the beginning of 2011, Bashar al Assad declared that if there was a time for
reforms in Syria, this was definitely not the moment. Putting words into action
when Syrian groups organized the first peaceful protests and started making political
demands towards Damascus, Assad dismissed a rather financial-oriented cabinet,
constituted to help the country deal with the world economic recession. In its place,
the Baathist leader installed a cabinet that was formed to deal with any security
concerns that may arise, in a hidden message to those who were willing to pose any
demands. The dismissal of the ministerial cabinet by Assad, although reflective of
his attempt to appear open to dialogue, was a political maneuver aimed at silencing
the opposition, giving a decorative role to some moderate politicians, whilst maintaining
control of the traditionally important portfolios, aimed at preventing fissures within
the regime itself. This meant that policies on day-to-day management issues lay with
the military hard-liners in the regimes inner circle.
Many Christians were sympathetic to the concerns expressed by the opposition
movements in Syria at the beginning of the conflict in 2011, especially since the
opposition groups stressed that they did not eschew the use of violence as a means
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of realizing their aims. As the Syrian regime neglected the needs of Christian
populations, mainly because of the authoritarian and poorly organized state
apparatus, Christians viewed the initiatives that the oppositionists put forward with
a favorable eye. Human rights activists, such as writer Michel Kilo and members
of Christian communist groups participated in opposition rallies, taking even part
in the local committees that were formed. A typical example of the Christian influence
in the revolt was when young Christians from Damascus and Aleppo protested
against Article 3 of the new Constitution approved in late February, and by showing
their disapproval to the regimes initiatives, specifically against a provision of the
constitution that stated that the President should be a Muslim.17 Apart from those
strongly tied to the regime, Christians were quick to support voices of dissent
against Damascus, joining the protests in various towns and villages. While protests
reached all major Syrian cities, including the strongholds of Baath, talk of a swift
collapse of the regime followed and international pressure mounted. France and
Britain joined Turkey, Qatar and Saudi Arabia in demanding that the regime allow a
transitional government to take over. The West and the Arab states actually called
for Bashar al Assad to follow the examples of Zine El Abidine Ben Ali or Hosni
Mubarak and resign from office.
However, the way that the Syrian regime handled the popular discontent which
manifested itself in demonstrations changed the calculus on Christian involvement in
the dispute. Damascus was concerned about the disposition of the minority groups,
worrying that they might fall into the camp of the insurgents, enhancing the
oppositions claim to power. Considering that the hard core of the regime also once
belonged to a minority, and as the majority of the high and middle ranking members
were Alawites, Damascus was aware of developments within the Alawites and their
relationships with other communities. It should be noted that until then it was rather
unlikely for ethnic communities to engage in organized attacks against each other,
despite the prominent position that several Alawites held in the state machinery and
how this fueled dissent among the Sunni and other communities. The situation changed
however. The Alawites became an obvious target for any disconcerted group, as it
seemed obvious that they would cling onto Assad in any case. Consequently, the
Christians, as well as the other ethnic groups, kept a distance from the Alawis because
of the possible wider message that a closer relationship would send.
With the eruption of nationwide protests all over Syria, the regime decided to take
the initial choice of adopting a confrontational stature against the protestors and
follow it through to its logical conclusion, thus attempting to make political capital
out of this crisis. Eventually, the regime responded to the demands for political
reform made in the spirit of the Arab Spring, but with excessive and unwarranted
force, despite paying lip service to the disbandment of the state-of-emergency law
that had been in force for decades.
O. Orhan, Syrian Christians in the Dilemma of Chaos and Authoritarianism, http://
www.orsam.org.tr (accessed 16 November 2013).
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While the public protests of the opposition had remained fundamentally peaceful,
reports surfaced about the excessive coercion tactics employed by the security forces,
whereas paramilitary groups rumored to be linked with Damascus, resorted to general
countermeasures against the demonstrators, in what was translated as attempts to
deepen sectarian tensions.18 Extremist Baathists might have thought that they could
destroy any opposition group if it came to battle, whereas if a protracted insurgency
followed, state elites would still find themselves better served by the regime in power,
even if it was authoritarian and sectarian in nature. Either way, the extremists thought
that they had the upper hand.
A large part of the media that came out supporting the opposition responded in
kind to the regime provocations, by presenting the National Coalition as a Sunni
revolution against the Alawites. Taking advantage of this, regime-related groups
instilled fear among the Christians for an impending disaster if the opposition
succeeded in overthrowing the regime, claiming that Assad was the only one who
could protect them from what was about to happen.19
The attempt to inflame sectarian tensions was a means of reducing the involvement
and interaction of the several ethnic groups in supporting the insurgency. Bids to
polarize Syrian society along sectarian lines had a deep impact on the attitudes of the
Christians, increasing fears that groups coexisting peacefully and collaboratively for
decades in the country would turn against each other. Despite initially being in favor
of the oppositionists, the regimes ruthless use of force, which largely radicalized
the opposition, made Christians err on the side of caution and sit in the sidelines.
Christians became subject to the outcome of a vicious conflict between the Assad
regime and a divided opposition. The transformation of what was actually a political
dispute into a military conflict helped the regime prevent the Christians from throwing
their weight behind the opposition.20
As soon as the negotiations between regime and opposition failed and the conflict
was militarized, the Christians made it clear that they were not willing to take up
arms against the regime or participate in any way in a civil war. Given their position
in society, the only reason for Christians to insist on countering Damascus when it
was directly threatened, would be to actively push for a regime change. The difficulties
of their persecuted coreligionists in nearby Iraq provided a prime example of a situation
to avoid, making Christians in Syria strive to prevent a similar ending.21 They hoped
to avoid events that culminated after the violent end of the Baathist rule in Iraq for
Ibidem.
H. Abbas, The Dynamics of the Uprising in Syria, Jadaliyya, http://www.jadaliyya.com
(accessed 16 November 2013).
20
See: H. Darwisheh, From Authoritarianism to Upheaval: The Political Economy of the Syrian
Uprising and Regime Persistence, IDE Discussion Paper, No. 389, Institute of Developing
Economies, 2013, contra see M. Al-Gharbi, Syria Contextualized: The Numbers Game, Middle
East Policy, Vol. XX, No. 1, Spring 2013; Syrian Opposition Fails to Reassure Christians, Al
Monitor, http://www.al-monitor.com (accessed 16 November 2013).
21
D. Bandow, Choosing between Two Evils in Syria, National Interest, 6 August 2012.
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example, whereby Christians were often attacked by al-Qaeda operatives and forced
to leave the country or face extinction.22
Therefore the frightening prospect of a civil war in the country made many
Christians withhold support to the opposition. Christians, being a religious minority
in a Muslim country, had to handle carefully its relations both with the regime and
with the rebel forces, as sectarian politics reinforced older rifts within the Syrian
population. Reportedly, some Sunni Muslims on Syrias streets chanted against the
Christians, encouraging them to leave the country and go to Lebanon,23 which in
turn led sections of the Christian communities to believe that freedoms gained during
the last decades could become further eroded in the case of the current regime being
toppled by a coalition controlled by Jihadists or even the Muslim Brotherhood.24
Following the inpouring of new funds from abroad, this trend was further
strengthened by the emergence of armed groups that issued threats against opposition
groups, if they didnt stop making false claims to represent all Syrian people. Apart
from several bloody incidents, there was a general feeling that insurgents could have
done more to counter allegations of wanting to realize the ideal of the Islamic state
by the introduction of sharia, although it remains uncertain if this was actually
possible.
During this period the Assad regime exerted a marked discourse in its efforts to
consolidate its own position in Syrian society at the expense of the opposition, a
situation it hoped to realize by combining consent with coercion as it had done in the
previous decades.25 The discourse of stability that Damascus promoted had also a
material basis, as the regime continued to distribute funds and pay state salaries,
receiving support from abroad, while the opposition, understandably, was not able
to present an immediately viable alternative on this front.
While the Christians opted out of the conflict, the civil war that ensued put the
continued existence of the communities in jeopardy, as they were not able to retreat
to a safe haven. In addition to the hardships of the civil war, Christians were forced
to deal with the extremist Islamist offshoots inside the rebel forces.
Images of Christians killed after insurgents gained control of some provinces
increased concerns for the opposition inside the communities. Additionally, Christian
populations, as well as other non-Sunni Muslim minorities, incurred the wrath of
extremist groups, such as Jabhat al-Nusra, while at the same time several attacks and
abductions against prominent Christians were reported.26 The Christian defense minister
Orhan, Syrian Christians in the Dilemma of Chaos .
C. Chapman, Christians in the Middle East  Past, Present and Future, Transformation, Vol.
29, No. 2, 2012, pp. 91110.
24
Orhan, Syrian Christians in the Dilemma of Chaos .
25
For an alternative perspective about this, see M. Kastrinou-Theodoropoulou, The Marriage
of Cadmus and Harmony and the Burial of the Martyrs: Syrian Dances in the Arab Spring: http://
www.jadaliyya.com (accessed 16 November 2013).
26
John Pontifex, John Newton (eds), Persecuted and Forgotten? A Report on Christians Oppressed
for their Faith 20112013, Surrey: Aid to the Church in Need, 2013, pp. 141147.
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Dawoud Abdallah Rajiha who was killed in the July 2012 Damascus bombing and the
kidnapped Archbishops Yohanna Ibrahim and Paul Yazigi are among the more widely
known and high-profile cases. The targeting of popular figures made several Christian
political leaders turn against the opposition and try to impact on many communities to
act against the insurgency, especially in Greek Orthodox cycles shocked by the abduction
of the Archbishops, claiming that the insurgents would never respect minorities rights,
if they ever come to power. As the Jabal al Nusra and other jihadist forces achieved
significant damage to the regime forces and extended its influence on other regions,
Christians became more skeptical with the oppositions prospects. The tacit coordination
of some insurgents with al-Qaeda operatives in situ gave more ammunition to the
regime, and to others in Europe and the West in general, to charge the opposition with
Salafi tendencies and prevent minority groups to endorse the oppositions narrative.
Christians in Syria and even in the Maronite Camp in neighboring Lebanon seemed
disillusioned with the insurgency after these developments, although it remained extremely
difficult to learn exactly how each of the communities felt about the situation and what
was their approach towards the regime, as the Syrian regime had banned foreign
journalists from entering the country.27
The failure of the opposition to build a common front between the different groups
flared discussions inside the Christian camps about the Syrian intellectuals in the
salons who led the opposition seemingly for their own gain and were apparently
inconsiderate of the real needs of the people. The division of the insurgents signified
not only defeats on the ground, by giving opportunities to the regime to turn against
each separate armed group, but also the discrediting of the unification rhetoric they
espoused.
The reliance of many opposition groups on outside forces for their funding further
alienated the Christians, as they were opposed to foreign intervention in Syria and,
interestingly enough, against any Western operation in the country. This concern
most likely derived from the belief in the Christian camps that external meddling
would have negative repercussions in the long run. The Christians may have also
guessed rightly how indecisively Western countries would handle the Syrian issue
and perceive the intentions of the US and Europe better than the Syrian opposition,
perhaps because of their own weak position in the eventuality of a protracted conflict
inside the country. The Arab Uprisings might have brought the minorities problems
to the fore in Europe, but Christians in Syria were aware that they would have to
tread carefully and keep their expectations low when it came to help from beyond
the horizon. The Christians remained vigilant against any Western military presence
in Syria, leading some them to even argue with US senators about the prospects of
an American intervention in Syria.28
27
D. Khoury, Is it Winter or Spring for Christians in Syria? Perspectives, No. 3, Heinrich Boll
Stiftung, www.lb.boell.org (accessed 16 November 2013).
28
D. Lester, McCain Explodes at Syrian Christians Who Describe Atrocities Committed By Rebels
He Wants to Arm, 7 February 2014, http://www.rightwingnews.com (accessed 8 February 2014).
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The final outcome of the Western intervention in Libya might also have influenced
Christians against relying on the Europeans and the Americans. After the oppressive
regime in Tripoli was toppled by a wide coalition backed by international forces in
Libya, constant conflicts between the new government and armed groups dominated
the post-Gaddafi era. Despite the international consensus of the Libya intervention
and the Western help during the transition period, the population in the country,
including Christians, continues to suffer great difficulties in their daily lives. The
immediate impact of a regime change in Syria was thought to be catastrophic for
Christians, and any discussion about democracy and human rights seemed
unfortunately to be of secondary importance.29
Consequently most of the Christians were reluctant to oppose the Assad regime,
thinking perhaps that no viable alternative is available. The prospect of sectarian
strife was too much for them to bear. Internal turmoil in nearby countries is likely to
have directly impinged on Christian perspectives towards the opposition movements.
Sectarian violence against Christians has been relatively absent in Syria during the
period that the Baathist regime had been in power, whereas in Egypt and Iraq,
Copts and Chaldeans respectively, had faced many attacks. The older generation of
Christians, especially those living in rural areas, but also urban Christians adopted a
passive attitude towards the regime of Damascus.30
As the involvement of the Lebanese Hizbollah in the battles in Syria partly restored
Damascus ability to control events on the ground and the opposition could do nothing
to dispel the notion of divisiveness among its ranks, Christians were once again
unable to get out of their predicament.
What lies ahead
Turbulent periods in a region, apart from the inherent dangers, present religious
minorities with an opportunity to reconstruct the dominant narrative on new
ideological and social premises. However, the Christians feel vulnerable in times of
international crises as they face the prospect of being associated with the West in
the eyes of Muslims.31 In order to overcome the restraints of the current situation
and survive in the midst of a disastrous conflict, the Christians first need to, sooner
rather than later, address the rise of political Islam in Arab society.32

Chapman, Christians in the Middle East .
Orhan, Syrian Christians in the Dilemma of Chaos , M. Toksoz, Business Networks in
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As a sign of things to come, the opposition has been trying to bring experienced
Christian politicians to their coalition, complying with pressure from international
circles. In 2012 George Sabra, a former communist leader, was elected to lead the
Syrian National Council signifying that prominent Christians are being given positions
of authority within the insurgent camp. As Christians worked closely with Syrian
Muslim Brothers, this also showed flexibility of the Syrian opposition and proved
that the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood could understand the concerns of the international
community. This pattern was followed at the end of 2013, when Syrias branch of
the Muslim Brotherhood announced the formation of a new political party, the deputy
leader of which would be a Christian.
Placing Christian figures in leading positions could reassure not only the Christians,
but also other minority groups in Syria and perhaps the Western world about the intentions
of the opposition.33 The minorities issue has been a strong card for Damascus allies in
the international fora, as Russia for example has been arguing extensively in favor of the
Assad regime on the basis of the protection of minorities and dealing with the dangers
that a regime change could pose for Christian and the other non-Muslim populations.34
The position of Christians in the opposition camp however is still fluid. The
exclusion of Christians from the interim government of the opposition,35 for example,
could be a message from parts inside the National Coalition, who have their own
postwar agenda, that the only guarantee for the Christians is to participate in the
revolution. The fate of the Christians could not be forecasted as it is actually tied
to the final outcome in the new Arab cold war, with Syria not being a combatant of
the war this time, but more of the battlefield of the conflict.36
This paper shows how Christians committed themselves to Syrian nationalism
and demanded to be treated on a par with the Muslim majority in the country during
the 20th century, utilizing their influence on the fields of trade, finance and education.
The Arab Uprisings pose many challenges for Christians in Syria, reminiscent in
some aspects of the state formation period in Syria, making them afraid for their
existence and experiencing a severe financial disaster, which they now need to
overcome once more.
The current civil war may not have the same degree of impact that followed the
dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire, as far as Christians are concerned. 37
C. Drott, Christian Militia Politics in Qamishli, Carnegie Endowment, http://carnegie
endowment.org (accessed 16 November 2013).
34
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Although the conflict has certainly influenced the political character both of the
regime and the opposition, it still remains hard to forecast what the future holds
for the country. The polarization of the opposing camps in Syria could mean that
a familiar dilemma for the Christians would arise, as Damascus or the opposition
could forcefully ask for the full allegiance of Christian populations. To answer in
the affirmative to any of the two sides would mean accepting a new change of
course, the end of which is once more unknown.
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Abstract
The paper addresses the implication of universities social responsibility in the context
of Tunisia. Universities, integrated in market and technology-led societies, are pressured by
economic performativity, quality assurance and students employability. Consequently,
education for democracy and civic engagement still lies marginal to core curricula. Social
and civic skills can be promoted to develop alternative channels for students critical
learning and engagement and student social responsibility can as a result be crucial to
supporting the democratic transition in the region. In spite of this, in Tunisia, a general
disregarding of universities social dimensions has promoted an embedded socio-cultural
environment where civic and democratic capabilities remain under-utilised.

Universities social dimension: limitations and structural tensions
In the history of humanity, social values such as justice, public good, social
cohesion, freedom, piety and tolerance formed norms and rules shaping the
development of society. A process of recognition, dialogue and mutual responsibility
has always been a prerequisite of living together, developing customs and behaviours
as part of shared awareness and an understanding of ourselves as a human social
being. However, some central questions seem to suggest that a deeper reflection is
required: what does social responsibility count for? Why do we value it? Furthermore,
how is it created, promoted and implemented in society?
Universities, in particular, lie in a crucial position in terms of fostering public
service in the pursuit of economic, cultural and social progress. They have been
historically endowed with two central functions: teaching and formation for
professions and researching or the advancement of knowledge. Furthermore,
over the centuries, they have occupied a central role in society  adapting to the
challenges of different contexts and times. They were designed to provide higher
educational services such as teaching, research, and a host of other academic
services to the church, governments, individuals, public, and in the future, perhaps,
the world. 1 The interfaces and development of these different functions or
*
Ph.D. candidate at the University of Nottingham, School of Education, e-mail: ttxst17@
nottingham.ac.uk.
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services gave rise to struggles and tensions over contents and implementations
as different social, economic and political powers claimed authority over them.
Nowadays, nation-states have increasingly become part of borderless interconnected
global networks, dominated by neo-capitalist economic and techno-scientific
development systems. Social norms, a sense of belonging and forms of civic
engagement have been re-shaped and adapted to new environments and changing
national contexts. The predominant ethos on economic growth and the relevance of
financial markets has led to the endorsement of capitalistic values as well as
consumerist and market-oriented principles. As such, central state welfare provision
has progressively declined paving the way for increasing private social service
procurement. In the early 90s, the Triple Helix model University-Government-Industry2 has been supported and advocated as a model to create partnerships for
technology and scientific advancements to stimulate employment and economic
growth. A new institutional, managerial, normative and organizational environment
was developed, placing research and industry central to competitiveness and
innovation. Universities were called upon to specifically serve a third mission
constructed around the advancement of the industrial sectors to improve innovation
and advance knowledge for market competitiveness.
Despite this dominant trend, questions around the centrality of the market over
other social and cultural advancements have raised some issues. In particular, the
lack of the orphan fourth-Helix models development  the neglecting of University-Civil society relations in connection with industry and government  has largely
undermined the inclusion of a third party civil society in universitys activities for
national or regional innovation policies. 3 Market logics have thus fostered the
prominence of a culture founded on the conception of infinite marketable goods. In
such an ever expanding global environment, the concept of Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) was developed and turned to imply a voluntary commitment
to behave ethically and contribute to economic development while improving the
quality of life of the workforce, their families, the local community and society at
large.4 The very idea of engaging with and contributing to the well-being of the
external community in its broadest sense unfolded the centrality of a companys
relations and implications towards society. CSR, while preserving market-oriented
values, reconsiders businesses social agency and responsibility based on moral and
ethical grounds. However, notwithstanding the relevance of developing a framework
for CSR, companies or Universities (intended as a quasi-business), still might
Further reading: L. Leydesdorff, The Triple Helix, Quadruple Helix, , and an N-Tuple of
Helices: Explanatory Models for Analyzing the Knowledge-Based Economy? Springer Journal of
the Knowledge Economy, Vol. 3, Issue 1, 18 June 2011.
3
David Cooper, The University in Development: Case Studies of Use-Oriented Research, Cape
Town: HSRC Press, 2011, pp. 354355.
4
P. Watts et al., Corporate Social Responsibility: Meeting Changing Expectations, WBCSD
Publications, Conches-Geneva: WBCSD, 1998, p. 3.
2
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only voluntarily5 adhere to it and develop a plan to ensure a wider social development
and impact through harmonising private benefits with public concerns.
Universities, in fact, are institutions integrated into complex environments. Students,
families, businesses and the local community share common spaces and interests,
catalysing also the growing tensions fuelled within the instrumental purposes of
market democracy.6 In analogous terms, the University Social Responsibility (USR)
is generally defined as university and local society/community relations, including a
broad range of in and off-campus activities. It could encompass programs, courses
or scholarships to strengthen universities civic commitments, to develop active
citizenship, to raise questions of ethics and morality, to encourage democratic political
participation and debates, as well as, to provide social services to local communities.
In particular, while traditionally civic engagements have been mainly concerned
with citizenship, political participation, citizens duty and rights and public policy;
social responsibility encompasses a wider compass dealing with human
interrelatedness, ethics, the use of knowledge for global improvement7, as well as
sustainable development, environmental protection, religious tolerance, and global
citizenship. Universities relations with all sectors (public, private and voluntary
organizations), could then offer opportunities to interlink intellectual, cultural and
social capital with economic development.
The open-ended approach to USR definition and implementation, however, has led
so far to epistemological and methodological confusion. The lack of defined measurable
indicators and data for comparative studies have also influenced its development. Social
responsibility seems to be a fit-for-purpose term strategically adopted by universities
depending on institutional usefulness or context-based needs. At international level,
social responsibility de facto still plays a marginal role. Consumer rights prevail over
socio-democratic citizenship rights, limiting the vocabulary and imagery available for
defining, defending and reforming the state, civil society and public culture as centres
for critical learning and citizenship.8 The erosion of universities public and social
roles, replaced by the logic of privatization and commodification, is undermining the
formation of informed, autonomous, critical and active citizens. University social
responsibility seems to suffer from a self-fulfilling system characterized by students
socio-economic demands as customers-consumers9, affecting their public role, internal
autonomy, public legitimacy and accountability.
5
The International standard ISO 26000 on CSR is a clear example of the voluntary logic: it
provides guidance rather than requirements, as it has not been enforced yet by law.
6
Stefan Collini, What Are Universities for? London: Penguin, 2012, p. 94.
7
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and Colleagues via Social and Civic High Engagement Learning, New York Project Pericles Inc, White
Paper, September 2012, p. 13.
8
Henry A. Giroux, The Mouse That Roared: Disney and the End of Innocence, Oxford: Rowman
& Littlefield, 2001, pp. 12, 24.
9
Further readings: David Bridges et al., Education, Autonomy and Democratic Citizenship:
Philosophy in a Changing World, London: Routledge, 1997; Deirdre McArdle-Clinton, The Consumer
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At present, the development of a coherent and society-wide agenda for social
responsibility in higher education shows transversal limits and barriers: nation-states
main concerns with budget cuts and market investments priorities; Universities
lack of economic resources and the absence of a culture based on educating citizens
as a priority; citizens detachment and lack of awareness, interest and involvement in
the public sphere. Furthermore, students employability, private investment on
education, quality assurance and international competition also pose additional
challenges. In this framework, a citizen-center and citizen-driven society or a student-driven university development model is still embryonic, in that it still promotes the
creation of a renewed public sphere in the pursuit of a shared global common good.
However, the growing space acquired by an emergent national and global civil society10,
as a third actor between the state and the market, could lead to the redefinition of
society-state and citizens-state relations.
The inclusion of other actors of the economy (public sector, social economy,
cultural sector, low-productivity artisan production), and of community life (socio-cultural dynamics, political and social governance) implies a value also of
non-economic sections of society.11 In the same direction, entrepreneurial skills
and social responsibility both became to be seen as major concerns of higher
education to facilitate the employability of graduates while educating them to become
full participants in a democratic society, as promoters of changes that will foster
equity and justice.12 How, then, should 21st century universities look like? Is short-term marketable education appropriate or desirable? Which skills would students
need to participate in and contribute to the development of our present and future
inter-global societies?
Education for civic and social skills in universities
Universities, public or private, are institutions endowed with the responsibility of
providing students with a higher degree of education. They award national accredited
qualifications, deliver professional training but also, shape students character
development and socialisation. Students, in fact, do not form their identity in a vacuum.
They acquire professional skills required to enter the marketplace while experiencing
a context-based process of enriching citizenship rights and values (political, social,
or civil). They interact with peers, teachers and administrative staff inside the
university; as well as, with their families, friends, businesses, government institutions,
Experience of Higher Education: The Rise of Capsule Education, London: Continuum International
Publishing Group, 2008.
10
The World Social Forum is a global annual meeting of civil society organizations (CSOs) which
develop counter-hegemonic globalization alternatives for a more sustainable future.
11
R. Arnkil et al., Exploring Quadruple Helix: Outlining User-oriented Innovation Models.
Final Report on Quadruple Helix Research for the EU funded CLIQ Project, University of Tampere,
Työraportteja Working Papers, No. 85, 2010 , p. 11.
12
World Conference on Higher Education. Higher Education in the Twenty-first Century: Vision
and Action. Final Report, Paris: UNESCO, 59 October 1998, Vol. I, p. 29.
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voluntary organisations and so forth, outside it. Having access to higher education,
then, is a short-term transformative and heuristic experience for millions of students
globally. These dynamics imply that students tend to assimilate educational inputs
and make use of skills in different contexts, acquire different skills for different
situations and experience education at different stages in life, including and beyond
the university.
The European Commission13 stressed that acquiring and further developing fields
of competence are crucial to improving employment prospects and contributing to
personal fulfilment, social inclusion and active citizenship thorough formal, non-formal learning and informal learning environments. Learning in itself is a dynamic
and multi-layered concept which interlocks the acquisition of n÷ capitals (human,
social, cultural, emotional, etc), throughout life and beyond space constraints
(especially with the expanding internet frontiers). In particular, each person will be a
producer, consumer and re-producer of knowledge and skills, adapting to the external
environments rapid transformations. In particular, lifelong learning relates to learning
throughout a lifetime while the concept of lifewide learning relates to learning across
the full range of our lives at any moment in time.14 Basic skills and fields of competence
for lifelong learning (LLL) will then imply an education beyond professional and
marketable skills to embrace also: decision-making skills, problem solving, self-esteem,
self-management, self-awareness, creativity, tolerance, etc. 15
As students move in and out of interconnected, complex and rich networks, a
present core challenge is how universities can contribute to the student experience
through curricular and extra-curricular activities, combining professional formation
without discouraging students civic, moral and social skills from a life-long perspective.
In particular the UNESCO Faure report (1972) and Delors report (1996), both
highlighted the centrality of learning to be and living together beyond the strict
instrumental view of education, intended as the full development and fulfilment of
each person. However, both elements, key indicators of social and civic development,
are not institutionally integrated. In particular, as modern societies change faster due to
rapid economic and technological developments, universities also need to update and
readdress what they have to offer to meet new demands in order to:
 satisfy employers demands and global markets emergencies,
 meet students diversified professional and social demands,
 promote political, social and civic skills for a prosperous national democracy.
Students need to acquire a set of fundamental skills to work, to live in a community
and act as critical individual in order to raise debates and promote future changes.
Further readings: A Memorandum on Lifelong Learning, Commission Staff Working Paper,
Commission of the European Communities, Brussels, SEC(2000) 1832, 30 October 2000; Council
Conclusions of 11 May 2010 on Competences Supporting Lifelong Learning and the «new skills for
new jobs» Initiative, (2010/C 135/03), Official Journal of the European Union, Brussels: The
Council of the European Union, 26 May 2010.
14
Norman Longworth, Lifelong Learning in Action: Transforming Education in the 21st Century,
London: Cogan Page, 2003, p. 45.
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Education is, from this perspective, a key determinant to shape the socio-economic
development of nations and central to both innovation and knowledge led cutting-edge production. The importance of civic skills development could also be
understood as a prerequisite of a harmonious society16 based on economic, political,
cultural and social construction leading to the expansion of social capital for an
authentic community of citizens.17
In fact in the last few decades universities have been increasingly adopting new
strategies engaging students with anticipating learning contexts and skills in
cooperation or co-partnership with external stakeholders. Universities became more
and more aware of the necessity to bridge the existing gap in education and research
by adopting flexible approaches to teaching, research and learning. In this changing
learning framework, HEIs have started configuring new programs with variable
degrees of institutional commitment, in order to:
 recognise and promote the value of different learning contexts, experiences,
fields of competence and skills,
 connect academic knowledge with non-formal and informal learning for
integrated and credited portfolios activities,
 build up partnerships with external partners in order to deliver context-based
knowledge and experience.
In particular, the embryonic but progressive implementation of systemic social
responsibility that goes beyond economic logic, is a long-term plan to help students
to learn how democratic processes work, how citizens can influence them and
encourage them to take responsibility for active participation. 18 Universities,
intellectualised as sites for ethical and civic skills, could then foster co-engagements
for students and the community in a comprehensive way, beyond short-term
employability demands in order to invite further reflections, dialogue and debates
over societal demands.
University Social Responsibility: re-linking university and students with society
In higher education, the adoption of a strategic social responsibility agenda has
been either partially embraced or significantly halted by a top-down approach with
relative engagement and reflection from other stakeholders, including students.
University social responsibility adopted as a result of either individual institutions
endeavour (at micro-level as outreach activities of civic engagements with the
community); or in higher education intended as a system (at macro-level, giving
rise to its role as a key player in the public space with an ethical and social
Ibid., p. 140.
Although the concept of Harmonious society finds its roots specifically in the Chinese
context, its relevance can be related to other contexts.
17
John Morgan, Naixia Wang, Building the Road to Harmony Needs Social Capital, China
Daily, European Weekly, 29 June 2012, p. 11.
18
Anne Colby et al., Educating Americas Undergraduates for Lives of Moral and Civic
Responsibility, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2003, p. 284.
15
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dimension). 19 As a result, international practices have shown a significant
discontinuity in terms of management and financing, as well as a disparity between
social responsibilitys vision, objectives, methods and actual implementation. Overall,
universities social responsibility calls into question both teaching and research related
activities 20 toward local communities and real-world issues for a renewed engaged
scholarship, where research arises from problems exposed by the community, as
a significant academic responsibility. International best practises and national
experiences have shown how social responsibility projects or programs can be
incorporated by policies at three different levels:
 national government or high-level, when programs are top-down implemented
and state-funded,
 university or meso-level, when single universities approve and implement an
institutional strategy, independently from the state,
 faculty and/or teachers or lower-level, when unstructured and individually-run projects are developed.
However, in the traditional USR approach, the term public service is often
confused with internal service (student clubs, university committees, etc.) or
professional service (professional meetings, publishing, conferences, etc.);21 whereas
a new ethos is urging universities to embrace all four main universities functions of
teaching/learning, research and knowledge production, management within the
organisation and social engagement in the community.22 The social projection or
extension of universities needs therefore to be intended as a central engine to regulate
teaching, research and student learning. In this sense, social engagement activities 
service learning, action research, and community-based partnerships  could be
side-lined from a universitys institutional commitments,23 emphasising how the
19
Sonia Bahri, Higher Educations Commitment to Sustainability: from Understanding to Action
in Higher Education in the World 4, GUNI Series on the Social Commitment of Universities Global
University Network for Innovation (GUNI), New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011, p. 11.
20
Further readings: S. Ostrander, Democracy, Civic Participation, and the University: A
Comparative Study of Civic Engagement on Five Campuses, Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector
Quarterly, Vol. 33, No. 1, March 2004. S. Hatakenaka, Development of Third Stream Activity:
Lessons from International Experience, Higher Education Policy Institute Publication, November
2005; Returning to Our Roots: the Engaged University, Third Report, Kellogg Commission on the
Future of State and Land-grant Universities, February 1999.
21
J. C. Scott, The Mission of the University: Medieval to Postmodern Transformations, The
Journal of Higher Education, Vol. 77, No. 1, January/February 2006, pp. 2324.
22
G. Castañeda M. et al., El Rol de las Universidades en el Contexto de la Responsabilidad Social
Empresarial, Revista NEGOTIUM/Ciencias Gerenciales, Vol. 3, No. 8, November 2007, pp. 113
114. Maria Jesus Dominguez Pachón, Responsabilidad Social Universitaria, Humanismo y Trabajo
Social, Vol. 8, 2009, pp. 4748.
23
N. Akhtarkhavari, M. Tavanti, Academic Civic Engagement for Capacity Building: The Role
of Universities in Building Sustainable Philanthropy Through Multi-Sector Partnerships in the
Middle East, The Selected Works of Marco Tavanti, DePaul University, April 2011, pp. 1819,
http://works.bepress.com/marcotavanti/29 (accessed 23 December 2012).
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cooperation amongst faculty, administrative staff, teachers, as well as, students turns
out to be crucial despite its complexities.24 In this sense, while existing literature
approaches the notion of social responsibility either in terms of institutions (national
governments or Universities) or academics commitment (in terms of teaching modules
or engaged research), these discourses have led to an overlooking of the students
role. In this framework, the central question remains still pending: can universities
involve students more dynamically s starting from a revised conceptualisation of
Student Social Responsibility (SSR) to overcome present limitations and weaknesses?
In principle, low student participation might be caused by their exclusion in the
process, leading to their inadequate commitment, unachieved self-autonomy towards
social responsibility concerns and a worrying potential for apathy. This aspect
concerns not only their experience while undergraduates in universities but also their
attitudes as employees or future employers. In particular, to contest present limitations,
a new conceptualisation linking social responsibility to the students role is urged,
aiming at opening a space for the discussion of a student-focused model university.
The prevalent logic indicating students learning intended as a marketable by-product
and education as a commodity, hinders the objective of both learning and education
as a vector to societal change. Klemencic25 argues that the consideration of students
as customers is transforming student representation and governance from a political
struggle to a more service-oriented role pursuing the logic of university institutional
quality agendas. Students are not then identified as partners with shared decision
making power but clients of service provided institutions concerned with service
quality management.
Government and universities have failed to cooperate fully with students affecting
the development of self-awareness, sense of ownership and an active share in
governance and implementation. Furthermore, although, Astin and Sax26 show that
undergraduates participation in service activities enhances students academic
development, life skill development, and sense of civic responsibility; students
participation rates in civic engagement voluntary programs or courses is still limited,
due to lack of interest and/or lack of awareness.27 In this respect, if students were
placed at the center of USR processes and activities, they could bridge the gap
existing between the academic world and the community. Students, in fact, are
Further reading: Green Paper Fostering and Measuring «Third Mission» in Higher Education
Institutions, E3m European Project, http://www.e3mproject.eu/results.html (accessed 21 December
2013).
25
Manja Klemenèiè, The Changing Conceptions of Student Participation in HE Governance in
the EHEA, in European Higher Education at the Crossroads  Between the Bologna Process and
National Reforms, Vol. 2, Adrian Curaj, Sir Peter Scott, Lazãr Vlasceanu, Lesley Wilson (eds),
Dordrecht: Springer, 2012, p. 16.
26
A. W. Astin, L. J. Sax, How Undergraduates Are Affected by Service Participation, Journal
of College Student Development, Vol. 39, No. 3, May/June 1998.
27
David Watson et al., The Engaged University: International Perspectives on Civic Engagement,
New York: Routledge, 2013.
24
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political and social agents who hold an individual and collective identity, based on
common language and interests linking both the academia and the community where
they live or where their families or relatives come from. As shown in the figure
below, the multiplier effect of deepening social responsibility culture in students
would enable them to act as a mediator in their local communities, widening social
responsibility impacts and existing implementation and expected efficacy.

National government
University
Faculty/
Department

Student

Cultural and Social connections
Community Knowlegde transfer

Family
Fiends and
social networks

Local community/
Neighborhood
Figure 1. The societal multiplier impact of Students Social Responsibility development

In particular, although students are currently marginalised in the current top-down
university hierarchical power relations, they are placed in a central position, able at best
to interact with a variety of different actors. Opening new windows for dialogue and
shared debates on the social role of universities could highlight the necessity of
complementary bottom-up decision-making processes on social responsibility by sharing
powers and responsibilities with students and/or external stakeholders for the development
of wider socially engaged networks. From this perspective, could re-thinking students
social and civic roles in Tunisia have an impact on an ongoing democratic transition? Are
students, in Tunisia, enabled to be active players for societal change?
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The Arab Spring, social responsibility and the future role of students in Tunisia
The aftermath of the 2011 Jasmine revolution in Tunisia, which led to the fall of
the Ben Ali authoritarian regime, has led to a complex transition process leading to
democracy. To some extent, the events which followed the peaceful protests were
perceived as a sign of a social awakening. The revolution, marked by a wide and
transversal participation of youths, professionals, intellectuals, students and unemployed,
was sparked due to: the severe effects of economic stagnation and unemployment and
the social demands for civil and political participation and an end to socio-economic
inequalities. Furthermore, the rise of the moderate Islamist political party Ennahda,
once banned from political participation according to the Tunisian constitution, saw
them obtain a large majority in the constituent assembly calling for socio-political
restructuring. However, the political confrontation fuelled a conflicting co-habitation
between moderate and extremist religious groups demands with more western and
liberal coalition parties calling for a vital dialogue in the pursuit of a cooperative synergy.
As a consequence, the post-revolution period ushered in a new period when institutions
and citizens would be confronted with the reconfiguration and re-establishment of
practices and notions of democracy, citizenship, human rights, political participation,
civic engagement, civil society and general public good on different grounds. How
has this affected or will affect the role of universities in the transition period?
Since the onset of independence in 1956, universities in Tunisia have been
structured and centrally controlled by the State, a legacy of the French protectorate
from 1881 to 1956. Governments centrally administrated reforms significantly
expanded the education systems to meet the demands of the growing youth
populations, the need to build a national identity, and to strengthen political legitimacy
according to the political partys priorities by establishing education as a fundamental
right of citizenship. In particular, the modern, Tunisian higher education system is
relatively young, with the main universities having only been founded as recently
as the 196070s. At the dawn of Tunisian independence, there were only two HE
institutions founded in response to colonial needs: the Institut Agronomique de
Tunis (1876) and the Institut Pasteur de Tunis (1902).28 Since then, four major
reforms were adopted:29
1. The founding of the modern Tunisian Education system put forward the
nationalization of the education system  Law No. 58118 from 9
November 1958,
2. The orientation Law in 1989, represented a structural reform to HE massification
challenges  Decree No. 9165, 29 July 1991,
3. The Private higher education institution law, regulating the service provision
of higher education institutions  Law No. 200073, 25 July 2000,
28
B. Rezig, LEnseignment Superier en Tunsie, Project Tempus 300922002, Evaluation de la
qualité  Région MEDA, October 2004, p. 2.
29
Ministère de lÉducation Supérieur Tunisien, Le développement de lÉducation en Tunisie 1996
2000, Tunis, http://www.ibe.unesco.org/International/ICE/natrap/Tunisia_Fr.pdf (accessed 24 June 2011).
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4. The Act of 25 February 2008, which regulates the LMD reform30, intended to
implement convergence policies to meet the criteria based on the European
Bologna Process.
In addition, universities specific roles contributed mainly to the professionalization
of students and economic development. In the 90s, the imposition of the governments
neo-liberal economic and structural reforms, promoted by international agencies
such as the World Bank and International Monetary Fund, led to a gradual
decentralisation. In the last decade, greater (although partial) autonomy was granted
for the better adaptation of global trends of quality assurance, economic efficiency
and management. Furthermore, the internationalization of higher education institutions
and the rise of new market and social demands, led to a deeper restructuring and
diversification of their offerings and missions, with a central role of ICT. Universities,
in Tunisia, have also been experiencing common global problematic trends: a high
number of graduates and a high level of unemployment; brain-drain dynamics and
social capital gradual impoverishment; scarcity of public funding affecting research
and teaching quality; overall lack of autonomy and academic freedom and public
accountability.
In Tunisia, higher education constitutes a central issue in terms of social mobility
and political stability, since the risk of an HE system implosion could affect encouraging
social promotion.31 In this sense, the LMD reform mainly aimed at achieving a shift
to European standards through the adoption of an easily comparable and equivalent
degree system, the improvement of teaching quality and the development of
professionalization with regards to higher education studies leading to diplomas more
suited to the national and global job market. In this sense, Art 2 Law No. 200819 of
25 February 2008, stated that, amongst HE missions:
lies the strengthening of the employability of graduates in the framework of
partnerships with the economic, cultural and social environment and contributing
to the diffusion of values such as citizenship, inherent values of modernity, the
national identity and the interaction and acknowledgment of other cultures.

However, the reform did not tackle critical problems still to be resolved in southern
countries, such as: mobility, laboratory equipment, quality and knowledge access
and production32, risking a further development of social, economic and cultural
subaltern globalisation despite the geographical proximity with Europe.33
30
The LMD reform (Bachelor, Master, Ph.D.), followed the French reform in 2002  within the
framework of the Bologna process (1999)  pursuing European standardization.
31
Further reading: Silvie Mazzella et al, Lenseignement supérieur dans la mondialisation libérale:
Une comparaison internationale (Maghreb, Afrique, Canada et France), Tunis: IRMC, 2008.
32
J. É. Charlier, S. Croché, Linéluctable ajustement des universités africaines au processus de
Bologne, Revue française de pédagogie [En ligne], No. 172, JuilletSeptembre 2010, http://
rfp.revues.org/2276 (accessed 1 December 2014)
33
Further reading: A. Bensaâd, Maghreb, une mondialisation subalterne, Méditerranée [En
ligne], No. 116, 2011, http://mediterranee.revues.org/5488 (accessed 24 January 2012).
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In particular, during the Ben Ali regime, universities priorities have emphasized
graduates employability as universities were placed at the center of economic
development in partnership with industry, leading to students higher employability
rate.34 The emphasis on the economic value of education has left set aside the relevance
of wider social and civic commitments promoting social cohesion and inclusion. With
regards to the specific case of Tunisia, the search for social cohesion and conscience
in a changing social environment in terms of identity construction is still characterised
by a conflicting modernity and by a democracy under construction. In this sense,
these areas of growing social tensions, aggravated by economic unemployment, led to
the 2011 revolution movements. In this sense, the forgotten social and civic dimension
can be considered one of the major challenges facing post Ben Ali Tunisia, a challenge
universities will need eventually to come into terms with.
The 2009 UNESCO Regional conference in Arab countries, stressed how Arab
universities show a disparity between culture acquired in the university and traditional
social values, and the weakness of participation in forming civic and political
orientations among university students.35
The report also highlighted how universities have supported initiatives to address
community-wide concerns to foster democracy, civic engagement and solidarity.
Different programs and projects have been implemented in the last decade, including36:
Student engagement with Communities for solidarity and citizenship (Lebanon);
Community services at the American University in Cairo (Egypt); Women for social
responsibility and civic engagements (Sudan).37 However, universities in the Arab world
still operate in seclusion from their surroundings, unable to open up and interact with
societys problems and concerns: curricula are mostly theoretical and philosophical
and lack harmony between their content and objectives, as well as between the students
learned skills and the needs and problems of society.38 Furthermore, in the Arab region,
there is a serious deficit of research on universities civic roles and social responsibilities
and there are very few scholars or faculty members for whom this is a primary field;
in fact, no faculty chair dedicated to civic participation as a field of study or degrees in
civic participation or engaged citizenship have yet been founded.39 Linked to this,
universities in the Arab region have not yet embraced a new ethos of leadership in the
Ministry of Higher Education, Scientific Research and Technology: 2010 Strategy, Tunis, 2010.
World Conference on Higher Education: The New Dynamics of Higher Education and Research
for Societal Change and Development, Paris: UNESCO, 58 July 2009, p. 52.
36
Further reading: Bechir Lamine (ed.), Towards an Arab Higher Education Space: International
Challenges and Societal Responsibilities, Proceedings of the Arab Regional Conference on Higher
Education, Beirut: UNESCO, 2010.
37
However, the report did not include any best practices or case-studies of Tunisian universities
social responsibility.
38
A. A. Al-Rashdan, Higher Education in the Arab World: Hopes and Challenges, Arab Insight,
Vol. 2, No. 6, Winter 2009, p. 80.
39
Higher Education in the World 5. Knowledge, Engagement and Higher Education: Contributing
to Social Change, GUNI, Houndmills: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014, pp. 166, 177.
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development of community integrated programs, incorporating social responsibility
and civic engagement in the mainstream management of courses and outreach activities.
In addition to this, the analysis of over 2,000 worldwide community-university
engagement (CUE) initiatives, showed that the majority originated from Europe (30,7%),
the USA/Canada (23,8%) and the least represented region was the Arab States with
only 3,8% (with just one in Tunisia).40
In particular, in 2002 the Tunisian Ministry of Higher Education and several
Tunisian universities entered in an educational partnership with the US University of
Georgia aimed at strengthening the role of the university within the community through
a course educational activities and pilot projects. The partnership included capacity
building workshops, faculty and staff exchanges and projects in partnership with
three main universities (Sousse, Sfax and Jendouba) including health programmes,
environmental science, entrepreneurial promotion, tourism, community services and
primary school projects. These projects, however, seemed to be peripheral to
universities mission in the region. In particular, the implementation and development
of third mission activities have been negligible and fragmented lacking institutional
or governmental support. Universities, in Tunisia, are called to assume a more defined
role for social responsibility especially after the revolution, highlighting a revival in
the interest for civil society and civic engagement.
From this perspective, for universities to have a more satisfactory future, they
need to consistently pursue two main changes: one related to their social dimensions
and the redefinition of their relationships with their local communities and the second
related to knowledge creation, knowledge transfer to society and innovation.41 At
present, whether or not universities will fully embrace and develop strategic missions
for civic engagement and citizenship is an open question. In light of the present
socio-political turmoil in Tunisia and its challenges regarding a democratic transition,
it is more coherent to adopt a national Tunisian university system based not only on
its relationship with industry but with society as a whole and to have it linked to the
idea of Men who will have to think and build the society they live in.42 In particular,
university social responsibility can be associated with the flourishing of a healthy
democracy, the defence of civil freedoms and of human rights, the creation of social
capital and an active public sphere. In fact, state accountability and grass-root social
engagement fosters the reduction of socio-economic inequalities, holding the potential
to bridge the general drift between economic development and social exclusion.
In the present Tunisian context, four emerging factors contest the so-far USR
marginal role:
Ibid., pp. 113115.
Francisco Michavila et al., The Contribution of Euro-Mediterranean Universities to Social
Progress, Barcelona: Union for the Mediterranean Rectors Conference, EPUF Euromed Permanent
University Forum, 2010, p. 13.
42
Karim Ben Kahla, La «crise» de luniversité tunisienne au crible de la Banque mondiale:
analyse dune rhétorique opportuniste, in Diplômés maghrébins dici et dailleurs: parcours
migratoires et trajectoires dinsertion, Vincent Geisser (ed.), Paris: CNRS, 2000, p. 173.
40
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1.
2.
3.
4.

the emergence of youth social demands for full civic and political participation,
the renewed influence of the Islamic culture centred on social justice,
the historical legacy of predominant apathy and abuse of democracy43,
the necessity to reduce the socio-cultural and economic backwardness of
non-coastal regions.
The further development of universities social commitments through outreach,
in-reach activities and student participation in university-led or student-led projects
as co-curricular volunteering activities, could potentially acquire a central position in
responding to urgent socio-economic problems. In Tunisia, in light of contentious
university contexts 44, a new paradigm beyond the us-versus-them scenario of
students against the government45, is needed to tackle national challenges affecting
society. These challenges need to be met via innovative social networks, with renewed
dialogue, critical social awareness and commitment. Advancing a participatory student
social responsibility culture holds the potential to create synergies and common
dialogue between different actors beyond students political struggles and in favour
of tangible and effective social, public, civic, democratic improvements to foster
common good. At present, however, this transition seems to be hard to take root
due to political instability, social tensions and overall higher education system rigidity.
In a recent World Bank report, assessing the universities governance in Middle
East and North African (MENA) countries, Tunisia performed the lowest in terms of
other actors/stakeholders participation. In particular, the level of students participation
in the strategic process (definitions of goals, development of the strategy, budget
allocation, determination of the type of course), was very low at around 12,5%,
while it was non-existent in public universities.46 This evidence presents a scenario
where an attentive ethical and humanistic re-interpretation of the students role and
responsibility is urged to take place at a national level pursuing a substantial higher
education reform. This will need to mirror the social demands and civic aspirations
of the Tunisian revolution, allowing a bottom-up definition of social responsibility in
practice, able to fulfil the undelivered democratic promises embedded in the transition
from an élite to a mass higher education. Student social responsibility entails the
development of an authentic shared culture in campuses, neglected so far in Tunisia,
that is able to link an entrepreneurship role with social skills for participation and to
E. Zarlenga, Post-Revolutionary Effects: Political Self-Education of Tunisian Youth, ISP
Collection, Paper 1007, 2001, p. 1, http://digitalcollections.sit.edu/isp_collection/1007 (accessed 12
December 2014).
44
For example, the Mannouba University incidents in March 2012: the Tunisian national flag
was removed from the rooftop of the university and replaced it with the Salafi black flag.
45
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46
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refocus international trends of the commodification of higher education. In addition,
it could potentially foster self-determination, human emancipation and self-discovery.47
In addition to this it should be added that undermining democratic participation,
political and civic freedoms destabilises civil society regeneration.
The crucial task of redefining the social role of universities does not imply that
students professionalization and market participation will be hindered. It is an
interrogation on how to re-establish a campus wide environment for knowledge
production and use in the public domain amongst all partners  be they professors,
administrative staff or students  leading to the ability to foster social responsibility.
Transferring the user-generated metaphor48 from internet generated contents to
education, would see students empowered as producers and not consumers of culture,
by acting as creative beings beyond market logic incentives, and challenging the
existing disparity between a culture acquired in the university and traditional social
values, and the existing weakness of participation in forming civic and political
orientations among university students.49
In this sense, higher education reform in Tunisia needs to look forward thus
enabling students to act independently and critically as an intergenerational filter
between global market, socio-cultural and economic trends, and local traditions and
culture to communicate and share knowledge, professional skills and social/civic
values; a vision facilitating the conveyance of the present and future populations
needs and aspirations. In this specific transition period, if the Tunisian youth has
gained freedom of speech and association with a restored involvement in the civic
sphere, authentic civic engagement then becomes a priority50 in order to overcome
the dissonance between willingness and fields of competence to participate in public
fora or civic associations. Undergraduates, furthermore, hold the necessary capabilities
to transfer knowledge in between the academia ivory tower and the community to
drive future social and cultural change. If the emergence of a Tunisian university
social responsibility framework provides an opportunity to grasp in a period of
democracy building, this cannot be achieved without re-evaluating the students role
and participation at the heart of this complex and controversial practice.
This participatory approach requires critical, educational thinking in terms of skills
and fields of competence required to allow students to participate in the community.
For this, students need to acquire knowledge, skills, but foremost the willingness
to use their agency.51 The process of agency is a central issue embedded in both
47
A. Somek, De-Commodification Revisited: On the Absence of Emancipation in Europe,
University of Iowa Legal Studies Research Paper, No. 0604, August 2006, pp. 14.
48
D. Halbert, Mass Culture and the Culture of the Masses: A Manifesto for User-Generated
Rights, Vanderbilt Journal of Entertainment and Technology Law, Vol. 11, No. 4, 2009, pp. 922924.
49
World Conference on Higher Education: The New Dynamics of Higher Education and Research
for Societal Change and Development, Paris: UNESCO, 58 July 2009, p. 52.
50
Arab Youth : Civic Engagement & Economic Participation, Beirut: UNESCO, 2011, p. 10.
51
G. Ten Dam, M. Volman, Critical Thinking as a Citizenship Competence: Teaching Strategies,
Learning and Instruction, Vo1. 4, No. 4, August 2004, p. 372.
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individual and collective responsibility to educate students and raise their awareness
for socio-political and cultural action. At present, however, this emancipatory
approach, in a Freirean perspective, seems to be still overshadowed by the elitist
and utilitarian techno-economic and managerial determinants against a more inclusive
and humanistic participatory logic.
Conclusion
Universities are key players in contributing to societies human and socio-cultural
advancements. However, current HE reforms have shifted their mission away from
a crucial social-civil-political-ethical commitment to society, towards market
priorities, regulation and neo-liberal values, reflected in increasing university and
education privatization and commodification. These developments present new
challenges and tensions which seem to drive our society towards questioning the
need for a reforming process aiming at a new development of the individual-society
relationship in the direction of democracy for the realization of humanity.52 From
this perspective, universities third mission for social responsibility ought to preserve
socially relevant and tangible effects to sustain and develop the democratic sociopolitical and cultural fabrics for the benefit of the wider community, while revitalizing
strategic priorities to meet economic demands. Public pressures for social justice
and civic engagements also seem to foster a reflection over higher education
contradictions based on the seemingly polarized notions of professional closure vs
civic engagement; training for jobs vs education for citizenship; knowledge for all
vs the best possible knowledge. 53 The central question is whether social and
civic values/skills are considered central and valuable for our society or not; and if
not why; and whether or not universities need to contribute to and foster these
values .
In this sense, the development of social entrepreneurship and student social
responsibility is an under-developed political issue and an under-researched area in
the Arab region. Under the auspices of the Arab revolutions, the future progress of
social and civic engagement could be intended as a sociology of emergences, which
could develop an inquiry into alternatives that are contained in the horizon of present
possibilities, by adding to the existing reality the possibilities and future expectations
it contains.54
In Arab countries, students are in need of widening their experience in higher
education, increasing their responsiveness and awareness in decision-making,
enhancing their responsibility towards public good concerns and challenging critically
fundamental issues over freedom, equality, social justice, peace, tolerance, and respect.
52
Edgar Morin, Seven Complex Lessons in Education for the Future, Paris: UNESCO, 1999,
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53
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These aspects pertaining to higher education institutions role in society have been
so far neglected, leading to the under-utilisation of the social, political and civic skills
of Arab youth. The social and civic awakening sprung during the 2011 Yasmine
revolution has marked a milestone in the region although its future still looks rather
gloomy and uncertain. However, the road to empower citizens endowed with social,
political and civic responsibilities by governments, is rather exposed to be endangered.
In Tunisian higher education, student social responsibility is an important element of
socio-cultural change, renewed civic agency and empowerment, reflecting and
respecting the spirit of the revolution for a more inclusive process in present-day
democratic transition.
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Abstract
The Arab Spring and the situation of the authoritarian states of East Asia are an interesting
phenomenon for political analysis, while the majority of Asians are not governed freely.
This study examines, in a descriptive way, the situation in North Korea, Burma, China,
Vietnam, and Laos in their relation to the Arab Spring as a source of inspiration for social
that lead to systemic changes. The transformations in the Arab World did not bring about
political reforms in East Asia. On the contrary, the Arab Spring helped those in power to
control their citizens even more closely, which sheds light on political changes in the
future.

Context
The social protests which took place in North Africa and the Middle East at the
turn of 2010 and 2011 led to political changes in most countries in the region, although
it is still barely possible to call it a success in terms of establishing democracy. In the
Arab world, they were of a nature that could be described as an avalanche, and even
if they did not bring about an immediate fulfillment of social demands in some
countries, they could be said to have erupted in others. At the same time, the
protests got a lot of publicity abroad. While the Arab Spring swept through the
Middle East, the rulers of other non-democratic countries of the world would adopt
various survival strategies. In this context, the situation of the authoritarian states of
East Asia seems very interesting.1 The possibility of social inspiration stemming
from the events of the Arab Spring and the fears of those in power with regards to
these distant countries is far from insignificant. Meanwhile, the challenges those in
power face are due to analogous social needs and a questioning of the ruling elites.
The purpose of this article is to analyze the situation of the authoritarian states of
East Asia in relation to the events of the Arab Spring as a source of inspiration for
social unrest that lead to systemic changes. The basis for the assumed research
strategy is the Western classification of political regimes and the understanding of
political changes. An interesting matter is the fundamental issue of social protests in
*
Assistant Professor, Institute of Middle and Far East, Jagiellonian University in Kraków,
e-mail: ewa.trojnar@uj.edu.pl.
1
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these countries, their scale and effectiveness, the ways in which those in power
reacted to them, and the role of modern media. The likelihood of harsher reactions
from the military junta ruling in Burma 2 at that time and the regime of the Kim family
in North Korea was assumed. According to this hypothesis, a similarly harsh response
should have been expected from the ruling communist parties in China, Vietnam, and
Laos. Whether the actions of the authorities of these countries were a response to
the events in the Middle East or rather a reaction to the increasing dissatisfaction of
citizens with the apparent course of insensitivity to public needs reflected by ongoing
corruption, nepotism in power structures and cronyism, remains an open question.
The mentioned cases of the situations of authoritarian states will be related to a
theoretical framework of political changes. They were used to support the analysis
of current events and helped to verify the assumptions about the inevitability of
future political changes in these countries. Hence, the issue of engagement of other
countries in promoting democracy was raised. Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan
stand out from the list of these countries. In this context, the analysis also refers to
the characteristics of the ruling elites and the controversies concerning the conditions
for the success of the revolution without neglecting the specificities of Asian countries.
The three years, which have passed from 2011, also make for a convenient perspective
of time in terms of political analysis.
East Asian regimes  Western classification
Western classifications of freedom in the world are considered controversial in
Asia as they do not reflect cultural and local differences. Despite that fact, a certain
number of East Asian states bring up the rear in the rankings. Not many differences
can be found when comparing the most popular and recognized democracy rankings
and their indexes.
The Democracy Index introduced in 2006 by the Economist Intelligence Unit measures
the level of democracy in the countries of the world and the types of regimes. The
ranking is created by taking into account 60 indicators based on categories i.e.: electoral
processes and pluralism, civil liberties, the functioning of governments, political
participation, and political culture. Each country within this classification system scores
from 0 to 10. Authoritarian regimes are generally classified between 0 and 3.9, hybrid
regimes from 4 to 5.9, flawed regimes from 6 to 7.9, and full democracies from 8
to 10. In 2011, 16 East Asian countries, were included in this ranking system which
assessed 167 countries in the world, and were divided into four distinctive regime
types (the number in brackets indicates a particular countrys rank):3
 Authoritarian regimes: North Korea (167); Myanmar (161); Laos (156);
Vietnam (143); China (141);
 Hybrid regimes: Cambodia (101); Singapore (81); Hong Kong (80);
Burmas official name is the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, shortened to Myanmar,
hereafter Burma.
3
Democracy Index 2011. Democracy under Stress, The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2011.
2
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 Flawed democracies: Philippines (75); Malaysia (71); Indonesia (60); Thailand
(58); Timor-Leste (42); Taiwan (37);
 Full democracies: Japan (21); South Korea (22).
A representative scenario of five authoritarian regimes in East Asia (31.25 percent)
reflects a global average (31.7 percent) The case is similar with the representation of
hybrid regimes (18.75 percent in East Asia and 21.6 percent worldwide), and
so-called flawed democracies (31.25 percent and 31.7 percent). Only full
democracies in East Asia (12.5 percent) are underrepresented in comparison to the
global figure (15.6 percent). This picture of East Asian regimes is increasingly focused
if population criterion are applied. The populous China increases its group share.
Therefore, 70 percent of the East Asian population can be said to be governed by
authoritarian regimes.
Since the 1970s, the organization known as Freedom House has compiled its
Freedom in the World reports, with a system of scoring and nomenclature taking
into account levels of political rights and civil liberties.4 Each country is allocated
scores between 1 and 7, thereby classifying countries into three categories: free
from 1 to 2.5, partly free from 2.51 to 5, and not free from 5.51. The 2011 report
presents the scores of 195 countries and 14 territories.5 Among East Asian countries
the division into categories (first number in brackets indicates a score for political
rights, second  civil liberties) was as follows:
 Not Free: North Korea (7.7); Burma (7.6); China (7.6); Laos (7.6); Vietnam
(7.5); Cambodia (6.5); Brunei (6.5);
 Partly Free: Thailand (4.4); Singapore (4.4); Malaysia (4.4); East Timor (3.4);
Hong Kong (5.2); the Philippines (3.3);
 Free: Indonesia (2.3); Taiwan (1.2); South Korea (1.2); Japan (1.2).
Based on this report, the evidence suggests that a quarter of East Asian countries
are governed democratically. Compared with the overall global figure  45 percent 
the East Asian region can be considered as substantially less democratic. The number
of citizens sharing civil liberties and political freedom in East Asia amounts only to
20 percent, while in the global figure is set at 43 percent.6 A seemingly more adequately
defined characteristic in terms of freedom in the region is reflected in the fact that
more than 75 percent of the states and 80 percent of population belong to the not
free and partly free category.
The results of both rankings analyses present similar trends i.e. apparently real
problems with freedom in North Korea, Burma, China, Vietnam, and Laos. Moreover,
the analysis of these two indexes results since the Arab String depicts slight changes
in all East Asian autocratic regimes. A comparison of the Democracy index results in
2011 and 2012 shows that the situation deteriorated in Vietnam and China, but at the
same time improved in Burma (see Table 1).
4
5
6

Freedom in the World 2014, http://www.freedomhouse.org/.
Ibidem.
Own calculations based on Freedom in the World 2012, http://www.freedomhouse.org/.
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Table 1. Democracy index ranks and scores of East Asian authoritarian regimes in 2011
and 2012
2011

2012

Rank

Score

Rank

Score

North Korea

167

1.08

167

1.08

Burma

161

1.77

155

2.35

Laos

156

2.10

156

2.32

Vietnam

143

2.96

144

2.89

China

141

3.14

142

3.00

No. of analyzed states by index

167

167

The highest score

9.8

9.93

Source: Democracy Index 2011: Democracy under Stress, The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2011;
Democracy Index 2012: Democracy at a Standstill, The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2013.
Table 2. Political rights and civil liberties change in not free states of East Asia by
freedom rating, 20112013
State

North Korea

China

Burma

Laos

Vietnam

Year

Freedom rating Political rights

Civil liberties

2011

7

7

7

2012

7

7

7

2013

7

7

7

2011

6.5

7

6

2012

6.5

7

6

2013

6.5

7

6

2011

6.5

7

6

2012

5.5

6

5

2013

5.5

6

5

2011

6.5

7

6

2012

6.5

7

6

2013

6.5

7

6

2011

6

7

5

2012

6

7

5

2013

6

7

5

Source: Freedom in the World 2011, 2012, 2013, http://www.freedomhouse.org/.
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This system of Freedom ranking confirms the liberalization of the Burmese state
in relation to civil liberties and political rights in 2011 and 2012. Unfortunately, 2013
does not demonstrate any further progress in this field. This Freedom ranking does
not reflect or illustrate any other changes in the status of not free states, which are at
the same time characterized by a Democracy index as authoritarian (see Table 2).
Based on both indexes data, one could assume the Arab Spring to have been
problematic for the regimes in Burma, China, and Vietnam. However, only in Burma
has it brought an apparent wind of change. It is of course highly possible that
these changes were not interrelated. A contrary assumption is that the Chinese and
Vietnamese ruling communist parties tightened the screws on their societies.
A Lack of the Arab Spring in East Asia
A kind of harbinger of the nature of Asian political regimes was the vote in the UN
General Assembly on the legality of the participation of a representative of the
government of Libya  the National Transitional Council, and therefore its recognition
in the international arena.7 The vote took place on 20 October 2011. Delegations
from North Korea, Burma, Cambodia, and Laos (along with 44 more) did not
participate in it. However, both China and Vietnam voted in favor of the participation
of Libya , which they had already recognized on the 12 th and 14 th September
respectively, which is before the capture of Muammar Gaddafi.
North Korea remains the anchor of authoritarianism in East Asia. The reaction of the
government in Pyongyang to the events of the Arab Spring was predictable and expected.
NATO air raids on military objects in Libya were fiercely criticized by the regime. It is
hardly surprising when considering the many cruel similarities between how the two
dictators, Kim Jong Il and Muammar Gaddafi, ruled their countries. While both countries
focused their energies on maintaining armaments, North Korea went in the direction of
developing nuclear weapons. Kims regime, isolated through international sanctions, had
not betrayed any premises to change the chosen course. Currently, the situation regarding
the overthrowing of leaders from North African countries, in particular Gaddafis regime,
with the apparent cooperation from the West, could be considered as developments even
more risky for the Kim regime than the current existence in isolation.
The rationing of information coming in from the outside world provides an initial
and efficient barrier blocking modernization, which is a tactic used in Korea. This
method was also employed in relation to the events in North Africa. South Korean
sources estimate that only one percent of the population from the north is aware of
the changes taking place in the Arab world, and these are obviously members of the
state apparatus and civil servants.8 Even if it is just an estimate, the actual number
7
After Much Wrangling, General Assembly Seats National Transitional Council of Libya as the
Countrys Representative for a Sixty-sixth Session, General Assembly. AS/11137, 16 September 2011.
8
J. Ryall, North Korea Bans Citizens Working in Libya from Returning Home, The Telegraph,
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/northkorea/8852120/North-Korea-bans-citizens
-working-in-Libya-from-returning-home.html (accessed 18 July 2014).
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must be negligible, considering that during the civil war in Libya, Koreans working
for Gaddafis regime were forbidden from returning home. 200 people found
themselves in this situation: primarily doctors, nurses, and construction workers.
Similar actions were taken with regards to Koreans living in Tunisia and Egypt.9 The
regimes concerns in relation to an awakening of society influenced by the events in
North Africa are confirmed by the story of the North Korean architect who worked
in Egypt at the behest of the authorities. After two years of hiding from the services
of his own country, and influenced by the events in Tahrir Square, he applied for
asylum in South Korea.10 Also, according to the South Korean agency Yonhap, the
Pyongyang regime did not inform society about Gaddafis death.11 Conversely, the
North Korean news agency said that on the occasion of the 41st anniversary of the
successful military coup, which fell on 1 September 2011, Pyongyang sent
congratulations to Gaddafi, and wished that the Libyans could successfully protect
their sovereignty and achieve prosperity.12 The information barrier raised by Kims
regime acts as a defense against their own people, and its use proves that even the
authorities of the most controlled society in the world are afraid of public speech,
which could become a contributory factor in any potential social uprising of its
opponents. It was commonly believed that the general situation in North Korea could
have been subject to change along with the change in power. In December 2011,
after the death of Kim Jong-il, power was seized by his son, Kin Jong-un, who did
not consider any concessions with regards to a softening of the regimes cruel way
of exercising power. There is news from North Korea suggesting that mobile
telephones are slowly becoming more common in terms of usage, but this is tempered
by the fact that phone providers and the Internet network only operate locally, and
the costs associated with their use are prohibitive for most Koreans. In this situation,
it is still highly doubtful whether any changes in North Korea that could be expected
by the outside world, are possible within the context of a spontaneous social uprising
against the dictator and military elites.
In 2010, the internal and international situation of Burma became very dynamic
due to the gradually introduced and centrally steered reforms. However, these reforms
were probably not directly inspired by the events of the Arab Spring, but rather as a
result of the states situation. On one hand tied by Western sanctions, whilst on the
other  functioning through cooperation with China, Burma chose the third way
9
N. Koreans in Libya Banned from Returning Home, Yonhap News Agency, http://english.
yonhapnews.co.kr/northkorea/2011/10/26/86/0401000000AEN20111026002200315F.HTML
(accessed 18 July 2014).
10
North Koreans Awakening by the Arab Spring, Asia News, http://www.asianews.it/news-en/
North-Koreans-awaken-by-Arab-spring-22953.html (accessed 18 July 2014).
11
Koreas React Differently to Gaddafis Death, Yonhap News Agency, http://english.
yonhapnews.co.kr/northkorea/2011/10/21/94/0401000000AEN20111021003800315F.HTML
(accessed 18 July 2014).
12
Greetings to Libyan Leader, Korean Central News Agency of DPRK, http://www.kcna.co.jp/
item/2003/200309/news09/02.htm (accessed 18 July 2014).
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associated with democratization. Since 2011, there has been a number of changes in
the system of governing the country by the military junta, through the establishment
of a semi-civilian government headed by a retired general.13 Some political prisoners
were released, censorship was loosened, and even a revised electoral law was adopted
that allowed for the registration of the opposition political party, the National League
for Democracy (NLD), whose followers were fought against by the junta.
The press of the neighboring Asian regimes shunned information about the changes
in Burma, and there were only a few and comparatively limited news agencies operating
with a very balanced tone of communication; some had a critical dimension in relation
to the reforms, whilst others revealed a general reluctance.14 Western media sources
and those of democratic Burmas neighbors happily greeted any changes perceived
as real, particularly the release of the opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi from
house arrest, where she had stayed for a total of 15 years, living in hope of further
changes.15 The NLD, with the oppositionist in charge, was successful in parliamentary
by-elections.16 The presence of Aung San Suu Kyi in the legislature supports the
legitimacy of the policy of reforms realized by the government, but it is uncertain
whether they will be deep enough. The experiences of the opposition party in terms
of cooperation with junta generals leaves a lot to be desired. In the past, reformatory
strategies would always bring even greater restrictions and violations of civil liberties
and political rights. If the promises of the Burmese government are to be confirmed,
this will mean that the state walks on a path to top-down changes. However, this
does not exclude the support of the masses, who can only be inspired by the opposition,
a factor which is probably not unrecognized by the regime. This pattern may bring
many benefits to society, and most importantly, it will probably be less costly in
terms of humanitarian concerns.
Clearly the biggest surprise for the patron of Burma, i.e. China, is the decision announced
on 30 September 2011 by the Burmese president, to suspend the construction of the
Myitsone dam on the Irrawaddy River. This project was financed mainly with Chinese
funds and implemented by a consortium led by the Chinese state-owned China Power
Investment. The Myitsone dam was to be the largest of the seven dams built in northern
Burma, and 90 percent of energy produced by a hydroelectric power plant was to be
sold to China.17 Obviously, the state-controlled press sources reported that the suspension
S. Y. Mar Oo, S. T. Lynn, Mission Accomplished as SPDC «dissolved», The Myanmar
Times, http://www.mmtimes.com/2011/news/569/news56902.html (accessed 18 July 2014).
14
China  Myanmar Opposition Party to Re-register for By-elections, Peoples Daily Online,
18 November 2011, http://english.peopledaily.com.cn/90777/7649644.html (accessed 20 December
2012); Vietnam and Laos  R. Mitton, A Healthy Wind of Change Sweeps Asia, The Manila Times,
31 October 2011.
15
Meeting Leads to Optimism for Genuine Progress, Bangkok Post, 17 September 2011.
16
M. F. Martin, Burmas April Parliamentary By-Elections, CRS Report for Congress, 28
April 2012.
17
B. Kaung, Burma Dam Decision «Bewildering»: CPI President, The Irrawady, 4 October
2011, http://www2.irrawaddy.org/article.php?art_id=22191 (accessed 20 December 2012).
13
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of the project would not jeopardize the cooperation of the allies. On the pages of the
Chinese newspaper China Daily it was reported that Burma would still remain dependent
on economic cooperation with China and the states statement on the importance of
maintaining honest relationships with neighbors was cited.18 Chinas irritation was
voiced and portrayed in the Chinese media as the result of the unequal and improper
behavior of Burma, and perceived as jeopardizing communication between the sides.19
Any other interests of Chinese companies in Burma were not threatened, among which
of prime importance is the gas pipeline running from Myanmars port to the southwestern
Chinese province. Furthermore, China decided to propose new investments projects in
Burma. These is no doubt that the junta generals will accept this offer, as well as others.
The artifice of democracy seems to be beneficial for Burma.
Other fears for the ruling autocratic entity in China  the Communist Party of
China (CPC), are located closer to its borders, and these are the neighboring countries
of North Korea, Vietnam, and Laos. Political unrest in these countries remains a
challenge for Chinas fragmented integrity, what is proven by the example of reactions
to Burmese changes. North Korea keeps strong nuclear assets that frighten East
Asian countries. China is perhaps the only power still able to resist and bring Kim to
the negotiation table, but the process of denuclearization according to Chinese media
sources, depends especially on the United States.20 In terms of the North Korea
nuclear issue, China has portrayed itself as being in opposition to the U.S., South
Korea, and Japan, all of whom seem to present a major threat to the Kim regime.
However, its line remains clear in opposing Kims nuclear program.21
One should not forget that East Asia remains also a strategic partner in the field of
trade, investment, and transport. Asian markets create an important source of Chinas
GDP. Maintaining a balance between sustained economic growth and the rising social
needs of the citizens requires the ruling party to adopt a far-sighted vision. In the
short term , it denies political freedom. The CPC protects itself from unwanted,
foreign ideas by employing comprehensive censorship. It is spread throughout
electronic media, as it was during the Arab Spring and political change in Burma.
Blocking unwanted phrases is common, even in social networking platforms, not to
mention certain websites.
Chinas reaction to the Arab Spring22, especially in bilateral relations with countries
during times of political change in North Africa was pragmatic, as is Chinas foreign
18
Q. Jize, Differences over Dam Wont Harm Ties: Myanmar, China Daily, http://
www.chinadaily.com.cn/cndy/2011-10/21/content_13945289.htm (accessed 18 July 2014).
19
L. Xiaokun, Z. Wa, Li Urges Myanmar to Ensure Projects, China Daily, http://
english.peopledaily.com.cn/90883/7845197.html (accessed 18 July 2014).
20
L. Wen, North Korean Nuclear Issue: Where Is Americas Sincerity?, Peoples Daily, http://
english.peopledaily.com.cn/98649/8569517.html (accessed 18 July 2014).
21
Nuclear Tests only Further Isolate Pyongyang, Global Times, http://www.globaltimes.cn/
content/852634.shtml (accessed 18 July 2014).
22
Professor He Baogang argues for the existence of four categories of Chinese responses to the
Arab uprisings. The first is the discourse response, the second is political response, and the third
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policy. The main factor underlying this attitude was the economic interests of Chinese
companies abroad, both those existing and yet to be established. China made haste in
conducting various new avenues of business during the early stages of its new
government, and at the same time avoided taking sides in political matters. The voice
of the state-controlled media was adequately well-balanced in presenting the Arab
Springs social movements as opposed to revolutions. Statements and articles
indicating the social costs of these events were meaningful, and even more explicit
when numbers of casualties were cited. Media transmissions did not miss out on the
chance to indicate the growing influence of the promotion of democracy in Arab
states by the West. This rhetoric reflects a real challenge to the CPC which is mindful
of its own society. It should also be remembered that domestically the turn of the
year 2010 was remarkable for the CPC for two reasons. Firstly in 2010, the CPC
vilified and cried down the Nobel Peace Prize for Liu Xiaobo, a political activist
imprisoned for engaging in activities aimed at overthrowing the government in his
writings.23 Secondly, the fourth generation of leaders were preparing to step down
the following year. Any disturbance in the power takeover by the next generation 
and the phenomenon of the wave of democratization unfolding in the Arab world
was undoubtedly one  could lead to disaster. The Nobelists chair in Oslo remained
empty, and the princelings i.e. the fifth generation, took over smoothly.
Three years after the events of the Arab Spring, Chinas Global Times commented
on its developments as bringing more chaos, instead of establishing a new system
and doubted whether a more equitable social order had been launched.24 It also
apportioned blame to the Western media for creating and intensifying pressures,
through magnifying the focus onto peoples protests and attributing them with
revolutionary characteristics. In conclusion, the article indicates the possibility of
future disorder and civil unrest in countries where leadership is not accepted by the
global powers. There are, however, other casual factors leading to social turmoil
and China is seemingly on course to a confrontation with civil unrest. The main
problem is the growing wealth disparity in a 1.3 billion nation, an inevitable side
refers to use of management systems in dealing with such a situation. All three involve the
governments responses. The fourth type comprises the responses of Chinese citizens. For details
see He Baogang, Chinas Responses to the Arab Uprisings, in Democracy and Reform in Middle
East and Asia, Social Protest and Authoritarian Rule after the Arab Spring, Amin Saikal and Amitav
Acharya (eds), London: I.B. Tauris, 2014, pp. 161186.
23
L. Hui, China Expresses Firm Opposition To U.S. Resolution on Liu Xiaobo, Xinhua, http://
english.gov.cn/2010-12/09/content_1762425.htm (accessed 20 July 2014). See also: M. Xuequan,
Decision of Norwegian Nobel Committee Does not Represent the Wishes of the Majority of
People, Xinhua, http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/china/2010-12/11/c_13645371.htm
(accessed 20 July 2014); W. Guanqun, Verdict on Liu Xiaobo Has Sufficient Legal and Factual
Grounds: Legislator, Xinhua, http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/china/2011-03/10/c_1377
1100.htm (accessed 20 July 2014).
24
L. Jun, Y. Chun, Arab Spring «revolution» Brought More Chaos, Global Times, http://
english.people.com.cn/90780/8587332.html (accessed 20 July 2014).
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effect of the impressive growth of the economy over the previous decades. This is
probably what should be of greatest concern to the ruling party. For Chinese society
the realization of a true democracy seems to be a distant and far-flung aspect of
transition. The CPC proved to be resistant to opposition in 1989 and still
comprehensively protects its citizens from any instability that may arise.25 It might
also be the fact that neither the CPC nor the opposition could bear the responsibility
of radical political change in the modern China, and this country will have to wait not
for another wave of democratization, but for an adequate level of development. As
Eric Li pointed out, the CPC repeats a slogan of socialism with Chinese
characteristics, which embodies a consistent developmental and political strategy
that seeks to strike a difficult balance  achieving high growth rates through a
market economy while relying on one-party political institutions to ensure social
justice and peace. This strategy is the anchor of Chinas relatively peaceful emergence
into the global order.26
Vietnam made a gesture towards China on the occasion of Liu Xiaobos Nobel
Peace Prize in 2010. Vietnam was among the other 18 countries from the 65 having
their embassies in Oslo, which declined the invitation to the ceremony.27 Similarly to
China, the Vietnamese opposition suffers from a lack of basic freedom. Its situation
is best characterized by the events of 2011, when it was suppressed before it managed
to demonstrate its opinion on Arab Spring related topics. Pro-democracy activists
were accused of conducting propaganda against the state, undermining national
unity, and subversion of the administration.28 According to the Human Rights
Watch in 2011, several dozens of activists were imprisoned, other suffered
harassment, interrogation, and detention. Being politically active in Vietnam is difficult
even on the Internet. Authorities block unwelcome websites, microblogs, and social
networks, which are a tool of publishing pro-democracy ideas. The CPV suspects
protests and anti-government riots may be caused by the aforementioned factors, as
was the case in the Arab world.
Paradoxically, between June and August 2011, a series of public protests took
place in Hanoi and Hi Chi Minh City. Almost every Sunday, the Vietnamese rallied
against Chinas position over the disputed island on the South China Sea.29 These
protests were not banned immediately after they had begun. It may prove that the
For more on CCP in the context of democratization and the Tiananmen Massacre see: M. E.
Sarotte, Chinas Fear of Contagion Tiananmen Square and the Power of the European Example,
International Security, Vol. 37, No. 2, Fall 2012, pp. 156182.
26
E. Li, Chinas Color Revolution is Red, New Perspectives Quarterly, Volume 28, Issue 2,
Spring 2011, p. 7.
27
Z. Xiang, Norwegian Lawyer Lambasts Nobel Committee for Promoting Controversy and Ill
Will, Xinhua, http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/world/2010-12/09/c_13642549.htm (accessed
20 July 2014).
28
World Report 2012: Vietnam, Human Rights Watch, www.hrw.org/ (accessed 21 June 2014).
29
Hanoi Warns Anti-China Protesters to Stop, AFP, http://www.thefreelibrary.com/
Hanoi+warns+anti-China+protesters+to+stop-a01612500780 (accessed 20 July 2014).
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government used them to underline its anti-Chinese line. In August, the gatherings,
demonstrations and spontaneous marches were officially ended by the authorities.30
Another danger for the CPV appeared with the changes in Burma. Releasing Aung
San Suu Kyi from house arrest could have caused more problems with the Vietnamese
opposition. Political changes at the top of junta, and a liberalization of political liberties
could also boost Western expectations with regards to changes in Vietnam as well.
Vietnam viewed the changes in Burma as horrific.31 Under this logic, not only Vietnam
was endangered. It could have prompted a wind of change that could be expected to
blow more strongly throughout Indochina. The Democracy rankings referred to
earlier in this paper leave no doubt as to the total lack of political rights and civil
liberties in Laos, in a similar vein to Vietnam and governed by a one party regime i.e.
the Lao Peoples Revolutionary Party. In 2011, in both countries the only legal parties
extended their overwhelming presence until 2016, when the next partys congresses
as well as National Assembly elections will take place.
Electronic media as a catalyst of change
The use of modern media was conducive to the spread of protests in the Arab countries
as early as the beginning of 2011. If we also look at the East Asian region through the
prism of media participation in social and political life, we get a non-uniform image,
which coincides with the characteristics of political freedom. Although it is an area of
extremely high demand for new technologies, the satisfaction and realization of even
traditional sources remains very diverse there. States with a censored and limited access
to Internet resources and television border with those in which access is widespread and
free. In Burma until recently, there were problems with electricity supplies and access to
Internet, something which has changed dynamically over recent years. Laos and Vietnam
are more advanced in this matter. In North Korea, still only a few have access to the
global Internet. Even the mobile network established there for financial reasons is unlikely
to become common in the foreseeable future, not to mention the risk of its suspension
by the authorities. At the same time, North Korea remains an extreme example of a state
which controls the media. The awareness of the importance of free media, and especially
the power of electronic media, is particularly strong in China, and is expressed in them
being controlled by the authorities. The hypothetical, but possible in the future,
commonness of the Internet in authoritarian countries does not necessarily doom it to
be the catalyst of democratic change. Ian Bremmer claims that tens of millions of Chinese
people using the Internet today are more interested in entertainment, everyday affairs,
and patriotism than political philosophy or political power problems or cosmopolitan
issues, the analyses of which they may encounter there.32 It should be remembered that
Ibidem.
R. Saludo, A Healthy Wind of Change Sweeps Asia, The Manila Times, http://www.manila
times.net/ (accessed 22 November 2011).
32
I. Bremmer, Democracy in Cyberspace. What Information Technology Can and Cannot Do,
Foreign Affairs, Vol. 89, No. 6, NovemberDecember 2010, p. 87.
30
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these characteristics are related to the larger, non-democratic part of East Asia. It is
difficult to imagine a possibility of revolution against authorities through the Internet in
these countries. Those in power, however, are very afraid of this tool and it is provided
selectively, it is censored and separated from libertarian ideas. We should also remember
that the Internet is a powerful electronic market and blocking access to it limits financial
benefits for the citizens of the regimes, as is shown by the example of China. If we add
the potential income from the sale of equipment (computers and telephones)  marginalizing
such opportunities seems to make no sense in the long term. Moreover, the regimes also
use teleinformatic systems in communication with the public and the outside world, and
the increasing universality of access seems to have no effect on the level of censorship
applied by the authorities. Thus, modern media in East Asia could support changes, if the
authoritarian governments did not control them. In this context, Tuong Vu, associate
professor of political science at the University of Oregon, highlights the Vietnamese
microblogging sphere. Its existence is considered to suit certain factions of the CPV, and
therefore the unification in certain aims may cause difficulties for the Vietnamese
government.33
The Challenges of regime change in East Asia
The possibility of the democracy spread was described by Samuel Huntington to
explain the so-called third wave of democratization in the developing world that took
place in the 1980s and 1990s.34 At that time, new democracies appeared also in East
Asia, i.e. in the Philippines, Taiwan, and South Korea, arguing that democratization
was not limited to transitions in Eastern Europe and the post-Soviet sphere. Based
on this evidence, the Arab Spring could inspire other nations in the authoritarian
states of East Asia.
The beginnings of the social turmoil and unrest in North Africa in the most drastic
way led to the bloody overthrows of the existing governments. Since 2011, new
administrations have taken over power in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, and Yemen. A wave
of protests also swept over the neighboring African and Middle Eastern countries. It
initiated some reforms that leave a lot to be desired, especially in the socio-political
sphere. As it was presented in the previous subtitle, unrest in the Arab world did not
trigger any overthrowing of East Asian authoritarian regimes, but it also did not
remain unnoticed and ignored by them. There are various explicatory reasons to this
situation.
The background of East Asia is a culturally, ethnically, religiously, and ideologically
diversified region, and therefore not every idea there will find a breeding ground.
Besides, the history of the statehood of many countries is relatively new, often
33
P. Boehler, Vietnams Blogosphere: The Battleground for Rival Factions of the Ruling
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constructed within the context of civil wars and political unrest, and often with the
reprehensible contribution of a Western power. The origins of the society of totalitarian
North Korea are Confucian. Even the political system was selectively modeled on
tradition.35 Although China and Vietnam are communist states, respect and authority
shapes the society according to the Confucian tradition. Laos, where the appreciation
of Buddhism is strong, is ideologically speaking a one-party communist state. Strong
communist influences in Cambodia coexist with a constitutional monarchy. This list
of peculiarities is closed by the junta ruling in multiethnic Burma, where recently a
non-military government was trying to make ends meet.
Frontal evidence of the situation of East Asian authoritarian regimes comes from
the theoretical context of political transition. Political scientists generally share the
opinion that democratization might become a result of three factors: the emergence
of a social movement, international pressure, and a split between local elites.36 For
the revolution to be successful, at least three other factors have to come together. As
Jack A. Goldstone points out when introducing the Arab Spring:
The government must appear so irremediably unjust or inept that it is widely
viewed as a threat to the countrys future; elites (especially in the military) must be
alienated from the state and no longer willing to defend it; a broad-based section of
the population, spanning ethnic and religious groups and socioeconomic classes,
must mobilize; and international powers must either refuse to step in to defend the
government or constrain it from using maximum force to defend itself.37
This picture of regime change conditions sets forth no transformations in
authoritarian East Asia. Backlashes against the government are not a new phenomenon
there, but successful revolutions, which could provide the foundation for democratic
systems, still remain a distant future target. All the authoritarian governments of East
Asia have faced social unrest, but none have led to changes anticipated by protesters,
nor have any resulted in mass revolution. Mass demonstrations are common regionally,
but with a local characteristic as their background. Only in China has their number
ever surpassed all projections  with 180,000 taking to the streets in 2010.38 Social
unrest in China comes from the countrys rapid economic development. The strength
and nature of local protests in China remains insufficient and disproportionate to
trigger processes of grass-roots political changes in the state which is centrally
governed by the CPC. One might be under the impression that the protests pose no
threat to the CPCs rule, but this situation may change in the future, therefore and
35
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undoubtedly even today, it challenges Chinas ruling party, providing and resulting in
strict reactions and an overwhelming sense of state control over its people. People in
Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos also demand changes, however, it is evidenced that
their postulates are concentrated on economic needs, as these countries began their
transformation from initiating economic reforms. Recent developments in Burma
indicate there are other scenarios of an evolution of political reforms. The ongoing
top-down democratization provides initial successes in providing at least some civil
liberties together with the liberalization of the economy.
Reverting to a theoretical debate on the factors facilitating and promoting
democratization  all the authoritarian regimes of East Asia have been facing strong
international pressure from Western countries for a long time. The intensification of
democracy promotion by Western states differs regionally. Obviously the United
States foreign policy is leading in that field and is widely felt in East Asia. Historically,
American security guaranties for dictators in South Korea  Park Chung-hee, and in
Taiwan  Chiang Kai-shek, were a consequence of the Cold War, as was the case for
the support for Ferdinand Marcos regime in the Philippines. American support for
the transition in these countries was also significant, when elites and society were
willing and able to conduct it. This scheme, together with the current foreign policy
of the United States towards Asia-Pacific, suggest presumptive reactions in the course
of political change. The current situation in Burma proves this hypothesis.
Only a few East Asian nations participate in running their countries. Japan,
South Korea, and Taiwan are undoubtedly interested in expanding democracy in
the world, but at the same time they remain strongly engaged in local affairs and
very pragmatic, which sheds light on their moderate reaction to the Arab Spring
and regional political changes.
Japan moved rapidly to offer financial help to the Arab countries during their
political changes. Japan offered loans for the development of infrastructure and
industry.39 Similarly, Japans government reacted quickly to the thaw in Burma. It
remitted Burmese debts and engaged in economic projects.40 The Japanese understand
well that times of change are also perfectly conducive for business. The same premise
underlies South Korean and Taiwanese activities in Burma. It is doubtful whether the
new Burmese government needs assistance during the process of transition. However,
help from other Asian states in that field could be more effective than any Western
involvement. The Burmese juntas declaration of political changes is not a new
phenomenon in Asia. The democratic transition of Taiwan, initiated in the 1980s was
also a top-down process. At that time, the President of the Republic of China 
Chiang Ching-kuo (19781988) and political elites from the ruling Kuomintang party
39
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realized the inevitability of cooperating with the opposition.41 The process of
liberalization and democratization was clinched by the lifting of martial law in 1987,
but it was neither smooth, nor fast.42 It was welcomed by the masses and the
opposition, whose political position increased significantly. When in 1988, after the
sudden death of President Chiang, his deputy Lee Teng-hui became the president, a
wave of democratic reforms was carried out. President Lees sobriquet coined in
the West is Mr. Democracy.43
Burmas democracy icon, Aung San Suu Kyi, received the Nobel Peace Prize in
1991, but this kind of Western support was not enough to initiate political changes at
that time. Isolating Burma from the world proved unsuccessful as well. It took over
20 years for the military junta to bring about significant political change. The possibility
of falseness could be considered as very high. Nonetheless, the United States
welcomed the recent thaw in diplomatic relations. In 2011, Secretary of State Hilary
Clinton visited Burma, which was the first American diplomatic visit since the 1950s.44
The aforementioned situation is similar in nature to the emergence of other East
Asian democracies.
Japan and South Korea devoted their attentions to stopping Pyongyangs arms
race and the raising of the security threat in the region. Their actions depend heavily
on the United States new strategy toward Asia-Pacific, the so-called pivot to Asia 
launched in 2011, which focuses the American strategic interests in this region. The
denuclearization of North Korea is one of its targets, but it also concerns involvement
Chinas affairs, since neighboring a nuclear state is never profitable. Conversely,
China is benefiting from enhanced economic cooperation with South Korea and
does not need to change this status.45 The democratization of North Korea is not a
likely scenario for pragmatic states with their own developmental problems. The
hypothetical scenario of political transformation should be based on South Korean
experiences with democracy and a market economy. South Korea and China are
probably the most suitable partners in incorporating the northern part to a global
economy, but this process is not costless, and undoubtedly it involves both social
and financial commitment. Both partners have already got involved in cross-border
economic cooperation with varying results.
The final theoretical factor of democratization promotion concerns a split between
local elites. In totalitarian North Korea any reformist will be sacrificed to preserve
41
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the state ideology. Before Kim Jong-il died, it was speculated that his successors
would have an opportunity to alleviate the brutality of his reign. Unfortunately, Kim
Jong Un, who took over in 2011, does not confirm this conjecture. In December
2013, Chang Sung-teak, the leading politician and young Kims advisor, as well as to
his uncle, was executed. The Korean Central News Agency heralded the accusation
of the state subversion attempt: a traitor to the nation for all ages who perpetrated
anti-party, counter-revolutionary factional acts in a bid to overthrow the leadership
of our party and state and the socialist system.46
North Korea is an exception in this line, which again proves it to be a totalitarian
oddity. Among all other communist parties ruling in East Asian states, a split into
fractions widens, but the division into hardliners and softliners does not come out
easily into the open, for its holistic picture requires unity. In Chinas CPC it is however,
widely visible and popularly discoursed by analysts, who name them the princelings
and the populists. It is said that the former represent the interests of Chinas businesses,
whilst the latter  farmers and workers.47 The current Chinese leadership represents
a cohabitation between these fractions. President Xi Jinping is a son of a revolutionary
leader, while Premier Li Keqiang represents mainstream ancestry. The current term
of this duet will continue until 2018. Sharing power works in the interests of both
factions, but political analysts maintain that Chinas one party, two coalitions
experiment, despite its limitations, may gradually overcome the systems deficiencies,
thus paving the way for a systemic transition to a Chinese style of democracy.48 In
2012, the princelings proved that it would require a sacrifice of an uncomfortable
and compromising comrade. Bo Xilai, a high ranking CPC member was sentenced to
life imprisonment for bribery, embezzlement, and the abuse of power.49
In Vietnam, factions within the Party officially differ on the issue of current
economic reforms needs, coherently undertaken in the 1990s. Reformists might
threaten the overall party interests if they demand comprehensive reforms, warns
the conservative fraction of the CPV. Due to this split, the decision-making process
 still collective in nature and based on consensus  within the CPV was compared
to paralysis by Jonathan Pincus, Chief Economist for the United Nations Development
Program in Vietnam.50 It places the Vietnamese economy in a troubled position, which
will finally impact the Party. In 2012, Vietnamese Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dungs
daughter, Nguyen Thanh Phuong, was accused of conducting businesses with local
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tycoons. Political analysts point to recent events as a struggle between the factions.51
Others indicate the Partys need for a scapegoat responsible for economic failure.52
Both provide a worrying picture of the CPVs position and highlight areas for urgent
change leading to either sustaining the Party or to a preparation for the changes
desired by an expectant nation.
In Burma, the split between elites was not obvious. The opposition elites have
made a stand for about 20 years and the military junta has cast aside its uniforms
probably upon an agreement with the opposition leader, Aung San Suu Kyi, based on
an idea of shifting the tactic on deepening the dependency on China to the West.
Apparently, without the reformists among the generals, it would be impossible.
Nowadays, only time can confirm whether this change develops political freedom,
when it is easier to look back in hindsight.
Conclusions
The Arab Spring became an inspiration for an attempt to verify the hypothesis of
the inevitability of political change regarding the authoritarian regimes of East Asia.
Although the conducted analysis aspired neither to confirm the legitimacy of the
statement about the emergence of a new wave of democratization, nor to theorize
the conditions indispensable for its emergence, it did raise the issue of changes. The
probability of a mass emergence of pro-democratic transformations in authoritarian
states of East Asia still remains at the level of supposition. The strong awareness of
pragmatism which guides the authoritarian leaders additionally moves this perspective
to the category of wishful thinking. The leader of North Korea invariably realizes the
states vision, regardless of the example of the Near East. The Arab Spring has
neither become an inspiration for the observed political thaw in Burma. Pragmatism
has played the key part there as well. Besides that, some political rights and civil
liberties have been secured. Burma made some progress in terms of democratic
rankings during the period 2011 to 2013. Conversely, China and Vietnam have taken
a step back. Their communist parties insistently defend the order that they are familiar
with, knowing that a new order could bring about as much good as bad. The
transformations in the Arab World did not bring about political reforms in East Asia.
On the contrary, the Arab Spring helped those in power to control their citizens even
more closely. It highlighted areas which required attention, which are undoubtedly
the influence of electronic media, the actions of political activists, and the social
unrests which have resulted from the disastrous financial situation. The latter factor
confirm the tense social situation not only of the analyzed states, but also of
neighboring Cambodia, Malaysia, Indonesia, and the Philippines. Although they were
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not inspired by the events of the Arab Spring, they expressed a strong opposition by
the protesters against the states policy, which marginalizes the needs of the working
masses and reveals the known ills of Asian states: corruption and cronyism in the
economy, discrimination against the opposition and discriminatory laws, and a
perceived lack of freedom in politics. The lesson from the Arab Spring for East
Asian authoritarian regimes is undoubtedly clearer three years on, than at the outbreak
of Middle Eastern revolts in 2010. People need to have well-paid jobs, which will
secure their struggle for a better future. This requires transparent rules in every field
of country management.
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